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Royal Christmas Cards - Lot 795 to Lot 808

Order of Sale

The following thirteen lots of signed Royal Christmas cards were sent to the Hon. Aylmer Douglas Tryon, thence
gifted to the vendors aunt, who worked for him from 1986 at Kingfisher Mill in Great Durnford, Salisbury, Wiltshire.

Day 1 Tuesday 12th October
Lot 1 to Lot 13

		

Services

Lot 14 to Lot 84 		

Churchilliana

Lot 85 to Lot 145 		

Memorabilia

Lot 146 to Lot 167		

Military Signature

Lot 168 to Lot 262 		

Aviation

Lot 263 to Lot 267		

Uniforms & Helmets

Lot 268 to Lot 282		

Third Reich

Lot 283 to Lot 294		

Badges

Lot 295 to Lot 309 		

Medals & Decorations

Lot 310 to Lot 322		

Air Rifles & Pistols

Lot 323 to Lot 337		

Arms & Armour

Lot 338 to Lot 373		

Antiques & Deactivated Weaponry

Lot 374 to Lot 474		

Swords, Bayonets & Sidearms

A GPO Engineer’s Collection of Telephones and Associated Equipment   Lot 742 to Lot 765
This collection belonged to a former GPO engineer whose family had a long standing generational history of working
in telecommunications. The owner was born in the UK and emigrated to Canada as a very young child in the early
1950s when his father was transferred there by the GPO.
His father was quickly promoted to senior positions and travelled extensively between Canada, USA, UK and
Australia, speaking at conferences and acting as technical consultant; he was closely involved with the development
and supervision of TAT 1 and travelled on the ship that laid the cable between Scotland and Newfoundland in 1955.
The family relocated to Bude in Cornwall in 1965 where the owner of the collection later did an apprenticeship in
Telecommunications with the GPO and worked for several years in the Devon and Cornwall areas. He later worked
as a craftsman designing and making fine furniture, as well as having a keen interest in engineering. He always
maintained an interest in telecommunications and this collection represents his personal stock, which hopefully
someone else can now enjoy.

The Roy Addis Fire Mark Collection Part Two – Lot 475 to Lot 528
Starting his insurance broking group in London U.K. in 1958, Roy Addis became fascinated by fire marks through a
chance purchase of a few marks via the sale of an insurance brokerage in the early 1980s.
He went on to amass one of the UK’s largest and best quality collections of British fire marks ever seen, as well as
becoming one of the leading authorities on the subject, and the author of the well renowned book ‘British Firemarks’, containing scale colour photographs of every variant of British fire marks in existence.

Day 2 Wednesday 13th October
Lot 475 to Lot 543		

Firemarks

Lot 544 to Lot 560		

Natural World

Lot 561 to Lot 585		

Fishing Equipment

Lot 586 to Lot 607 		

Sports Memorabilia

Lot 608 to Lot 654		

Collectables

Lot 655 to Lot 669		

Buses

Lot 670 to Lot 697		

Transport

Lot 698 to Lot 705		

Walking Sticks & Canes

Lot 706 to Lot 741 		

Lighters, Pipes & Related Items

Lot 742 to Lot 768		

Telephones & Equipment

Lot 769 to Lot 784 		

Cigarette & Trade Cards

Lot 785 to Lot 794		

Stamps & First Day Covers

Lot 795 to Lot 808		

Royal Signatures

Lot 809 to Lot 831		

Postcards

Lot 832 to Lot 843		

Ephemera

This is the first time that the collection has been offered for sale commercially and many of these fire marks will
not have changed hands in more than forty years. They represent life time of devoted collecting and a dedication
to the subject of fire marks.
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1.

A Metropolitan Police wooden
truncheon, possibly Senior or Special
Constable, stamped SC2002, 40cm,
complete with leather hanger
£40-60

2.

Three vintage 1960 Fire Hoses,
various lengths
£20-30

3.

An early 20th Century Surrey
Fire Brigade Turtle helmet, with single
white stripe, complete with liner and chin
strap, together with a later 20th Century
leather comb example, with A.F,S to the
front, looks to have original chin strap but
later liner, with 10486 to the underside
(2)
£60-80

4.

Late 20th Century Royal
Berkshire Fire & Rescue Service fire
Helmets, two being Pacific F7’s the other
slightly earlier, all with visors (3)
£40-60

5.
A vintage Antifyre pistol,
together with four extra refills, complete
with mount, AF (parcel)
£30-50
6.

A group of six vintage hand
pump fire extinguishers, to include
Pyrene Type P1, Fire-Gun and Gacos,
some with wall mounting brackets, plus
foot pump extinguisher (7)
£50-80

7.

A vintage Foam-making Branch
pipe, possibly Pyrene, brass and red
painted, approx. 130cm in length
£40-60

8.

A vintage Pyrene Foam making
branch pipe, maker’s plaque to the front,
approx. 46cm tall
£30-50

9.
A Gilmat Branch Spray Curtain,
AF, from Station 17 Slough (Defective)
together with a ‘’Noble’’ Power Jet (2)
£30-50
10.

A WWII S Briggs & Co Fire Hose
branch adaptor, dated 1939, together
with a chromed fire nozzle stamped ‘HFS’,
plus two connectors (4)
£40-60
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11.

A vintage Policeman’s leather
slap/cosh, with cane centre with lead
weights to either end, covered in braided
leather, 37cm in length, mainly for the
Middle Eastern market
£40-60

20.

12.

21.

A Victorian Police Force wooden
truncheon, with bulbous ribbed grip,
with painted top, with Crown and VR
cypher to top and ‘Police Force to the
lower section, approx. 43cm long
£80-120

13.

A Victorian turned wooden
truncheon, with hand painted V.R. to the
top with lower turned hand grip, 51cm,
together with Military Police Stamped
example, 39cm and another example, no
markings, 45cm
£100-150

14.

A reconstituted marble bust
of Winston Churchill, bearing Churchill
name to lower, 32cm high, together with
a similar plaster example (2)
£30-50

15.

A group of seven Winston
Churchill jugs, to include Staffordshire
Fine Limited Edition 44/1000, Kirklands,
Wilton Pottery, Loving Cup by Peggy
Davies 71/250 and more (parcel)
£50-80

16.

An assortment of Winston
Churchill Figures, made from various
medium, including ceramic, resin, wood
etc. various heights, plus a bobblehead
example (parcel)
£50-80

17.

A collection of Winston
Churchill busts, comprising of various
mediums, including plaster, wood, resin,
pewter and more, mainly unnamed
(parcel)
£50-80

18.

A selection of Winston Churchill
character jugs, to include maker’s, Royal
Winton, Carlton Ware, Wood Potters
of Burslem, Express Pottery and more,
and two other character jugs by Arthur
Bowker (parcel)
£50-80

19.

A group of six Winston Churchill
wall plaques/hangers, together with an
Adolf Hitler example (7)
£40-60

A collection of Winston
Churchill related smoking items, to
include a 1991 Zippo, cigar boxes, a
Wedgwood table lighter, pipes, cigar
labels and much more (parcel)
£30-40
A Limited Edition Bronte figure
of Winston Churchill, 21/100, 28cm H
£40-60

22.

A collection of Churchill busts
and figures, including a carved wooden
example, with marks to the base for RAF
Kelstern Bomber Station (parcel)
£60-80

23.

A Carlton Ware Winston
Churchill ‘Prototype’ character jug, with
black cap with blue shirt, marked to the
base with mis-spelt ‘Protatype’
£40-60

24.

A collection of Winston
Churchill jugs, all with white/cream glaze,
to include a Burslem jug with Churchill
and Bulldog, Kirklands, Copeland Spode, J
& G Meakin, and Wilton Pottery, together
with a Franklin Roosevelt example by
Mintons, AF (parcel)
£80-120

25.

An assortment of Churchill
related items, to include an early pin
tray by Lancasters, an ashtray by Royal
Doulton, a glass bottom pewter tankard,
a Wedgwood tankard and dish, and much
more (parcel)
£50-80

26.

A vintage Effanbee figure of
Winston Churchill, together with a
Limited Edition Time capsule Toys Talking
Action Figure and a 1/6 scale collectable
figure od Winston Churchill, all boxed (3)
£40-60

29.

An assortment of busts of
Churchill, of various medium, to include a
plaster example with signature to reverse,
a Royal Mint Limited Edition, one marked
‘Tallent to reverse, a money box example,
resin, metal and more (parcel)
£50-80

30.

A large Royal Doulton Character
jug of Churchill, marked 8360 to the
base, together with two smaller examples
modelled by Stanley James Taylor, D6934
and D6849 (3)
£40-60

31.

A collection of Churchill
ceramics and other items, to include
a Michael Sutty Limited Edition bust,
12/250, Staffordshire War Heroes
miniature character jug, Royal Worcester
Peter Jones China Limited edition
255/500 item, D-Day Churchill BD014 by
Peggy Davies and more (parcel)
£60-80

32.

Three Winston Churchill ceramic
tea pots, comprising a Carlton Ware
Limited Edition example, 8/250, in the
form of Churchill flying a bi-plane with
blue camouflage, a Fitz and Floyd Limited
Edition 769/2500, of Churchill with artist
palette and the other, Staffordshire ‘We
Will Never Surrender’ (3)
£40-60

33.

A group of Winston Churchill
figures, to include one entitled ‘Winston
the Winner’, a Limited Edition example
of the 50th Anniversary of the D-Day
Landings 5/2000, one with a silhouette
of a lady to the base, and more, many
unnamed or marked by maker’s, together
with a small selection of wall hangers of
Churchills face (parcel)
£40-60

34.

An assortment of Churchill
related items, to include brass door
knocker, badges, coins, cufflinks, souvenir
spoons, plaques, w Wedgwood style glass
jug and much more (parcel)
£50-80

Various busts of Sir Winston
Churchill, including A Wedgwood
example modelled by Arnold Machin, one
example marked K.Churchill to reverse,
and more, mainly unnamed examples
(parcel)
£50-80

28.

35.

27.

A heavy iron door stop in
the form of Churchill, together with
a selection of other items, comprising
desk tidy, bottle tops, miniature figures,
a Hamilton Collector plate, and more
(parcel)
£50-80
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A large Fielding’s Character jug
of Winston Churchill, marked A168 to
the base, together with another example
marked A167 to base (2)
£20-30
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36.

An assortment of Winston
Churchill items, including Character Jugs,
salts, busts and more, plus a ceramic
lidded pot and four Churchilliana books
on collecting (parcel)
£60-80

37.

A Vintage ‘The Smoking
Statesman’ figure, in box, together
with smaller novelty example, plus a
wedgwood plaque, boxed, a selection
of Limited Edition figures, to include
Churchill, Monty, Patton, Hitler, Goering,
Rommel, Hess, Stalin, Eisenhower, and
Mussolini, all 00007/12500, a figure of
Winnie and Monty, lead figures, thimbles
and more (parcel)
£40-60

38.

Four Manor Limited Edition
Figures of Mini Churchill, to include
two ‘The Artist’ slightly different colour
variations, 351/1000 and 348/1000, Mini
Churchill, 152/1000, and The Orator,
289/1000 (4)
£40-60

39.

Kevin Francis, a selection of
ceramic of Winston Churchill, to include
a large white/cream bust 51/100,
Millennium Bust Series, Standing and
Mini Standing Churchill toby jugs,
Character Bust jug, and two other items
(parcel)
£40-60

40.

A ‘Yalta Conference’ prototype
figure, in the form of Stalin, Churchill and
Roosevelt all sat together, hand written
on the bottom ‘Yalta Conference Lady
Grace China (Prototype) 2008
£80-120

41.

A collection of Bairstow Manor
Pottery Churchill related jugs and more,
to include Life and Time of Winston
Churchill, Winston Rufus, Navy Forces
Churchill, an egg pot, and more (parcel)
£50-80

42.

An assortment of Bairstow
Manor Pottery Winton Churchill
figures, to include Winston the Artist,
178/3000, Man of the Century Centenary
Club, 18/100, three variations of the
same figure all limited edition of 500,
(200/358/443), three busts and a
Churchill Bulldog (parcel)
£70-100

43.
A Churchill Centenary Trust
collection of John Pinches Centenary
medals, commemorating the 100th
anniversary of Winston Churchill’s Birth,
comprising of 24 silver gilt coins, together
with letter from John Pinches Limited,
stating that there are a couple of mistakes
on coin 17 and that they have sent the
owner a re-strike of the original without
the mistakes, Limited Edition 714, 25
coins in total
£200-300
44.
Heritage Sculptures, a selection
of resin items from Heritage Sculptures,
including a desk tidy, two paperweights,
one with inscription ‘Sir Winston Churchill
1874-1965’, the other ‘Cabinet War
Rooms London’, a hexagonal lidded box,
three busts of Churchill, one with plaque
‘Havengore Heritage Edition’ (AF), plus
two other resin limited edition resin busts
(parcel)
£60-80
45.
A Wedgwood Black Basalt
bust of Sir Winston Churchill, modelled
by Arnold Machin R.A, number 489,
with applied gilt inscription to the front
‘Winston Churchill 1874-1965, ‘’I have
nothing to offer but blood, toil, tears and
sweat’’, dated 74 underneath, 18cm high
£30-40
46.
An Ezra Brooks china decanter
in the form of Churchill on a podium,
together with a selection of resin and
wooden figures, including ashtrays,
Churchill in the form of a Bulldog,
‘Winston the Winner’, Dutch dancing boy
and more (parcel)
£50-80
47.
A collection of wall plaques
and other items, to include a framed
Wedgwood duo, a black basalt
Wedgwood dish, a heavy gilt medallion,
a John Middesigh silver pewter relief, a
silhouette and many more (parcel)
£50-80
48.
An assortment of Churchill
related collectors plates, to include
two Victorian period plates with image
of Lord Randolph Churchill,, all others
with images of Winston Churchill, from
maker’s Meakin, Solian Ware, Crown
Ducal, T.G. Green & Co, Royal Winton and
more (parcel)
£50-80
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49.

A group of ceramic Churchill
figures, comprising Bairstow Manor
Pottery No.1 from Political Cartoon
Drawing 1926 28/100, A Man in a Hurry
at Odds with the World 7/100, Man of
the Century in light grey suit 65/500,
Express Pottery Staffordshire decanter
with Bulldog, and more (7)
£50-80

50.

A Wade ‘Roll Out The Barrel’
tankard, in brown glaze, together with
a similar Royal Victoria dual handle
example, with relief of Europe and the
United States, with planes and ships
heightened in silver gilt crossing the
Atlantic (2)
£30-50

51.

A Limited Edition glass tankard
by Frank Thrower, 975/1000, dated
1974, together with a selection of other
commemorative ware, including plates,
cups, and other items of ceramic (parcel)
£50-80

52.

A large collection of Winston
Churchill related ceramics, mainly table
ware, comprising a Paragon tankard,
Royal Staffordshire milk jug, Paragon
cabinet cups and saucers, Royal Minton
cup, saucer and milk jug and lots more
(parcel)
£60-100

53.

A collection of Churchill related
items, to include two display bottles
of Pol Roger champagne, a Dutch tin
from 1945 with portraits of Chiang Kai
Shek, Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill,
a collection of crowns and medallions,
ashtrays in brass and chromed,
Wedgwood table lighter, a zippo lighter,
a brass door knocker, key rings, playing
cards and more (parcel)
£60-100

54.

A group of Winston Churchill
busts, in various medium, comprising
resin, plaster, and more, various sizes,
some with undistinctive signatures to
reverse (parcel)
£50-100

55.

An assortment of mid-late
20th Century ceramics, including a
Staffordshire teapot of Winston Churchill
posing with the V sign, another teapot
missing top, a Kevin Francis Limited
Edition Character jug 18/750, a dark
glazed character jug by Kevin Francis,
a Bairstow Manor Character jug, Royal
Doulton Character jug (D6934), two other
Bairstow Manor Toby jugs with slight
colour variation and another (parcel)
£60-100

56.

A collection of Mid- 20th
Century ceramics, to include a Sylvac
Ware bust, a Lancaster Sandland figure
modelled and designed by R Sudlow (AF),
a crested ware bust with Huntington
Crest, another bust, a Wedgwood
tankard, and more (parcel)
£60-80

57.

Mid 20th Century Winston
Churchill toby/Character jugs, comprising
Copeland Spode cream glazed toby jug,
a Shorter & Son large character jug with
the handle as an anchor, in red, white and
blue, Wilton Pottery, Gilman & Co, and
a large and small Royal Winton example
(parcel)
£60-100

58.

A group of early-mid 20th
Century Winston Churchill ceramics,
all with the same design of Winston
Churchill to the front, from various
manufacturers, including Crown Devon,
Lancaster Ltd, Sutherland China,
Swinnertons, Meakin and more (parcel)
£50-80

59.

Vinyl Records, A selection
of vinyl records of Winston Churchill,
including His Memoirs and Speeches, one
by Decca, CBS I Can Hear It Now, Annual
Banquet 1966 First Edition, Churchill In
His Own Words, The Finest Hour, and
more, plus two books (parcel)
£50-80

60.

A Scarce Royal Doulton Winston
Churchill trinket box, complete with four
internal dishes, together with a Royal
Doulton ashtray, tankard, and two cups
(5)
£40-60

62.

Lady Grace China, a Limited
Edition Of Winston Churchill with
Clementine on the Eve of his Retirement
1955, 16/350, together with another Lady
Grace Figure entitled ‘ The Bulldog Breed’
(2)
£40-60

63.

A small bronze figure of
Winston Churchill by Heyfron, the bronze
head with maker’s name to reverse with
23 within a circle, on cube plinth, approx.
15.5cm high
£20-30

64.

Manor Limited Edition ceramic
figure of ‘Winston the Artist’, 4/3000,
approx. 23cm high
£30-50

65.

An Artist proof ceramic jug
by John Michael for Kevin Francis,
entitled ‘Overlord’, seated Churchill in
black uniform with D-Day on front of his
Brodie helmet, resting his foot on Adolf
Hilter’s head, with his allies Monty and
Eisenhower to his shoulder, with the
nations’ flags as handles, approx. 24cm
high
£80-120

66.

Kevin Francis Fidder
Midshipmite Political series toby jug
Limited Edition 161/750, Winston
Churchill in tricorn hat and wearing a long
maroon jacket, playing the fiddle, approx.
23cm high
£20-30

67.

A Burleigh Ware ceramic
character jug of Winston Churchill
entitled ‘Victory’, together with two
other Burleigh Ware character jugs of
Winston Churchill, small and medium
sized, the medium sized example with
inscription to the base (3)
£50-80

68.

After Leo Cherne, a copyrighted
bronze painted plaster study of Winston
Churchill’s head, with Leo Cherne and C
within a circle to the back, on cube socle,
approx. 31.5cm high
£40-60

61.

A Copeland Spode ceramic
figure of Winston Churchill, Churchill
with black jacket and waistcoat with grey
pin striped trousers, approx. 23cm h, AF
£50-80
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69.

A Commemorative silver
hallmarked dish, commemorative the
life of Winston Churchill, marked London
1965 by Albert Edward Jones, the 12.5cm
diameter dish with commemorative
medallion to base, with relief of Churchill
to top and hallmarked with enamelled St.
Dunstan Silver Craft to underside (approx.
6.2ozt), together with another similar
silver hallmarked dish, marked London
1975 by Robert & Dore Ltd, with central
Churchill Crown to base, with ‘W.LS-C
1874-1974 and Clementine Churchill
signature lower, number 2081 to reverse,
approx. 10cm diameter (approx. 2.3ozt),
approximately 8.6ozt in total (2)
£80-120

70.

The Churchill Annigoni Plate,
silver hallmarked, Birmingham 1976 by P
M, with image of Churchill to the front,
surrounded by three ‘V’s’, number 1473
to reverse, 25.5cm diameter, approx.
13.3ozt
£150-180

71.

A silver hallmarked Winston
Churchill Centenary goblet, marked
London 1974 by Mappin & Webb Ltd,
bearing Lion holding flag to the front,
together with two other silver hallmarked
Centenary goblets, dated Birmingham
1973, by Toye, Kenning & Spencer, one
AF, approx. 15.2ozt
£180-220

72.

A Churchill Centenary Trust
1974 plate, created by John Pinches,
number 630, stamped filled to reverse,
with relief of Churchill in gilt to the front,
complete with fitted box, and certificate
£50-80

73.

An unopened Churchillian
Heritage First Issue ‘The Hours of
Decision’ by John Spencer Churchill 1972
Sterling Silver plate, the 23cm diameter
plate bearing relief of Churchill in front
of the Houses of Parliament and Big Ben,
complete with Certificate of Authenticity,
No.1544, in original fitted case
£120-180

74.

Two terracotta table lighters
by Tallent, both in the form of busts of
Winston Churchill, one in terracotta, the
other painted cream, both complete with
cigars (2)
£80-120
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75.

A Royal Doulton ceramic figure
of Sir Winston Churchill, HN3057,
Churchill in a white three piece suit and
hat, while holding a cane, 26.5cm high
£40-60

76.

A Kevin Francis Boer-War
Centenary Toby Jug, modelled by
Andy Moss, Limited Edition no 58/500,
produced by Peggy Davies Ceramics,
23cm high
£60-80

77.

Two ceramic Manor Limited
Edition Character jugs, modelled by Ray
Noble, entitled Army Forces Churchill,
Limited Edition numbers 20 and 145 of
500, 15cm high (2)
£40-60

78.

A ceramic Manor Limited
Editions Prototype Character Jug,
modelled by Ray Noble, entitled Airforce
Forces Churchill, marked ‘Prototype’ to
the base, with no number, 15cm high
£40-60

79.

Franta Belsky, a bronzed resin
figure of Winston Churchill, with artist’s
signature to reverse of the base, 22.5cm
high
£200-300

80.

Franta Belsky, a bronzed resin
bust of Winston Churchill, with sculptor’s
name to reverse, also with number 172,
16cm high
£400-600

81.

Albert Toft, after 1862-1949, a
large resin bust of Winston Churchill, in
green, with sculptures name to reverse,
approx. 30.5cm high
£200-300

82.

A Burleigh Ware cream glazed
Toby Jug by John Bull, the Churchill
jug with him astride a Bulldog, with
impressed quote to the base, 28cm high
£60-100

83.

A Burleigh Ware cream glazed
Toby Jug by John Bull, the Churchill jug
with him astride a Bulldog wearing a
yellow jacket, 29cm high
£150-200

84.

A Burleigh Ware cream glazed
Toby Jug by John Bull, the Churchill jug
with him astride a Bulldog wearing a red
jacket, 29cm high
£150-200

85.
A large British Royal Navy White
ensign flag, from HMS Eagle 1964-66,
with smoke marks to the main flag, with
stencilling to the edge ‘6 EDTH W ENSIGN
801706’, with original rope, wood and
metal clasp attachments, approx. 265cm
x 120cm
£100-150
86.
A British Royal Navy ship’s
Union flag, with brass fixtures to the
side, with original rope and metal clasps,
stencilling to the edge ‘UNION 4 BDS
(Broad arrow)’ approx. 176cm x 80
£50-80
87.
A 1980s British Royal Navy
White ensign flag, by Chatham Dockyard
Flagloft Ltd, with maker’s name and
address stencilled to the edge with a
broad arrow and ‘ENS. WHITE 571-299
6Bdths 1984’, complete with original
rope, wooden baton and metal clips,
approx. 265cm x 135cm
£80-120
88.
A South Africa flag (1928-1994),
67cm x 44cm, believed to be from HMS
Eagle’s 64-66 Commission, together
with a white pennant, with red cross
and blue clover, plus a car pennant with
the Reading Borough crest, possibly a
Mayoral car pennant (3)
£50-80
89.
A WWI Verner’s Patent pocket
compass, dated 1917, no.69878,
complete with leather case and strap by
Jabez Cliff & Co of Walsall, on the case
in ink are initials ‘L.N.M and 7th R.W.F’
possibly the 7th (Merionethshire &
Montgomeryshire) Battalion, Royal Welch
Fusiliers
£50-80
90.
A Winchester W.R.A.Co Signal
cannon, the 10 gauge 30cm long barrel,
missing the breech, with red painted
wheels, trademark name to the side, and
information stamped to the top of the
barrel
£100-150
91.
A Georgian black leather
Sabretache with box, the black leather
sabretache with white metal crown GR
cipher to the front, with red lined pockets
and compartments to reverse, the tin
with traces of a name, possibly ‘Sir Henry
Fitzherbert, 3rd Baronet of Tissington
£1000-1200
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92.

William Leefe Robinson VC,
1897-1918, a scrapbook containing
Robinsons’ Signature, the first person to
shoot down a German Airship over Britain
in WWI, the signature in ink under a laid
down copy of a photograph and details
of Robinson, also in the book, various
water colours and drawings, poems and
quotes, dated 1913 onwards, including a
passenger of the orient, Stan Bracey, and
more (parcel)
£300-400

93.

A wooden model of a ship’s
cannon, possibly a 12 pounder long
gun, made by Raymond Arthur Bromley,
WWII British Seaman, who served aboard
HMS Mohawk in the Mediterranean and
during the Norwegian Campaign, 193941 including when the Mohawk sunk in
1941, he also served aboard HMS Jarvis
and HMS Panther in the Mediterranean
and Indian Ocean, during 1943-45
serving with N1 Commando in Italy, the
cannon with applied rope and chain,
with wooden and metal studded wheels,
approximate 52cm x 34cm
£80-120

94.

A WWII Italian Officer’s dress
pouch, the hard leather case with metal
crowned eagle to the front holding an
oval shield
£50-80

95.

Hutchinson’s Illustrated Edition
of Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler, the
Unexpurgated Edition, with more than
200 exclusive and specifically selected
illustrations, in red hard back cover
£40-60

96.

A collection of military related
books, to include Medieval Costume
Armour & Weapons by Wagner, Durdik &
Drobn, The Evolution of the Victoria Cross
by M.J. Cook, Fighting talk by Lt Co Robert
C.W Thomas OBE, Collecting Military
Antiques by Fredrick Wilkinson and many
more (parcel)
£40-60

97.

An assortment of various
paper ephemera, to include Indian
Propaganda leaflets, notes of a training
RAF pilot, Daily Telegraph Map 1938, The
Salient 1915, The Ypres Times, two voice
recordings, WWI Souvenirs, Anti Gass Eye
Shield, Rovering To Success by Lord Baden
Powell and more (parcel)
£40-60
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98.

A WWII Gas Mask, stamped
with broad arrow and dated 1939,
complete with filter and pipe, on the pipe
a dog tag for ‘2QW 6898243, also with
carry case, dated and marked with the
same date and number, together with
two vehicle light protectors (3)
£60-100

107.

A WWII period Ross of London
gun sight, in fitted wooden carry case
£50-80

108.

A collection of military vehicle
related books, covering Army, Navy and
Air Force, for different eras (parcel)
£10-20

Four Robert Taylor signed
military prints, to include ‘Spitfire’ signed
by Douglas Bader and Johnnie Johnson,
‘Hurricane’ signed Bob Stanford Tuck,
‘Lancaster’ signed Leonard Cheshire, and
‘The Swordfish attack at Taranto’ signed
Richard Janvrin and Charles Lamb, on one
the glass is broken (4)
£30-40

100.

109.

99.

An assortment of military
related fiction and non-fiction books,
covering a variety of eras and subject
matter (qty)
£10-20

101.

A collection of Aviation and
military related books, to include The
Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Weapons of
World War II by Chris Bishop, Operation
Overload D-Day Day by Day by Anthony
Hall, V-Bombers by Robert Jackson and
more (parcel)
£40-60

A table top momento of the
Great War, in the form of a British
Pineapple grenade, used from one of the
actual castings, together with a selection
of ephemera, to include sweetheart
brooch for the Wiltshire Regiment,
Medical card, Clothing book, ration
book, Registration Car, Emergency bulb
for a black out in original box and more
(parcel)
£40-60

110.

A collection of war and military
related books, to include Listening
to Britain by Paul Addison, Kursk The
Greatest Battle Eastern Front 1943 Lloyd
Clark, Margot Asquith’s Great War Diary
1914-1916 by Michael Brock and Eleanor
Brock and many more (parcel)
£40-60

A large collection of blueprint/
schematic diagrams from The North
Eastern Marine Engineering Co Ltd,
possibly copies, some dated to the 1930s,
showing Slide Valves, Propellers, Smoke
Boxes and Up takes and many more, for
various ships including MHS Barbarian,
HMS Barbette, HMS Barbicon, HMS
Barrage, HMS Barranca, HMS Barricade
and HMS Barrier, AF (parcel)
£50-80

103.

111.

102.

History of the Second World
War: SOE in France by M.R.D Foot,
dated 1966, published by Her Majesty’s
Stationary Office, indistinctively signed to
the inner page
£30-40

104.

A WWII Allied Forces flag,
depicting the American, British, Free
French Forces and Republic of China
flags,AF approx. 97cm x 64cm
£100-150

105.

A WWII period gas mask,
complete with breathing tube and filter,
plus carry case, together with a WWII
period drinks cannister and an empty
First Aid Kit container (parcel)
£40-60

106.

A collection of various items, to
include a mounted bayonet, a Parachute
regiment wooden plaque, a small medkit with contents, drinking vessels, two
berets and more (parcel)
£40-60

An Account of the Operations
of the Second Army in Europe 19441945 Two volume book by Major E P
Clarke, complete with hardback book of
maps, together with a selection of items,
including a cosh, a small telescope by
Salmon & Co, ad more (parcel)
£50-100

112.

A pair of Russian Army
Binoculars on stand, 15x110, made by
Novosibirsk Instrument-Making Plant
(NIMP), presented to Brigadier C.W
Tadier CBE - Deputy Commander of the
International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF), Afghanistan by Major General
Sultan Mohammad Ebdi, Commander of
the Presidential Guards, Kabul Palace in
March 2002
£600-800

113.

A Military cased signal lamp,
together with a two shell projectile
ammunition case, AF (2)
£30-50
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

114. A WWII British Brodie helmet
and carrier, the Brodie dated 1940 and
stamped FL, the carrier marked in hand
written ink ‘DUJN/248/1’ and stamped ‘A
Leyland’, together with S & G Co gas mask
and canvas bag, also with the same hand
written numbers, plus a 1953 Gas mask
carrier and mask (parcel)
£50-100
115.

International Code of Signals,
a rolled canvas case with all the flags for
the Code of Signalling, with instructions
down the centre, flanked by numerous
pockets containing the flags for various
letters, appears to be complete
£50-80

116.

A large collection of shipping
flags, to include Countries Flags,
Signalling flags, pennants, a string of
pennants and more (parcel)
£40-60

124.

A WWII 1944 dated Entrenching
Tool, date stamped to the wooden shaft
and the metal base, with broad arrow,
complete with attachment and No.4
bayonet and sheath, plus 1944 dated case
£150-180

125.

A pair of brown leather military
spats, with three buckles, together with a
two compartment brown leather ammo
pouch, stamped to the inner lid (3)
£20-30

126.

Of Falklands War interest, A
collection of various restricted maps,
including Stanley Minefield and Clearance
Situation map, dated 84, a 1944 dated
map of Britain and surrounding area, a
kit bag marked ‘2285946 W.E Chicken 16
SQDN B.A.F.O c/o B.A.O.R, a gun sight and
an Argentinian ammo case (parcel)
£30-50

127.

A large Red Ensign flag, marked
Scarlet Ensign, 2 1/2 Somerset, 215cm x
115cm, AF
£40-60

A Flash Spotter Training Rifle,
stamped to the barrel ‘British Patent No.s
243249&273995’, complete with pin and
wire
£60-80

118.

128.

117.

A large Blue Ensign flag, marked
White Ensign, 2 1/2 Somerset, approx.
223cm x 114cm, AF
£40-60

119.

A large Royal Naval White
Ensign flag, marked White Ensign, 2 1/2
Somerset, approx. 225cm x 110cm
£50-80

120.

A large British Union flag,
marked in hand written ink ‘Somerset’,
approx. 250cm x 125cm, AF
£50-80

121.

Three sizeable Union Flags,
approx. 270cm x 130cm and smaller, one
marked in hand written ink ‘Somerset’,
together with two smaller ensign flags, AF
(5)
£70-100

122.

A stringed set of shipping flags
and pennants, to include Blue Ensign
with Crown, The Royal Standard, Stars
and Stripes, Union Flag, Standard of
Scotland and more, plus two carry bags
(parcel)
£30-50

123.

A pair of Military issue Hyatt
hand restraints, marked with a broad
arrow and dated 11
£25-40
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

A Gordon Highlanders silk
embroidery, together with a smaller
embroidery, plus a 1st Royal Dragoons
embroidery, an oil on canvas of a sea
scape, with German military signatures to
the reverse, plus another painting (5)
£80-120

129.

Of Naval Interest, an extensive
collection of Naval tallies, comprising
HMS Malaya, HMS Ark Royal, THV Vestal,
HMS Lullington, Croydon SCC, HMS
Neptune and many more (approx. 40+),
together with a selection of Naval badges
and other items (parcel)
£120-150

130.

H.M.S Victory, an oak and brass
banded bucket, with applied bras H.M.S
Victory name to the front, complete
with brass handle, together with a small
example (2)
£40-60

131.

A white metal topped horn
swagger sick, possibly rhino horn, 85cm
£100-200

132.

A WWI W.Watson & Sons Ltd
Gun Sight Telescope 1700, x8, dated
1918, Patt G.540, No.18
£60-80

133. A David Shepherd Limited
Edition print, entitled ‘ 16 Princes Gate,
5th May 1980, The final scene, as the
last of the Terrorists is dealt with and
the hostages are safely evacuated from
the Embassy’, 484/850, print from an oil
painting by David Shepherd, complete
with certificate
£100-200
134. Of Naval Interest, a selection
of pennants for HMS Hampshire, HMS
Glamorgan, HMS Bulwark, and more
together with a sailors dark blue collar,
plus various programmes (parcel)
£30-50
135. A collection of WWII and later
ephemera, to include news papers, black
and white photographs, cigarette cards,
pocket atlas’ and much more (parcel)
£40-60
136. A Canadian Forces of Europe
military wall plaque, displaying all of
the badges, together with a French silver
plated, commemorative bowl ‘Force
Oceanique Strategique’ (2)
£40-60
137. A pair of small brass Artillery
Cannon models, one needing some
attention to the axle, 18cm in length
£40-60
138. A group of four base yellow
metal sweetheart brooches, RAF, RAFA,
Friends of the RAFA and Allied, plus a
RAF Association wall plaque Strategic Air
Command cloth badges and a selection of
cigarette cards (parcel)
£80-100
139. A WWII S G & Co Ltd British
gas mask, dated 1942, small, with same
dated filter, together with a postcard
album
£30-40
140. Three ‘trench art’ page turners,
made up of spent rounds, one dated
1917, with applied sabre-shaped page
turners, together with the end of a spent
round the shaped crucifix to the end (5)
£20-30
141. A group of three Soviet Union
Propaganda posters, one depicting a
young child behind a barbwire fence,
another of Marching Medics, and
another, all framed and glazed, possibly
reproduction (3)
£40-60
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142.

A collection of WWI and later
items, to include a US Ammo pouch, a
1940 gas mask, trench art, leather gloves,
a Colt 45 auto magazine, the hand set of
a telephone and much more (parcel)
£40-60

143. A small collection of ephemera,
to include German stamps, Players
National Flags and Arms, Tony L Oliver
German Orders and Decorations
photographs and more (parcel)
£20-40
144.

A 21st Prince Albert Victor’s
Own Cavalry Frontier Force belt buckle
and belt, Daly’s Horse, Indian Army, with
brass buckle with applied Crown, 21 and
naming, with leather and bullion belt
£250-300

145.

A 72nd Duke of Albany’s Own
Highlanders brass plate, together with
a selection of button cleaners, including
New Pioneer, Mills Cleaning Shield and
many more (parcel)
£50-80

146.

Admiral of the Fleet The Right
Hon Andrew Viscount Cunningham of
Hyndhope KT.GCB.OM.DSO, (1883-1963)
signed card in green ink, with letter
confirming the signature by Secretary
to First Sea Lord on Admiralty .S.W.
paper, dated 23rd April 1946, and black
and white photograph, Cunningham
entered the Royal Navy as a cadet in
1897 at the age of 10 on the officer’s
training ship ‘Britannia’, passing out in
1898, Commanding a destroyer during
WWI and through the Inter-War period,
being awarded the Distinguished
Service Order for this time, specifically
in the Dardanelles and in the Baltics.
During WWII as Commander-in-Chief,
Mediterranean Fleet he led British
Naval Forces to Victory in numerous
Mediterranean battles, including the
attack on Taranto 1940, the first allaircraft naval attack in history and the
Battle of Cape Matapan in 1941. 1943
Cunningham was promoted to First
Sea Lord, a position he held until his
retirement in 1946
£60-80
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147.

Admiral of the Fleet Sir John
Henry Dacres Cunningham GCB.MVO.
DL, (1885-1962) signed card in blue ink,
with Admiralty .S.W. header, headed
letter from his Secretary confirming
the signature, dated 9th September
1946, Cunningham was a Navy Officer, a
Qualified Senior Navigator and became
Director of Plans at the Admiralty in
1930, in WWI he initially served in
HMS Berwick, before being transferred
to the battleship HMS Russell in the
Mediterranean in July 1915, Notably
surviving her sinking by a mine in 1916,
in WWII he saw action as Commanderin-Chief of the Mediterranean Fleet with
responsibilities for the Allied landings
at Anzio and in the South of France,
serving as First Sea Lord in the 1940s
with his main focus on implementing the
Government’s Policy of scrapping many
serviceable ships
£60-80

148.

Admiral of the Fleet The
Right Hon Louis Francis Albert
Nicholas Earl Mountbatten of Burma,
(1900-1979) signed in green ink on
Supreme Allied Commander South
East Asia Headquarters headed paper,
complete with letter dated 14th June
1946, confirming his signature by his
daughter Third Officer W.R.N.S Patricia
Mountbatten - Louis Mountbatten was
the Maternal Uncle to the Late Prince
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, and second
cousin once removed of Queen Elizabeth
II, during WWII he was Supreme Allied
Commander, South East Asia Command,
and the last Viceroy of India and the first
Governor-General of Independent India
£40-60

149.

Field Marshal The Right Hon
Archibald Percival Wavell GCB. GCSI.
GCIE. CMG. MC. KStJ. PC, (1883-1950)
his full title being Archibald Percival
Wavell, 1st Earl Wavell (of Eritrea and
of Winchester), Viscount Wavell of
Cyrenaica and of Winchester, Viscount
Keren of Eritrea and of Winchester,
a signed United Service Club, Pall
Mall, S.W.1, headed sheet of paper,
graduating from Sandhurst - Wavell was
Commissioned into the British Army
in 1901 as Second Lieutenant in the
Black Watch, joining the 2nd Battalion
in South Africa to fight in the Second
Boer War, then fighting through WWI
and WWII rising through many ranks.
Passing away in 1950 from an abdominal
surgery relapse, his body was laid in state
at the Tover of London (where he was
Constable), with a military funeral along
the Thames, first since Horatio Nelson
in 1806, later being laid to rest in the
mediaeval Cloister at Winchester College
£50-80

152.

Field Marshal Harold Rupert
Leofric George Alexander. 1st Earl
Alexander of Tunis KG. GCB. OM.
GCMG. CSI. DSO. MC. CD. PC (Can). PC
(1891-1969) signed Government House
Ottawa letter head, dated 5th June
1946, signed in blue ink - Alexander was
a Senior British Army Officer who served
with distinction during WWI and WWII,
overseeing the final stages of the Allied
Evacuation of Dunkirk, and also holding
high ranking Commands in Burma,
North Africa and Italy, also serving as
Commander-in-Chief Middle East and
commanding the 18th Army Group in
Tunisia and the 15th Army Group during
the capture of Sicily
£60-80

153.

Field Marshal Sir Claude John
Eyre Auchinleck. GCB. GCIE. CSI. DSO.
OBE, (1884-1981) signed in blue ink and
dated 1946, signed on a Commanderin-Chief in India New Delhi letter
head - Auchinleck was a British Army
Commander during WWII, spending the
majority of his military career in India, he
rose to become Commander-in-Chief of
India, in 1941 he became Commanderin-Chief of the Middle East Theatre, but
after a few early successes the tables
turned against Britain and he was
relieved of his post in 1942 during the
Alamein Campaign, 1943 was once again
appointed Commander-in-Chief in India
£40-60

Field Marshal Bernard Law
Montgomery. 1st Viscount Montgomery
of Alamein. KG. GCB. DSO. PC. DL,
(1887-1976) signed piece of card,
signed in blue/grey ink, dated 22/5/46
- Montgomery, nicknamed ‘Monty’
or ‘The Spartan General’ was a Senior
Officer in the British Army, serving in
WWI the Irish War of Independence and
WWII, in WWI as a Junior Officer in the
Royal Warwickshire Regiment near the
Belgian border at Meteren he was shot
by a sniper through the right lung during
the first Battle of Ypres, on his return as
General Staff Officer he took part in Battle
of Arras and Passchendaele, in WWII he
was in Command of all Ground Allied
Forces during the Battle of Normandy
(Operation Overlord), plus many other
battles and campaigns, also sold in the
lot a War Office, Whitehall letter headed
sheet dated 23 May 46, signed Noel
Chavasse ‘ADC Major’
£70-100

151.

154.

150.

Field Marshal The Right Hon
Alan Francis Brooke, 1st Viscount
Alanbrooke. KG. GCB. OM. GCVO. DSO
and Bar, (1883-1963) signed letter head
from Cairnton, Banchory, Scotland,
signed in ink, dated 11-5-46 - Alanbrooke,
Viscount of Brookeborough, was a
Senior Officer of the British Army, he
was Chief of the Imperial General Staff
during WWII, and later promoted to Field
Marhal in 1944, as Chairman of the Chiefs
of Staff Committee, he was the foremost
military advisor to Winston Churchill, and
also undertook the role of co-ordinator
of the British military efforts in the Allies
Victory in 1945, after retiring from the
Army he served as Lord High Constable of
England during the Coronation of Queen
Elizabeth II in 1953
£50-80
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Field Marshal The Right Hon
Henry Maitland Wilson. 1st Baron
Wilson of Libya and of Stowlangtoft on
the County of Suffolk GCB. GBE. DSO,
(1881-1964) signed letter dated Sept 20th
1947 - Wilson was a Senior Officer of the
British Army in the 20th Century, also
known as ‘Jumbo Wilson’, seeing active
service during the Second Boer War,
WWI at the Somme and Passchendaele,
and in WWII serving as General Officer
Commanding-in-Chief of the British
troops in Egypt, launching Operation
Compass, attacking the Italian Forces,
then going on to be Military Governor of
Cyrenaica, later becoming Supreme Allied
Commander in the Mediterranean from
1944, and then, Chief of the British Joint
Staff Mission in Washington D.C from
January 1945
£60-80
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155.

Field Marshal Sir Richard
Amyatt Hull. KG. GCB. DSO. DL,
(1907-1989) signed Chief of Imperial
General Staff letter head from The
War Officer White Hall, dated 1-1161, signed in green ink, complete with
confirmation letter from Captain J.C.D
Pilley, Coldstream Guards, ADC to CIGS,
confirming the signature
£40-60

156.

Field Marshal Sir Geoffrey
Harding Baker. GCB. CMG. CBE. MC,
(1912-1980) signed Chief of the General
Staff, Ministry of Defence, Main Building,
Whitehall letter head, signed in blue
ink, with accompanying letter from
Major C.W. Woodburn, RE MA to Chief
of the General Staff confirming the
signature, dated 7th March 1968 - Baker
served in WWII and became Director
of Operations and Chief of Staff for the
campaign against EOKA in Cyprus during
the Cyprus Emergency and later in his
career provided advice to the British
Government on the deployment of troops
to Northern Ireland and the start of ‘The
Troubles’
£30-40

157.

General Sir Peter Mervyn Hunt.
GCB. DSO. OBE. DL, (1916-1988) signed
headed letter and piece of card, in green
ink, the headed letter from the Chief of
the General Staff, Ministry of Defence,
Main Building, Whitehall, dated 17th
August 1973 - Hunt served in WWII and
commanded British Forces deployment
in response to the Indonesian-Malaysian
Confrontation, later in his career advised
the British Government and the time of
‘The Troubles’ in Northern Ireland
£30-40

158.

General Sir Montagu George
North Stopford. GCB. KBE. DSO. MC,
(1892-1971) signed leather head from
Headquarters South East Asia Land
Forces, dated 11th Feb 1947, signed in
blue ink - Stopford, a Senior British Army
Officer fought during both WWI and
WWII, WWII he served with distinction,
commanding XXXIII Indian Corps in
the Far East, where he served under
Field Marshall William Slim, playing a
significant role in the Burma Campaign,
specifically during the Battle of Kohima in
mid-1944
£30-40

159. General Hastings Lionel Ismay.
1st Baron Ismay of Wormington KG.
GCB. CH. DSO. PC. DL, (1887-1965)
signed piece of card, in blue ink, with
accompanying letter signed by M.C
Green, Secretary on Offices of the
Cabinet and Minister of Defence headed
paper confirming signature and dated
8th November 1946 - Ismay was a
British Indian Army Officer, diplomat
and primarily for his role as Winston
Churchill’s Chief Military Assistant during
WWII and his service as the first Secretary
General of NATO from 1952-57
£30-40
160. Field Marshal William Joseph
Slim. 1st Viscount Slim. KG. GCB. GCMG.
GCVO. GBE. DSO. MC. KStJ, (1891-1970)
signed Imperial Defence College, Seaford
House, signed in blue ink, complete with
accompanying letter signed by once
of Captain, G.S.O III, confirming the
signature, dated 29th May 1946 - Slim
also known as ‘Bill Slim’ was a British
Military Commander and the 13th
Governor-General of Australia, serving in
both WWI and WWII, in WWII he led the
14th Army ‘’The Forgotten Army’’, in the
Burma Campaign, he was also the first
British Officer who served in the Indian
Army to become Chief of the Imperial
General Staff
£30-40
161. Field Marshal Allan Francis
Harding. 1st Baron Barding of Petherton.
GCB. CBE. DSO & Two bars, (18961989) signed Headquarters, Southern
Command, Salisbury headed paper,
dated 3 August 1947, Harding was also
known as ‘John Harding’, was a Senior
British Army Officer who fought in both
WWI and WWII, served in the Malayan
Emergency and later advised the British
Government on the response to the Mau
Mau Uprising, he also served as CIGS and
was Governor of Cyprus from 1955-57
during the Cyprus Emergency
£30-40
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162.

General Sir John Tredinnick
Crocker. GCB. KBE. DSO. MC, (18961963) signed Headquarters, Southern
Command, Salisbury heading paper,
signed in blue ink, dated 21 June 1947 Crocker was a Senior British Army Officer,
fighting in both WWI and WWII, WWI he
fought as a Private and Junior Officer, in
WWII as a distinguished Brigade, Division
and Corps Commander, where his most
notable role was as General Officer
Commanding (GOC) of I Corps during the
D-Day Landings on 6th June 1944, leading
the Corps throughout the Campaign in
Europe until Victory in Europe Day (VEDay)
£30-50

163.

General Sir Alexander Frank
Philip Christison. 4th Baronet. GBE.
CB. DSO. MC & Bar, (1893-1993) signed
Headquarters, Scottish Command,
Edinburgh headed paper, signed in blue
ink, undated - Christison fought in both
World Wars, in WWII distinguished
himself, where he commanded XV Indian
Corps, part of Sir William Slim’s 14th
Army, during the Burma Campaign
£25-40

164.

Of Royal Air Force Interest,
Marshal of the R.A.F Lord Tedder signed
card, dated 4.4.46, complete with
accompanying letter of confirmation
from his Personal Assistant on Air
Ministry, King Charles Street heading
paper - Tedder known for his bombing
techniques that were later known as
‘Tedder’s Carpet’, together with another
letter signed Marshal of the R.A.F Portal
of Hungerford, dated 25/6/46 (3)
£25-40

165.

A small assortment of
signatures, to include General Sir Gerald
Templer (1898-1979), signed in green
on Chief of the Imperial General Staff
War Office card, with accompanying
confirmation letter signed Major
J.R.Burgess, General Sir Richard Nugent
O’Connor (1889-1981), signed in black ink
on Adjutant General to the Forces, The
War Office, Hobart House head paper,
and Field Marshal Richard Michael Power
Carver (1915-2001), signed card and
letter of confirmation, signed by Major P
I Rowell RA AMA to Chief of the Defence
Staff, on Ministry of Defence, Whitehall
headed paper, dated 11 September 1973
£40-60
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166.

Of Royal Naval Interest: four
signatures to include, Admiral Sir
William Jock Whitworth (1884-1973),
on Commander-in-Chief’s Office, Rosyth
headed paper, date 6th May 1946,
Admiral of the Fleet Sir Edward Beckwith
Ashmore (1919-2016), signed in green
ink on Chief of Defence Staff, Ministry
of Defence, Main Building, Whitehall
headed paper, Admiral of the Fleet Sir
Caspar John (1903-1984), signed in
green on card, with accompanying letter
confirming the signature by Secretary to
the First Sea Lord Lt. Cdr P.J.D Northey on
Admiralty S.W headed paper and Admiral
of the Fleet Bruce Austin Fraser, 1st Baron
Fraser of the North Cape, signed in blue
ink on Office of the Commander-in-Chief,
British Pacific Fleet headed paper, the
address being crossed out and a Surrey
address replacing (parcel)
£40-60

167.

Of United States Military
Interest: four signatures to include,
Nathan Farragut Twining (1897-1982), a
United States Air Force General, Chief of
Staff of the United States Air Force 19531957, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff from 1957-1960, Hoyt Sanford
Vandenberg (1899-1954), United States
Air Force General, Second Chief of Staff
of the Air Force and Second Director
of Central Intelligence, Joseph Taggart
McNarney (1893-1972), Four Star General
in the United States Army and United
States Air Force, also serving as Military
Governor of Occupied Germany, and
Robert Everton Cushman Jr (1914-1985),
a United States Marine Corps Four Star
General, honoured for Heroism during
WWII at the Battles of Guam (Navy
Cross), Bougainville (Bronze Star) and Iwo
Jima (Legion of Merit), also commanding
all Marine Forces during the Vietnam
War and Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence Agency
£50-80

168.

An Air Ministry War
Department Inclinometer, by Stanley of
London, with ‘C.E.D No.2’ scratch onto
the side, complete with brown leather
carry case and strap, stamped with King’s
Crown and A.M.W.D.
£40-60

169.

A Pomeranian State Air Defence
League Silver badge, the diamond
shaped badge with embossed bi-plane
and lettering to front, ‘Pomorska, Liga
Obrony Powieirznes Panstwa’, with
screw back, with maker’s name stamped,
‘W.GONTARCZYK. WARSZAMA’
£80-120

170.

A large quantity of Aviation
related magazines, to include FlyPast,
Aircraft Illustrated, Transair, Flight
International, Air International and many
more (00s)
£50-80

171.

A framed and glazed Lightning
F6 XR770 ‘AA’ montage, with side image
of the aircraft to top and three cloth
badges to the bottom, together with two
canvas prints of Lightning F6’s in flight,
with artist signatures to the lower corner
(3)
£40-60

172. Dru Blair Limited Edition print,
Mountain Fortress’, 340/950, showing a
B-52H Stratofortress banking within hills,
81cm x 49cm, framed and glazed
£20-30
173.

Philip E West Limited Edition
prints, comprising ‘Maximum Effort’,
132/395, signed by various Captains and
Flight crew, to include, Len Hampton,
John Rees, and more, plus another
entitled ‘Teamwork’ 27/300, both framed
and glazed
£30-50

174.

N.G Woodie, oil on board,
Lancaster 101 Squadron 43-45, dated 92,
60cm x 45cm
£30-50

175.

A large quantity of Aviation
related magazines, to include Take Off,
Aviation News, FlyPast, Aircraft, Air and
Space and many more (100+)
£40-60

176.

A large collection of various
items, to include magazines, maps,
programmes and much more (parcel)
£40-60

177.

A collection of Aviation related
DVDs and CD-Roms, comprising of
various games, videos of various Air
Shows and many more (parcel)
£50-80

178.

A selection of Aviation
Reference books, mainly on the Lightning
and the Vulcan (parcel)
£25-40
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179.

An assortment of American
Aviation Procedure manuals, to include
Terminal Procedures, various volumes
and states, Low Altitude procedures and
more, including some Europe and Africa
examples (parcel)
£50-80

180.

A collection of WWII and later
Airfield Plans, various dates and locations
around the world (parcel)
£40-60

181.

Two folders of Aeroplane model
transfers/stickers, the unused livery for
many aircraft models, together with a
folder for the Monogram Painting guide
for German Aircraft (parcel)
£40-60

182.

A large quantity of Aviation
magazines, to include Flying Legends,
Take Off, FlyPast, Air Pictorial, Air Power
International and many more (00s)
£50-80

183.

An RAF Pewter Presentation
tankard, together with a group of four
Avro Vulcan glass tumblers, a Lancaster
model in glass dome, and other items
(parcel)
£40-60

184.

An Avro Vulcan XH558 rugby
shirt, together with a selection of aviation
T-shirts, including Air Commando and
more (parcel)
£30-50

185.

A collection of Aviation
Model magazines, mainly Scale Aircraft
Modelling and Scale Aviation Modeller
International (qty)
£30-40

186.

A framed and glazed display of
an Avro Vulcan XH558 Brake Parachute
Section, taken from the deployed
parachute during a landing at RAF
Lyneham in 2010, together with a label
from the Vulcan, a selection of other
Vulcan parts and more (parcel)
£50-100

187.

An assortment of Aeroplane
parts and dials, to include two ram air
valves, emergency lighting switches,
display surround and much more (parcel)
£80-120
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188.

A collection of Aeroplane
panels, to include a section of a Lightning
Aileron and more (parcel)
£60-100

189.

A Harley Aircraft Landing Light,
model No.8ND, serial no.5210, complete
in mount, 28.5cm diameter in total
£50-80

190.

An inert Practice rocket, with
stencil HE SUB Lot 31, GD 2/68, also
with stamps, marked at the bottom Fin/
Venturi No.1 Mk2 M.L.E 6/66, together
with an inert Practice Ret 4LB No.1 Mk.1
Flask (2)
£70-100

191.

P40 Warhawk, a framed and
glazed 50 cal feed tray and deactivated
bullet display, the section of stainless
steel 50 cal feed tray from a crashed war
time P40
£50-100

192.

A Smiths Industries Limited
Indicator Attitude, type F4C, together
with a Smiths Indicator Navigation Display
Mk.1, type C, plus a Kelvin & Hughes Ltd
Height & Rate of Climb Display, Type A (3)
£100-150

193.

A Smiths Industries Speed
Display type C, together with a Smiths
Attitude Indicator F.I.B, plus a W. Vinten
Chaff Flare Dispenser panel (3)
£50-80

194.

A selection of Aircraft panels
and dials, to include, a display from a
Lightning, a Control Radio Set, a Lower
Cargo Fire Protection system, Aviator’s
Breathing equipment, an Air Ministry
Buzzer Practice and more (parcel)
£100-200

195.

A pilot’s oxygen equipment
carry case and mask, the green semihard case, containing oxygen mask and
hood, complete with pipes (2)
£60-80

196.

A Lightning F. Mk.3 Aircraft
General and Technical Information
manual, from the late 1960s/early 1970s,
together with a F5 Lightning Sensitive
Altimeter, a Trim Indicator, and a Mach
Reader (4)
£70-100

197. A selection of aircraft gauges,
to include Liquid Oxygen, Tachmeter,
various Fuel Quantity Indicator, PSI from
a Lightning, Altimeter Mk.21, Speed
Indicator Mk.18 and more (parcel)
£100-150
198. A Aeroplane’s Oil Tank Cover,
believed to be from a Tri-Star, with
stencilling to the front and stamped to
the back, 42cm x 54cm
£40-60
199. A Jet Provost T5 intake front, in
red, 63cm x 32cm
£40-60
200. A Lightning Undercarriage door,
with stencilling and applied store details
and instructions to the inside, grey to the
outer, together with another panel from a
Lightning (2)
£60-100
201. An E.E Canberra B2 Emergency
Hatch, 83cm x 46cm
£50-100
202. A Hawker Hunter Jet Speed
Brake, with serial number sign to the
underside, 88cm x 62cm
£50-80
203. A HS-748 Andover Emergency
Exit door, complete with handle, 82cm x
55cm
£50-80
204. A Mk2c Ejector seat for a
Canberra, Martin Patent, complete
with seat pad, ejector lever, harness,
parachute and more, marked for 433
pilot, plus spare ejector seat cushions (3)
£400-600
205. A collection of British Airways
uniforms, to include two white Sparrow
Mick Arena Jackets, plus a pair of white
trousers, three jackets in grey and a
pair of white overalls, possibly used on
Concorde (parcel)
£30-50
206. Winter Combat Signed Limited
Edition Print by Richard Taylor, framed
and glazed depicting Hurricanes over a
snow covered landscape 7/250 signed
by the artist, and Flight Lieutenants Sir
Paul Holden, Stanislaw Nawarski and Kurt
Taussig, certificate to reverse, 25” wide x
19” high
£40-60
13

207.

Aircraft Models, various
examples in various scales, includes
a large kit built Hurricane 16” long,
kit model of a Canberra RAF 1958 on
wooden plinth 12” long, kit built model
of a Hurricane (one wheel detached),
die cast models of Avro Vulcan and
Avro Lancaster (Atlas Editions), and four
pewter models Hurricane, Lancaster
(both Royal Hampshire), Robinson R22
Helicopter by the Clivedon Collection, all
on stands and another larger example of
a Hurricane F-E, ( 9)
£40-60

214.

208.

216.

Three Royal Air Force pilot log
books, one for T.R Goodbody (40219)
First Officer, this is his second logbook
dating 1941-1945, A Canadian Royal
Air Force Log Book, for Sgt D.C.V Smith,
dated 1941 onwards, also his Temporary
logbook for SGT D.C.V Smith (1386701),
dated 1945-1946, complete with a
diary he kept, plus black and white
photographs and other items (parcel)
£200-300

209.

A British Lightweight/Summer
flying helmet, in Khaki green, wired with
earphones and microphone, marked to
the inside 22c/8415-99-130-1765, broad
arrow and size 1, plus goggles
£250-300

210.

A Type C flying helmet, the
brown leather helmet marked with
broad arrow to the build in and wired
earphones, complete with broad arrow
marked medium oxygen mask, plus
Stadium BS4110 goggles (3)
£400-450

211.

A Belgian Airforce C-130
Hercules training Manual, volumes 3 and
5, together with a Lockheed Model 382
Hercules Propeller Briefing manual (3)
£20-30

212.

Six Royal Air Force white base
metal sweetheart brooches, to include
Wishbone, wings and more (parcel)
£15-25

213.

A collection of 13 Royal Air
Force Squadron pin badges, comprising
111 Squadron, 360 Squadron, A.C
Squadron, 32 Squadron, 48 Squadron,
12 Bomber Squadron, 501 (County of
Gloucester) Squadron, 57 Squadron, 203
Squadron, 21 Squadron, 74 Squadron,
207 Squadron and 217 Squadron (13)
£30-40

14

A Royal Air Force pocket watch,
with gun metal case, stamped with braid
arrow, G.S.T.P. T43605, together with a
black and white photograph of 2737 RAFR
in Normandy 1945, an RAF cap badge and
watch chain (parcel)
£40-60

215.

An Air Ministry Dinghy escape
whistle, stamped A.M with Crown,
23/230, together with a Goldfish Club
badge, for those who have been rescued
at sea (2)
£20-30
A WWII Royal Air Force
Instrument Board clock, as fitted to the
Supermarine Spitfire and the Hawker
Hurricane, stamped AM with serial
number 15105/44 (1944) to reverse, with
alternatively coloured Arabic numerals,
6cm diameter, glass AF
£150-200

217.

An Air Ministry marked Type P8
Gimbal Compass and original wooden
carry case, primarily fitted to the Hawker
Hunter and the Supermarine Spitfire,
with Air Ministry stamp Raf No. 6A/0726,
No.88524.H.
£40-60

218.

A Royal Air Force Officer’s
personal kit box, containing button
cleaner, with number 2618695, Rank
badges, goggle (non-original strap)
cutlery and more (parcel)
£40-60

219.

A WWII Air Ministry marked
axe, possibly from a Lancaster Bomber, by
Elwell, dated 1943, AF
£40-60

220.

A WWII Air Ministry marked
Bomb Aimer’s Release switch, from a
Lancaster Bomber, the Bakelite switch
with Air Ministry markings and part
number 5D/596
£40-50

223.

A vintage Aircraft cockpit
training simulator, mounted onto board,
showing all of the different instruments
and their locations, aircraft unknown
(boards may not be in correct locations,
together with a large General Airframes
training book
£150-250

224.

A 1990s British Air Traffic
Controller’s Helmet, complete with
earphones with microphone and carry
case
£40-60

225.

A military marked brown
leather Type-C flight helmet, stamped
with a broad arrow, REF No.22c/879
£60-80

226.

An Air Ministry Tropical Type D
No.1 flying helmet, the khaki coloured
cloth helmet, nicknamed ‘The Widow’s
Peak’ with No.1 stamped inside, size 6
1/2-6 3/4
£180-220

227.

A WWII Air Ministry marked
Royal Air Force (RAF) Flag, bearing Union
Flag to top left and RAF Roundel to the
other side, approx. 145cm x 82cm
£80-120

228.

A WWII Air Ministry marked
Canadian Royal Air Force flag, bearing
Union Flag to top left and Canadian RAF
Roundel to other, dated 1945, marked
RCAF Ottowa, 89cm x 55cm
£60-80

229.

A WWI Royal Flying Corps (RFC)
Union Flag, dated 1914, marked with a
broad arrow, approx. 159cm x 90cm
£100-150

230.

A Mae West Life Jacket signal
light, Pat No.540862
£15-25

Of Battle of Britain interest,
An Air Ministry marked Royal Air Force
(RAF) Airfield flag, dated 1940, marked
for Debden Air Field (DEB), stamped with
the RFAF wings, and No.11, Debden was
Sector Station with an Operation Block
for No.11 RAF Group during the Battle of
Britain, approx. 159cm x 89cm
£300-400

222.

231.

221.

Johnny Johnson MBE DFM, the
last surviving member of 617 Squadron
(The Dambusters) sign Lancaster Bomber
Bomb Aimer’s Release switch, signed in
silver pen, with Air Ministry markings,
Johnson was a Lancaster Bomber Aimer,
together with a signed colour photograph
of a Lancaster Bomber
£300-500

A collection of German Aviation
photographs, depicting various aircraft
and crewmen, 1930s onwards, together
with a black and white photograph
entitled ‘Whirlybird in a Cage’ dated 1955
(parcel)
£40-60
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232.

An assortment of Ballooning
Memorabilia, comprising numerous
cuttings and plates from The illustrated
London News and more, together with
three Hereford Tiles Ltd Aviation related
porcelain tiles (parcel)
£40-60

241.

233.

242.

A collection of 1970s Aviation
transparencies, showing numerous
military aircraft, to include the Red
Arrows, Andover, Ashanti’s Wasp,
Chipmunks, Harrier Jump Jet and more
(parcel)
£30-50

234.

A group of WWII German film
strips, showing various aircraft in flight
and on tarmac with crews, together with
a selection of modern military related
35mm transparencies (parcel)
£30-50

235.

A small collection of aviation
related badges and cufflinks, comprising
white metal bi-plane cufflinks, yellow
metal jet badges, a base metal Zeppelin
badge and more (parcel)
£30-40

236.

Two Blackburn Beverley
drinking water tanks, one large the other
smaller
£30-50

237.

A large wooden model of an
Avro Nimrod, possibly stained beech,
the large model screws onto a large
aluminium stand, once applied the model
looks to be flying, wing span 118cm,
length 118cm, height to tallest point
116cm
£500-800

238.

A BEA Trident Two G-ABEA
model by Space Models Limited, in the
standard blue, orange grey and white
decals, 44cm long, 44cm wide, on stand
£80-120

A pair of British leather flying
trousers with braces, with zips running
completely down the legs, which
detaches from the central crotch piece,
zips stamped ‘made in England’, pockets
to both legs
£250-300
McDonnell Douglas AV-8B
(Hawker Harrier) interest, presentation
panel from Smiths Industries, USA,
photograph of USMC AV-8B signed by
many MC Air colleagues and signed
status test, all to Mike Hodges, with
promotional Joker playing cards and trade
cards (a lot)
£20-30

243.

Modern Aviation Reference
Books, hardback - World War Two,
including Spitfire, Mosquito and Corsair
(11), various aircraft, including helicopters
and Vietnam air war (11), paperback World War Two (19), Flypast series (8),
RAF yearbooks and tattoos, 1970s-1980s
(11), and others (a lot)
£40-60

244.

RAF ‘Fighter Pilot Profile
Collection’, Military Gallery, Bath,
limited to 2000 sets, each signed by pilot,
including Johnnie Johnson, Bob StanfordTuck, Christopher Foxley-Norris, Peter
Townsend, John Cunningham and others
(27, in album)
£100-150

245.

Farnborough Air Show
Programmes, 1949, 1950, 1952, 1953,
1954, 1955, 1957, and others to 1970
(16), later (6) and Farnborough Story (1)
£40-60

246.

Jane’s All The World’s Aircraft,
1945-46, 1954-55 and 1964-65, with Ian
Allan ABC aircraft guides (8)
£70-100

247.

An assortment of 1950s and
later aeroplane items, including Oxygen
gauge, junction boxes, USAF Survival
training booklet, a tripod and more
(parcel)
£50-80

RAF World War Two Silk or
Rayon ‘Escape and Evasion’ Aircrew
Maps of French Indo China and Siam,
44/J, French Indo China (Central) and
Siam (East) double-sided with 44/K
southern sector, G (2); with plastic keyfob compass
£100-150

240.

248.

239.

A pair of United States Air Force
Type B-1 flying trousers, the leather
trousers with wool lining, with fitted
braces and label for the American Air
Force, Talon zip to front, with repair to
one knee and missing some of the leather
£250-300
w w w.special auct ionservices.com

World War Two German Target
Map of England, folder 11, south of
England, loose-leaf maps and booklet of
photographs, Berlin, 1941, G
£100-150

249. British Aerospace publicity
photographs, mostly apx. 10 x 8 silver
prints, some colour, including Bae 146,
Hawk, ATP, Jetstream 31, Bae 125, 1980s,
sold without copyright, G (74)
£70-100
250. British Aircraft Corporation
publicity photographs, apx. 10 x 8 silver
prints, BAC One-Eleven in various liveries
(9) and VC-10 in various liveries (6), sodl
without copyright, G, some fixer stain
(15)
£30-50
251. Military aircraft manufacturers’
publicity photographs, some civilian
- SAAB (19), Aermacchi (9), Shorts (7),
Lockheed Martin (13), Dassault (23),
various (18), 1980s, various sizes, sold
without copyright, VG (89)
£100-150
252. Civilian aircraft manufacturers’
publicity photographs, Bombardier
(37 prints, 36 35mm transparencies),
Embraer (17), Airbus (36), Boeing (6),
ATR (10), various (13), mostly 1980s-early
1990s, various sizes, sold without
copyright, VG (155)
£150-200
253. Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, airliners at Farnborough
International, July 2006, VG (235)
£50-80
254. Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, airliners at Heathrow, 1999,
from special vantage point not available
to general public, VG (273)
£60-80
255. Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, airliners at Heathrow, 1999,
from special vantage point not available
to general public, VG (250)
£50-80
256. Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, airliners at Heathrow, 1999,
from special vantage point not available
to general public, VG (200)
£40-60
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257.

Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, Concorde at Farnborough,
1998 and Heathrow, 1999 and on barge
on Thames, 2004 (89), airliners at
Gatwick, 1999 (135), VG (226)
£50-80

258.

Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, Sikorsky and other helicopters,
1999-2002, VG (218)
£40-60

259.

Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, Boeing 747s, VG (350)
£70-100

260.

Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, Sea Harriers at Yeovilton, 20002004, VG (250)
£50-80

261.

Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, F4s, QF-4s, R4s, Phantoms
at Mojave, California, 1997, 2001 (127)
and Sea Harriers at Yeovilton, 2000-2004
(100), VG (227)
£50-80

262.

Fallon Aviation Photography
location colour enprints of aircraft
on ground or in flight, sold without
copyright, Buccaneers at Exeter, Kemble
and Farnborough (50) and Tornados,
1997, 2001 (172), VG (222)
£40-60

263.

Sir Orby Howell Mootham, a
High Court Judge in India’s cased Bicorn
hat in tin by Ede & Ravenscroft, together
with black cloth cap, worn when passing
death sentences, his Court Sword and
scabbard, lower scabbard missing,
together with his Royal Artillery tunic top
and trousers (parcel)
£400-600

264.

A Merchant Navy 2nd Officer’s
uniform jacket and cap, together with
buttons, epaulettes, Star Locator and
Identifier, all in blue hard back travel
trunk, with brass attachments, together
with a selection of Naval related books
(parcel)
£40-60
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265.

Two 1980s Irish Guards Red
Ceremonial tunics, both made by Dege
of Saville Row, both missing buttons to
the front, with bullion decoration to the
collar, sleeve and the tail of the jacket,
buttons still attached to cuffs and tail,
one missing the bullion clover to the
collar, one approx. 42R/44R and the other
smaller, stamped with broad arrows to
the liners (2)
£100-150

266.

Two Special Air Service (SAS)
Captain’s Uniforms, one in khaki, the
other believe to be a Parade uniform, in
navy, with pale blue collar, with Captain’s
epaulettes, cloth badges to arms, collar
badge and plated buttons, complete with
trousers (4)
£300-500

267.

A WWI Bavarian Pickelhaube,
the khaki coloured helmet with applied
brass spike to the top, and Crowned crest
to the front, bearing motto ‘In Treue Fest’,
with applied cross with Crown and AA to
the front, stamp 1914 to the inner back,
complete with leather strap and leather
liner
£400-600

268.

A WWI Iron Cross 2nd Class
1813-1913, with magnetic centre, marked
KO for Königliches Munzamt Orden of
Berlin to the ring, complete with ribbon
£40-60

269.

A WWII Iron Cross 2nd
Class, with magnetic centre, marked
with a number 4 (Steinhauer & Luck,
Ludenscheld), to the ring, complete with
ribbon
£50-80

270.

A WWII Iron Cross 2nd Class,
with magnetic centre, marked 76 (Ernst L.
Muller, Pforzheim), complete with small
piece of potential original ribbon
£50-80

271.

Two Prussian/WWI German
Officer’s Epaulettes, being from two
different regiments, one possibly Medical,
together with an Eastern Front medal,
an Honour Cross 1914-18 with swords by
Glaser & Söhne, Dresden, a reproduction
Iron Cross 1st Class, with pin back, plus
some ribbon (parcel)
£70-100

272.

A Third Reich brown leather
wallet, with gilt Swastika to the front,
together with a German Mine Field flag,
and an armband, believed to be Czech
Resistance, in white and red (3)
£50-100

273.

A WWI Iron Cross 1st Class, pin
back, completely magnetic, stamped to
the pin K.A.G, together with a Third Reich
12 year Long Service medal (2)
£50-80

274.

A 1950s German Police Shako,
with Nordrhein-Westfalen (North RhineWestphalia) badge to the front, complete
with liner, stamped 56 with hand written
initials ‘R.B’
£60-80

275.

A WWII German Luger Holster,
the dark brown leather holster with two
loops to the reverse, stamped 42 and also
stamped the eagle, with serial A286
£80-120

276.

A WWI German Propaganda
Iron Cross 1914, marked RD to the
reverse, 4.5cm wide, together with a
German Dog Tag, marked ‘Arm.Batl.10.’
to one side and ‘Franz Zmy Lonku. KR.
PLESS. 30.11.84 ARM.ERS.BATL.17.A.K
THORN. 1.K’ to the other (2)
£100-120

282.

A collection of German Beret
Insignia badges, to include Army Pioneer
Troops, Signal Corps, Panzer, Army Special
Forces, Light Reconnaissance Tanks
and more, together with a selection of
Russian badges (parcel)
£30-40

283.

A WWI period Antwerpen
dagger sweetheart brooch, with mother
of pearl grip, with small maker’s mark to
reverse, together with a an unmarked
white metal Royal Air Force wing brooch
(2)
£30-50

284.

A small collection of badges, to
include a base white metal example of a
brodie helmet, 17th/21st Lancers Death
or Glory badge, Overseas examples and
more (parcel)
£20-25

285.

Two American badges, one
possibly Silver plate, the other gilt with
‘Howe’ to the top, a Netherland Jager
example, a US Air Force Recruitment
Service badge, plus a medallion (parcel)
£15-25

286.

A WWII period Third Reich
Pennant, possibly from a car of other
vehicle, with stitched swastika to the
centre, slightly faded, 24cm x 33cm
£60-80

An assortment of British
cap badges, to include Royal Marines,
Scottish Cameron, Coldstream Guards,
Highland Regiment, AAC, East Yorkshire,
Royal Horse Guards, Labour Corps,
Lowland Regiment, Royal Engineers,
Royal Artillery and more, including some
shoulder titles, 50+, plus two WWII
military medals (parcel)
£100-150

278.

287.

277.

A large Third Reich building
banner, the red banner with white circle
and swastika to the centre, approx.
360cm x 113cm, AF
£100-150

279.

A German Panzer Tank, lanyard
shield, in dark metal, with pin to back,
unmarked
£70-100

280.

A German Close Combat clasp,
marked FEC.W.E PEEKHAUS BERLIN, AUSF
A.G.M GABLON, to reverse, with single
pin
£40-60

281.

A WWII German Kreigsmarine
flag, faintly stamped to the edge,
complete with rope, approx. 141cm x
75cm, AF
£300-400
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

A collection of British cap
badges and buttons, to include Earl of
Carricks Own Ayrshire Yeomanry, King’s
Own Scottish Borderers, Mechanised
Infantry Regiment, East Surrey, The Royal
Scots, Argyll & Sutherland, RAF, The West
Riding, Queen Mary’s AAC, and many
more including various buttons (parcel)
£100-150

288.

A group of British Naval cap
badges, to include, Nelson Battalion,
Machine Gun Corps Naval Division, Royal
Naval Air Service, Strike Hawke Division,
Drake Battalion, Anson Battalion, Steady
Hood and another, plus a selection of War
Service badges, all mounted on board
(parcel)
£60-80
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289.

A group of Lancers Cap badges,
to include 12th Prince of Wales’s Royal,
21st Empress of India’s, 9/18 Prince of
Wales, 16th The Queens, 1/21 Duke of
Cambridge’s Own, 9th Queen’s Royal, 6th,
24th and 5th Royal Irish, together with a
group of Infantry badges, all mounted on
board (parcel)
£120-150

290.

A collection of Scottish military
regimental glengarry badges, comprising
Victorian 92nd Gordon Highlanders,
Black Watch Royal Highland Regiment
of Canada, Scottish Canada Regiment,
Highland Cyclist Battalion TF, The Glasgow
Highlanders Light Highland Infantry, 9th
Battalion Highland Light Infantry, 42nd
regiment of Foot Scottish Highlanders,
some bi-metal (13)
£150-180

291.

An array of 35 British cap
badges, to include Tank Corps, RAF, RFC,
Reconnaissance Corps, Army Cyclist
Corps, Intelligence Corps, Machine
Gun Corps, Labour Corps, REME, Army
Educational Corps, Military Police, RAC,
Military Provost Staff Corps and more
(parcel)
£150-180

292.

A collection of Scottish military
regimental badges, to include Calcutta
Scottish, Canadian Scottish, Tyneside
Scottish, Highland Regiment, Liverpool
Scottish ‘The Kings’, London Scottish,
Liverpool Scottish Camerons, Kings Own
Scottish Borderers, Edinburgh University
Officer’s Training Corps, and more, all
mounted on board, (16)
£180-220

293.

A collection of 35 military
regimental cap badges, comprising
Hampshire Yeomanry Carabiniers, The
Royal Dragons, Duke of Lancasters Own,
Lancashire Hussars, 10th Royal Hussars,
Inniskilling, 23rd Hussars, Loyal Suffolk
Hussars, 11th Hussars, Lincolnshire
Yeomanry and more, all mounted on
board (35)
£150-180

294. A great collection of Royal
Artillery cap badges, from various
periods, including Militia, First Hant
R.G.A Volunteers, Third Middlesex
R.G.A Volunteers, Fifth London R.G.A
Volunteers, West Riding Royal Horse
Artillery, Warwickshire Royal Horse
Artillery, HAC, Cadets, Australian, New
Zealand, Canada, South Africa, India, and
Pakistan, all mounted on board around a
central Royal Artillery Helmet plate (33)
£250-300
295. A National Fire Brigade
Association medal with 10 Year clasp,
awarded to George J Shaw (11967),
marked JR Gaunt of London to reverse of
hanger, with box of issue
£20-30
296. A WWI Royal Army Medical
Corps trio, awarded to Private Albert Cox
(1826), comprising 1914-15 Star, War and
Victory medal, all mounted
£40-50
297. A Boer War East Surrey
Regiment Queen’s South Africa medal
with four clasps, awarded to Corporal
A Pearce (1295), the clasps South Africa
1901 and 1902, Orange Free State and
Cape Colony
£120-180
298. A WWII Royal Air Force medal
group, awarded to Corporal Ronald
James Spooner (1720352), comprising
War, Defence, 1939-45 Star, France and
Germany Star, missing Pacific Star, an
RAF brass two lugged cap badge, brass
and enamel sweetheart brooch, white
base metal sweetheart brooch by F.W.C
& S Ltd, original medal box, his paybook
and Service and Release book, plus other
documents (parcel)
£80-120
299. A group of WWII medals
awarded to A H Croft, including original
box and paperwork from the Minister of
Transport, comprising War medal, The
Pacific Star and the Atlantic Star with
France and Germany clasp, missing the
1939-45 Star
£20-30
300. A WWI Army Service Corps
Australian Imperial Force trio, awarded
to Corporal F W Heywood (2119), the
Victory and War medal was awarded to
Heywood when he was a Sergeant, the
1939-45 when he was a Corporal, looks to
me on original ribbons (3)
£100-150
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301.

A WWI Army Service Corp
duo, awarded to Sergeant Frederick W
Seabrook (M2-151930), together with
a Victorian Commemorative medal, a
Royal Life Saving Society medal for R.E
Seabrook , 1948, and a later issue WWII
medal, possible reproduction or a later
issue
£40-60

302.

An Edward VIII ‘Coronation’
medallion, the front with profile of
Edward VIII in Welsh Guards uniform,
in relief, the reverse with legend ‘In
Remembrance of the Coronation 1937’,
circled by ‘Vivat Crescent Floreat Ad
Multos Annos’, 8cm in diameter, in fitted
box
£70-100

303.

Lance Corporal Rowland
Kenneth Fleming of the Royal Engineers
Imperial Service Medal, (14673187),
the cased medal with engraved name
to the rim, together with his Release
Book, Service & Pay Book, Old Comrade
Association Member card, letter from St
James’ Palace for the Imperial Service
medal, dated 1978 and more (parcel)
£20-30

304.

An Impressive WWI and later
Royal Engineer medal group, awarded
to Warrant Officer 1st Class William
James Fleming (1852702), comprising
WWI Victory and War where he was a
Corporal (21196), WWII Defence, War
1939-45 Star, Africa Star, 1935 Jubilee,
1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation, Long
Service and Good Conduct (George V (A)
Bareheaded Bust), Long Service and Good
Conduct with Regular Army Bar (George
VI), this medal was awarded when he
was Captain, and the Meritorious Service
medal, complete with his miniatures,
his Service book, a hallmarked silver
presentation cigarette case, presented to
him on his retirement from the Civilian
Employee’s of the Gibraltar Barracks
Aldershot, marked Birmingham 1953
by I J Evans & Co, WWI Christmas tin
plus a large selection of black and white
photographs (parcel)
£500-800

305.

A Distinguished Flying Cross
(DFC) awarded to Warrant Officer
Lawrence Kenneth Kevan (1399897)
R.A.F.V.R 680 Squadron, dated 1945,
Kevan was awarded the cross for
his bravery when he was detailed to
participate in a Reconnaissance of the
Dodecanese in April 1945, when crossing
the coast of Rhodes Island he aircraft
was hit by anti-aircraft fire, the pilot was
mortally wounded, the aircraft went
out of control, Kevan managed to right
the plane, Kevan unable to move the
pilot succeeded in gaining control of
the aircraft, even though he didn’t have
the skills of a fully trained pilot, flying
the damaged aircraft several hundred
miles, attempting a landing he had never
previously tried and successfully doing
so, the DFC coms with a fitted case, also
a Compass Magnetic Marching Mark I,
his later RAF uniform, original newspaper
clippings, and three books (parcel)
£1000-1500

306.

A WWII medal group, possibly
Royal Air Force (RAF), comprising
Defence, War, 1939-45 Star with North
Africa 1942-43 clasp and Africa Star,
within original Air Ministry box of issue,
name unreadable, together with a WWI
Iron Cross 2nd Class (AF), broken to
the hanger, marked to the loop, with
magnetic centre (parcel)
£40-60

307.

A collection of Chinese military
medals, from WWII and later, with
numerous designs, with Chinese writing
to the back of the majority, some with
English (parcel)
£40-60

308.

A large collection of British and
Overseas medals, to include British WWII
War, German Merit Cross, Polish, and
more (parcel)
£40-60

309.

A small selection of Chinese
medals, including a Paratroopers pin
badge, together with the Chinese white
metal tokens (parcel)
£30-50

310.

An ‘Original’ Model 16 air rifle,
.177 cal, made is West Germany, with
break barrel action, complete with front
and rear sights, 83cm total length
£120-150

311. An ‘Original’ Model 50 air rifle,
.177 cal, serial 126851, underlever action,
and foresight, together with a boxed AGS
Mini Mil Dit scope, missing attachment
brackets
£120-180
312.

A Webley & Scott Vulcan .22 air
rifle, serial 875724, break barrel action,
with 8 x 10 sighting scope
£50-60

313.

A Webley Mk III .22 calibre air
rifle, serial 37086, with underlever action,
inlaid Webley disc to the stock, complete
with sights
£80-120

314.

A vintage Diana Mod 25 .177
calibre air rifle, marked 25/03, with high
blade front sight, middle sight AF
£40-60

315.

A Falcon F19 PCP left handed
air rifle, .22 calibre, serial 93906, also
marked S.W.P 2700PSI, complete with
Sports Match 4x40 scope
£180-220

316.

A BSA Meteor .22 break barrel
air rifle, serial NH64714, with slight
damage to the rubber butt, complete
with a Bisley 4x32 scope
£30-50

317.

A Diana Mod 25 .22 break
barrel air rifle, serial 258973, with fore
sight, no rear sight
£30-50

318.

A German Weirauch HW 25L
.177 break barrel air rifle, serial 1826775,
with red dot fore sight
£30-50

319.

A BSA Meteor .22 break barrel
air rifle, serial NH64796, complete with a
Tasco 4x32 scope
£30-50

320.

A BSA Style break barrel air
rifle, possibly .22, serial CC23326
£30-50

321.

A Diana Mod 27 .22 break
barrel air rifle, with slight damage to the
stock, missing foresight
£30-50

322.

A T J Harrington & Son ‘The Gat’
air pistol, .177, AF
£20-40
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323.

A Tribal Wooden War Club,
possibly South Sea Islands, Polynesian,
the 57cm long club with oval fluted head,
tapering down to the shaft, with carved
decoration, slight damage to the lower
part of the shaft
£120-180

324.

A WWII British Special
Constable Police Brodie helmet, dated
1938, also stamped AK, complete with
liner and chin strap, together with a
Special Constabulary Faithful Service
medal for Sergeant H Avery (2)
£50-80

325.

Two 19th Century Tribal spears,
possibly Zulu, one with 31cm long head,
with leather and wirework to the top of
the shaft, an more wirework to the lower
shaft, 117cm in total, the other with
16cm long head, bound with wirework,
117cm in total (2)
£80-120

326.

A 19th Century hardwood
Knobkerrie, with 7cm diameter head to
the top of a 64cm long shaft
£70-100

327.

A 19th Century hardwood
Knobkerrie, with 8cm diameter head,
with 59cm long shaft, with split to the
head
£70-100

328.

A 19th Century Zulu Cow Hide
shield, with single stick structure to
reverse, stick broken, with central handle,
67cm x 45cm, together with a smaller
example, 34.5cm x 25cm (2)
£250-300

329.

A 19th Century Indo-Persian
Fighting axe, with tubular steel shaft
with concealed 23cm long square shaped
stiletto, crescent shaped head with traces
of engraving, mounted by brass elephant
figure, with 8cm long spike terminal,
together with another with, a different
shaped head, steel shaft with spike
terminal, 69cm long
£120-180

330.

A large Dhal Shield, the 46cm
diameter circular shield of convex form,
with four raised areas to the front, with
red and black floral decoration, with pad
and four round hooks to reverse, together
with a smaller example, of similar design,
with black, red and gold decoration, 21cm
diameter (2)
£150-200
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331.

An early 19th Century IndoPersian Khula Khud, with single part
steel skull engraved design, tall spiked
finial, sliding nasal bar (missing screw),
chainmail skirt, with additional peacock
feather plumes, inside it has a red fabric
liner
£600-800

337. An African knobkerrie, together
with another club, of natural form with
a carved top in the form of an elderly
gentleman, plus a rolled rubber club, with
maker Moseley or Manchester (3)
£40-60

332.

338. An Inert British WWII No36M
MkI pineapple grenade, complete with
spring, fuse and pin, with markings WDC
and dated 40, maker’s mark S.G & Co to
the lever
£40-60

333.

339. An early 19th Century
Commercial Carronade cannon by
Bailey & Pegg & Co, this particular
model was used to arm commercial/
merchant vessels to defend trading posts
maintained by commercial firms rather
than ships of the Royal Navy, this 95cm
long cannon bearing a crowned BP to the
top probably fired a 4-pound cast iron
shot (bore 8cm/3 1/8 inches), very heavy
£800-1200

A fine example of a WWI Tank
Driver’s Splatter Mask, dated 1918 and
with maker’s mark W.S & S to the strap,
the leather face mask, with metal eye
protectors with slots for visibility, with
lower chain mail to protect the lower
face, missing one strap, this particular
mask was worn by Noel Edmund Mills
£400-600
A WWII British Civil Defence
Zuckermann helmet, marked SFP for Fire
Watcher, by CC&S dated 1941, complete
with liner, together with a rare ARP/Civil
Defence folding metal Anti-Splatter mask,
with remnants of original foam padding
to reverse (2)
£80-100

334.

A Combat Vehicles Crewman’s
Helmet, complete with inner helmet
(Less Pads) Assembly, with speakers, brad
arrow stamped (2)
£40-60

335.

Two vintage tribal spears, one
with 28cm long head and the other 24cm,
together with a tomahawk axe (3)
£50-100

336.

A 16th Century and later
suit of armour, the close helmet with
pronounced visor of Spanish Influence,
with slight roped comb, the breast plate
of slight Persian form, the back plate
en-suite, arm defences with Palldrons,
tassets of ten lames with scalloped edges,
detachable at half length, the laminated
cuisses have scalloped edges en-suite
with tassets, plain hinged Greaves &
Bear foot Sabbatons, engraved gauntlets
from a Pisan suit, the helmet furnished at
the base of the skull, with latten eyelets
for the attachments of the coiffe, a fine
grand guard attached to the left shoulder;
purchased by Gerald C Griffiths, Sothebys,
1939; with a rapier sword, with long
double-edged singlefullered blade, suite
approx. 176cm high
£6000-8000

340. A blank firing mortar launcher,
the launcher painted in traditional black
and green camouflage colouration,
complete with stand, plate and three
blank firing mortars, this lot is offered for
the purposes of historical re-enactment
or theatrical use in accordance with the
VCR Act 2006
£300-500
341. Two inert Limonka F1 grenades,
complete with fuse and pin (2)
£20-40
342. Two inert RG42 grenades,
complete with fuse and pin (2)
£20-40
343. A Greener EG Mark III 12 Bore
single shot top loading shotgun, serial
37926, Patent no. 463628/35, nitro proof
marked, under lever action, Section 2
Firearms license required to purchase this
lot, collection only
£60-80
344. A Bullock 12 bore side by side
shotgun, no visible serial, with maker
name and images of pheasants to the
lock plates, Damascus barrel marked
triple grip, , cross hatched grip to the
stock, Section 2 Firearm license regarded
to purchase this lot, collection only
£70-100
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345.

A framed and glazed Purdey of
London Shell display, showing various
aged shells from paper to plastic,
different gauges and ages, amongst two
model shotguns, 51cm x 51cm
£60-100

346.

A William Evans of 63 Pall Mall
London gun display case, with glazed
front with hand painted design with three
cartridges for Ely and Kynoch, the case
capable of storing three guns, in light oak,
149cm x 41cm x 47, AF
£100-150

352.

A Deactivated WWI D.W.M
German Luger Semi Automatic pistol,
serial 9113, dated 1916, with removeable
magazine, and brown leather holster that
is stamped, complete with Deactivation
Certificate dated 29/07/2021, from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House, cert
number 162405
£500-600

353.

A light oak long case clock gun
cabinet, the five gun cabinet built into
the case of a long case clock, with hand
painted dial, with battery movement,
198cm x 43cm x 23cm, AF
£80-120

A Deactivated Lee Enfield Bolt
Action converted Grenade Launcher,
serial AW19487, dated 1945, the .303
rifle converted from the No.4 Enfield
with the No.5 stock, fitting for the recoil
pad, with deactivation certificate from
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
dated 18/05/2020, number 155066,
complete with new No.4 butt and a No.4
hand guard
£350-400

348.

354.

347.

A modern longcase clock gun
safe, with brass dial with moon phase
style design, battery operated movement,
Westminster chime, the case containing a
Brattensound TD safe, with single lock to
top, possibility of 2/3 gun storage, 181cm
x 44cm x22cm
£80-120

349.

A rolled leather sheep skin
padded gun slip, with decorative floral
pressed leather decoration to either end
and centre, possibly Spanish
£30-40

350.

A Deactivated Italian Percussion
cap rifle, .45 calibre, black powder,
muzzle loading, serial B7975, no
manufacturers name, octagonal barrel,
ram rod, with brass attachments to
the stock, complete with Deactivation
certificate from Birmingham Gun Barrel
Proof House, dated 02/07/2020, cert
number 156064
£300-500

351.

A Deactivated Italian Dakota
.357 Magnum revolver, serial 6461,
the six shot with brass and wooden
grip, various proof markings, complete
with deactivation certificate from The
Birmingham Gun Barrel Proof House,
dated 19/08/2020, certificate number
156941, together with holster and belt
£350-450
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A deactivated British Enfield
Martini-Henry single shot .303 carbine,
serial 9991, marked to the side of the
body V.R with Crown, Enfield 1898
MM.303 A.C.III, also with applied disc to
the stock, stamped 4 94 V 2.K.T.A 264,
with Enfield stamp to the stock, complete
with London Proof House certificate
dated 18 Mar 2021, cert number 8929
£280-320

355.

A Victorian Tower Percussion
Cap rifle, stamped with a Crowned VR
and ‘Tower’ below 1855 to the lock plate,
the three band rifle with fore and near
sight, engraved AB 570 to the top of the
butt plate, hammer moves and locks
in two places, complete with ram rod,
137cm total length, AF
£200-300

358.

A 19th Century Westley
Richards percussion cap double barrelled
shotgun, with decoratively engraved
hammers, lock plate and trigger guard,
cross hatched design to the wooden
stock, leading to 76cm long Damascus
barrel, with maker’s name to the top,
various proof marks to the underside and
ram rod, complete with original fitted
box, with Westley Richard label to the
inner lid, leather shot flask, brass powder
flask, and a pair of nipple pullers
£1800-2000

359.

A pair of 19th Century box lock
percussion cap belt pistols, matching
numbers (331), the pistol with elegant
floral swag design to the body and
hammer, with fish to the top, octagonal
10.5cm long barrels, complete with
belt hooks, in original fitted box, with
remanence of Edwards of London label to
the lid, complete with tools, powder flask
and shots
£2500-3000

360.

A vintage Flobert rifle, with
59cm long octagonal barrel, with cross
hatch design to the wooden tock of the
gun, bore approx. 8mm, unnamed, with a
couple of proof marks (1)
£150-200

361.

A pair of vintage Flobert pistols,
with 25cm long octagonal barrel, with
craved floral design to the bodies, both
unnamed, one AF
£150-250

362.

An Antique obsolete calibre
pinfire revolver, with hexagonal barrel,
six shot and fold away trigger, unnamed,
proof marked, AF
£50-80

A Victorian Percussion cap unit
marked carbine, possibly Tower, the brass
butt plate being stamped ‘ V Rf 16/75, the
wooden stock stamped with a date and
two broad arrows pointing at each other,
the lock plate stamped with a crowned
VR, vague proof marks to the 62cm long
barrel, complete with ram rod, AF
£180-220

357.

363.

356.

A 19th Century double barrelled
pin fire pistol, with break barrel action,
with hexagonal barrels, fold away
triggers, unnamed, barrel 10cm long
£50-80

A Victorian period Enfield
percussion cap musket/rifle, stamped
with crowned VR and 1863 Enfield to
the lock plate, various stamped numbers
to the 97cm long barrel, bore approx.
16mm, three band, complete with ram
rod
£150-200
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364.

A 19th Century single shot
percussion cap pistol, unnamed, with
proof markings under the barrel, barrel
7cm, handle loose and missing a screw,
AF, together with a No.4 MkI spike
bayonet and scabbard (pig sticker) (3)
£60-80

365.

A 19th Century Indian
Matchlock Musket, with a six band
barrel, with flared and engraved muzzle,
marked JPR/EXP 2/7746, with typical
action, stamped 3755 to the wooden butt
overall length approx. 223cm
£150-250

366.

A 19th Century Indian
Matchlock Musket, with a six band barrel
(missing one), with flared and engraved
muzzle, marked JPR/EXP 2/7771, with
typical action, stamped 3739 to the
wooden butt overall length approx.
209cm
£150-250

367.

A WWII training rifle, with
simulated trigger guard, wooden stock,
metal body with spring loaded end,
159cm no visible markings
£180-220

368.

A WWII training rifle, with
stylised trigger and hand guard, wooden
stock, stamped Birmingham with broad
arrow and letter V and spring loaded end
£180-220

369.

A 19th Century copper and
brass powder flask, with Art Nouveau
decoration, together with a 1960s replica
American brass powder flask, possibly
model 1855 Friendship & Peace USA/
Mexican Era design (2)
£30-40

370.

Two vintage brass and leather
shot flasks, both of different design, the
larger of the two stamps PATENT to the
spout (2)
£40-60

373.

A 16 Bore Tower Percussion
cap pistol, marked with a Crown and the
word ‘Tower’ to the lock plate, proof
marks and 16 stamped to the 25cm long
barrel, complete with ram rod
£400-500

374.

A Scottish Dirk, with 30cm long
etched blade, with thistle decoration,
possible marking to the spine, kriss kross
and stud grip, with crown terminal,
complete with scabbard, possibly
reproduction or overly restored
£100-150

375.

An African Tribal Short Sword,
with 40cm long, thin, double edged
blade, with decoration to the lower
sections of both sides, with hardwood
handle, 50cm total length (1)
£70-100

385. A 17th/18th Century fighting
dagger, possibly Italian with ivory handle,
with brass pommel and cross guard, with
decoratively etched double sided 22cm
long blade
£180-220

377.

386. A US 1913 Pattern Remington
bayonet, dated 1917, complete with
scabbard, marked GF to lower, and
leather frog, together with another
US Remington 1917 bayonet, without
scabbard, plus another scabbard for
another style bayonet (4)
£100-120

A modern Historical Bowies
Horse-Gator KH2211 cased knife and
sheath, together with a modern oriental
style fish eater set in the form of a fish (2)
£30-40

378.

A Ceremonial Kukri, with brass
handle, with decoration to the blade,
with inlaid gilt, blade approx. 30cm,
complete with the two smaller knives and
leather bound sheath
£40-60

379.

A William Rodgers fighting
knife, with 13cm long double edged
blade, maker name stamped to the blade,
complete with leather sheath (2)
£60-80

380.

372.

381.
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384. A 19th Century Spanish Folding
knife, stamped ‘ Valero Jun Zaragoza’,
to the 17.5cm long single edged blade,
folding onto a brass and horn handle
decorative handle, approx. 39cm total
length
£180-220

A WWI period Military marked
Kukri, the blade dated 1917, also marked
with a brad arrow and 37, possibly unit
marked, complete with leather and brass
bound sheath, blade approx. 33cm long
£80-120

A Persian powder flask, circa
19th Century, possibly Damascan steel
£60-80
An East India Company 7.50
calibre Brown Bess, dated 1798, with
flint lock action, EIC to the lock plate,
107cm/42’’ barrel, brass trigger guard
and butt plate, complete with ram rod
£1200-1500

383. A large 19th Century Spanish
folding Navaja knife, with 32.5cm long
single edged blade, with floral design,
heightened in red, with brass and
horn handle, and rachet style locking
movement, total length 70 cm
£500-600

376.

A Vietnam-era Camillus fighting
knife, marked and dated Camillus U.S
2-1971, with 12.5cm long single edged,
single fullered saw backed blade,
complete with scabbard
£70-100

371.

382. A WWII-period US bayonet and
scabbard, possibly an M1, marked WT
with date 1942, together with a an M7
bayonet and M8A1 scabbard (4)
£50-80

387. A French T-Back Gras bayonet,
dated 1878 to spine of the blade, with
serial number M93500 to the guard,
together with steel scabbard and brown
leather frog
£80-120
388. Two Guatemalan machetes by
El Mosquito, 60cm long blades, both with
leather sheaths, with decorative tassels
£40-60

An Austrian Glock 81 knife and
scabbard, with 13cm saw back blade
£20-30
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389.

A Middle Eastern Omani
Khunjar presentation dagger, presented
to the vendor, who was a stewardess
on His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said’s
Royal Flights from 1982-1984, including
flights to visit HM Queen Elizabeth II
1982 and President Ronald and Nancy
Reagan at the White House, the vendor
was presented with this from the Diwan
of Royal Court as a leaving gift in 1984,
the white metal dagger and sheath with
embossed design, complete with the
decorative bet and two bangles, within a
presentation case
£150-250

390. A French T-Back Gras bayonet,
dated 1882 to the spine of the blade,
with serial number 35235, with other
stamps to the quillon, blade 52cm
£30-40
391.

A German 98/05 Butcher
bayonet by Carl Eickhorn Solingen, dated
1915, with 36cm long blade, with two
small stamps to the pommel, wooden
grip
£70-100

392.

A German M1898 2nd pattern
Mauser bayonet by Erfurt, dated 06 to
the spine of the blade, the blade being
51.5cm long, wooden grip, with two small
stamps to the pommel
£60-80

393.

A Swiss Sig 57 bayonet and
scabbard, maker’s mark to blade, plus
W672156, together with plastic scabbard
and brown leather frog (3)
£30-40

394.

An early British Lee Metford
bayonet and scabbard, the double edged
blade marked with a crowned VR, also
marked 10/92, with broad arrow and WD,
together with early leather scabbard and
leather frog, AF (3)
£80-120

395.

A Czechoslovakian VZ98/22
Mauser bayonet and scabbard, stamped
CSZ to the single edged, single fullered
blade, stamped with either service or
serial number 2519 to the pommel,
complete with steel scabbard, also
marked CSZ (2)
£70-100
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396.

An Encore T.Turner & Co
military-marked knife, together with a
selection of other pocket knives, plus
two pocket compasses and a selection of
corkscrews (parcel)
£60-80

397.

A French T-Back Gras bayonet,
dated 1875 to the spine of the blade,
with serial number 15293 and proof
marks to the quillion, blade approx. 51cm
long
£30-40

398.

A British 1907 Pattern bayonet
by Sanderson, dated 1918, single fullered
43cm long blade, complete with leather
and steel scabbard, marked M/44 (2)
£60-80

399.

An early German SA dagger by
Asso, with wooden handle with SA and
eagle inlaid badges, white metal cross
guard with NS stamped to the reverse,
markers name and inscription to the
22cm double-edged blade, complete with
steel and alloy metal scabbard, brought
back to Britain by the vendor’s father,
who was in the Duke of Wellington’s
Regiment
£250-350

400.

A bone handled Naval dagger/
dirk, with brass pommel and hand guard,
with 36cm long singe fullered doubleedged unnamed blade, complete with
brass and leather scabbard with stamped
anchor, possibly reproduction
£150-200

401.

A Middle Eastern Omani
Khunjar presentation dagger, with ornate
white metal decoration, complete with
scabbard, pus embroided and applied
white metal belt, plus a small dagger, a
shawl in brown material heightened in
gilt, and other items (parcel)
£200-300

402.

A Real Knife Witness folding
bowie knife, by Taylor of Sheffield, with
11cm long fold out blade, with folding
hand guard, antler handle, maker’s mark
to the blade, 25.5cm overall length
£80-120

403.

A Puma Forster-Nicker multipurpose knife, with antler handle, with
11.5cm long blade, with cutting edge to
one side, a s small saw style part to the
top edge, maker’s name to the blade,
complete with black leather sheath
£40-60

404.

An Original Puma-Bowie knife,
with maker’s name and number 6396
to the 16cm long blade, with stamped
number 24606 to the guard, antler
handle in original brown leather sheath,
also marked Puma
£80-120

413.

405.

414.

A vintage German Geco of
Solingen folding knife, marked Geco
to the single edged 26cm long blade,
with push button mechanism, with fold
out guards, antler handle with applied
white metal shield cartouche, complete
with brown leather sheath, with metal
terminal
£100-150

406.

A Volunteer Metford and
scabbard, the unmarked bayonet with
30cm long double edged blade, complete
with black leather and steel scabbard (2)
£70-100

407.

An 1855 Pattern Imperial
Prussian Pioneers brass hilt short
sword/sidearm, with 47.5cm long
single edged blade, marked to the hand
guard 12.A.7.61, with brass ribbed grip,
complete with black leather scabbard (2)
£60-80

408.

A French T-Back Gras bayonet,
dated 1881 to the spine, with serial
36306 and proof marks to the quillion,
and serial 36215 to the scabbard
£30-40

A WWI Austrian-Hungarian
fighting knife, marked with a capital ‘R’
to the single edged 17.5cm long blade,
straight guard with wooden handle,
complete with steel sheath and brown
leather frog/hanger
£100-120
A High Ear German Butcher
Sawback bayonet by Alex Coppel, dated
1915, blade 36.5cm, complete with
leather and steel scabbard and leather
frog (2)
£250-300

415.

A group of seven sheath knives
including examples by Redge, Black
Mamba, Milbro Kampa, and Linder
Messer (parcel)
£60-80

416.

A group of three French
Bayonets with scabbards, to include a
Gras, serial 14795, scabbard serial 86535,
a Berthier M1982, serial 85093, scabbard
serial 25311, and a Chassepot 1866 (6)
£150-180

417.

A Czech VZ24 bayonet and
scabbard, marked CSZ to the blade (AF),
together with a Siamese Mauser bayonet
and scabbard, a Austrian/Hungarian M95
bayonet and scabbard marked FGGY, plus
a Chilean Bayonet and scabbard (8)
£100-150

418.

A French Yataghan bayonet and
scabbard with matching numbers, dated
1872 to the spine of the blade, serial P
29045, to both the bayonet and the steel
scabbard (2)
£40-60

An officially-shortened for WWII
Lebel bayonet, serial 63994, cruciform
blade 34cm, complete with scabbard,
together with another Lebel bayonet,
with a miss printed serial, with scabbard,
plus a A.E7 bayonet with US M8A1
scabbard (6)
£100-120

410.

A Russian Khanjali, with large
maker’s stamp to the double edged, triple
fullered 53cm long blade, with shaped
wooden handle
£80-120

419.

411.

420.

409.

A German M1871/84 knife
bayonet, by Alex Coppel, dated 88,
complete with black painted steel
scabbard (2)
£100-120

412.

A German S1914 bayonet and
scabbard by BK, single fullered, single
edged 31cm long blade, with black
painted steel scabbard (2)
£120-150
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Two US Ontario Knife machete,
together with a Magnum example, a Cold
Steel Sout African example plus a kukri
style example, all with sheaths (parcel)
£30-50
A reproduction Kreigsmarine
dagger, by WKC, with etched double
fullered blade and scabbard, together
with a reproduction German Army dagger
and scabbard, plus another scabbard (5)
£60-80

421.

An Italian MVSN dagger, with
eagle pommel, with cartouche to the
grip, 19.5cm long single edged blade,
unnamed, complete with scabbard and
hanger, marked with an eagle and SPQR
£30-40
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422.

Three Middle Eastern Kukris,
one with brass and horn handle with lion
head pommel, another with wooden
handle and a bone handled example (3)
£60-80

432. An assortment of British and
World bayonets, comprising a cut down
Chassepot, a Danish Krag, an RAF SMLE,
Pig Sticker, No.9, S98 and more (parcel)
£100-150

423.

433. A Czech VZ23, with scabbard
and frog, together with a Japanese
Arisaka, a Swedish M1896 and a US M7,
all with scabbards (parcel)
£100-120
434. Three Spanish bayonets,
comprising an M1964 CETME Model C,
a CETME Model L and another, together
with a US example, marked 1942 to the
blade, all with scabbards (parcel)
£100-120

A US M3 Camillus Fighting knife,
with turned wooden handle, stamped to
the pommel, together with scabbard and
frog
£120-150

424.

A Third Reich SS dagger, with
double edged etched blade, stamped SS,
120/34 (early nickelled) and RZM, with
‘Meine Ehre heißt Treue’ the other side,
stamped OST to the back of the guard,
complete with scabbard
£1200-1500

425.

435. Three Middle Eastern Kukris,
one with bone handle, another ebony
and brass, plus a two coloured horn and
white metal example, only two with
sheaths (5)
£60-80

426.

436. A Siamese Mauser bayonet,
complete with scabbard and leather frog,
together with a Turkish Mauser bayonet,
with scabbard and frog, plus a FN Fal with
scabbard and frog (3)
£80-100

A rare Whitworth Pattern
1863 bayonet, with 57.5cm long single
fuller blade, stamped with the Victoria
Cypher and dated 18, complete with steel
scabbard
£150-180
A Cold Steel Smatchet, together
with a Cold Steel Jungle Machete, plus
two other examples (parcel)
£30-50

427.

A WWI 1915 machete by Lucas
of Sheffield, with maker’s stamps to the
34.5cm long blade, wooden handle with
five rivets, complete with 1915 stamped
leather sheath
£100-150

437. A West German Military Utility
knife, together with a US M4 bayonet,
with US M4, plus a Japanese military
knife, within a US M8A1 scabbard (parcel)
£100-120

428.

438. A WWI 1907 SMLE bayonet,
re-issued for the navy in WWII dated 43,
compete with scabbard and frog
£100-150

429.

439. A 1913 Pattern Remington
bayonet, dated 1917, together with
scabbard and military marked leather
frog by BH & Co dated 1941
£100-120

A rare German K98 bayonet,
with riveted grip, 25cm long single
fullered blade, unnamed, complete with
steel scabbard
£180-220
A reproduction Hitler Youth
Dagger, stamped MC-2021 to the blade,
together with a Whitby Solingen Scout
knife and possibly a West German
Survival knife, all with scabbards (6)
£40-60

430.

A German Scout knife by Anton
Wingen Jr of Solingen, together with two
German survival knives, all with sheaths
£40-60

431.

A collection of world bayonets,
to include a British 56, A Canadian Ross,
SKS, Mosin Nagants, a Japanese trainer
Arisaka, a Sten Gun bayonet (possibly
repro) and more (parcel)
£70-100

440. A 1907 Pattern SMLE by
Wilkinson, dated 16, complete with
leather and steel scabbard, together
with a Unit marked 1907 SMLE bayonet
by Wilkinson, dated 1937, unit possible
Mounted Police, the pommel stamped ‘2
NMPTP 751’, proof marks to the blade,
complete with steel and leather scabbard
£120-180
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441.

A US M3 bayonet, complete
with a USM8 scabbard and frog, together
with an FS dagger (damaged tip), within a
US M8A1 scabbard (4)
£150-180

451.

442.

452.

A French 1842 Yataghan
bayonet, with inscription to the spine of
the blade, brass handle, 57cm long blade,
complete with steel scabbard
£100-120

443.

A rare Polish Mauser bayonet,
marked Bg.WZ.24, by Perkun serial
118252, stamped WP to the opposite
side of the blade, complete with steel
scabbard and leather frog
£180-220

444.

A German 98/05 High Ear
Butcher bayonet, wooden grip with
36.5cm long blade, complete with steel
scabbard
£120-140

445.

A Brazilian 1909 Mauser
Sidearm, wooden cross hatched grip,
with 39cm long blade, stamped to the
guard 4231 and 941, complete with
leather and steel scabbard
£150-200

446.

A 1915 Trench fighting knife,
stamped with the brad arrow and 15 to
the grip, patent 614881, with 23cm long
triform blade, complete with leather
scabbard and frog
£180-220

447.

A collection of French Opinel
Carbone knives, various sizes with 7cm
blades to 12cm long blades, together
with a German/Austrian pen knife
£60-80

448.

A WWII Japanese PIC 10997
fighting knife, together with another
Japanese S.A.B plus three other knives
(parcel)
£30-40

449.

An Eternal Divers knife
by John Nowell & Sons Ltd, NS No.
4220995239744, together with a Taiwan
survival knife, and three others, all with
scabbards/sheaths (parcel)
£80-100

450.

A Post War FS Fighting knife by
J Nowell & Sons, together with a Dinghy
survival knife and three military issue
pocket knives
£80-120
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A Dinghy Survival knife,
together with another example of a
different design, together with six military
issue knives, one marked GPO 1965
£80-120
A 1993 military issue Machete,
marked 17-9944, with sheath, together
with a Buck No.3 knife, also complete
with sheath
£40-60
453. A converted fighting knife, with
stamp to the spine of the 24cm long,
single fullered blade, together with a
converted 1913 Pattern fighting knife by
Remington, dated 1917
£180-220

454.

A Belgian Training knife, with
shaped wooden grip, metal guard and
spring loaded retractable 13cm long rod,
with rubber ball to the end
£150-180

461.

An early 20th Century sword
stick, with 44cm long engraved blade,
together with a Spanish Toledo example
(2)
£60-80

462.

A 17th Century Indian Firangi
broad sword, with double edged 93.5cm
long blade, with butterfly style hand
guard, with lower spike to the pommel of
the sword to help to be used two handed,
overall length 114cm
£300-350

463.

An Indian sword stick, the
decorative ebony stick, with twist collar
release, to reveal a 61cm long blade,
together with a base metal topped
walking cane (2)
£50-100

469.

An Edward VII Scottish Royal
Company of Archers King’s Own Body
Guard court sword, with gilt metal guard
and wire grip, with applied white metal
thistle to the front, 79cm long etched
blade, with cipher and regimental name
within a swag design, complete with
leather and gilt metal scabbard complete
with hanger, scabbard slightly AF toward
to bottom mount
£400-600

470.

A Georgian British basket hilt
sword, with 83cm long single fullered,
double edged blade, with engraved
design half way down the blade, with fish
skin grip and single piece basket guard
£800-1200

471.

Two FN Fal style bayonets, both
with scabbard, together with a US stye
blade, in US M8 SEMS scabbard (parcel)
£70-100

A Masonic Ceremonial sword by
Wilkinson, with flattened oval blade, with
decorative etching to one side and plain
to the other, decorative cross guard, with
sheath, blade 76cm long
£40-60

A 20th Century Scottish Officer’s
basket Hilt sword, with etched 82cm long
blade, double edged and double fullered,
etched with Royal Cypher amongst thistle
and swag design, with single piece basket
guard, fish skin grip and original red
backing, complete with scabbard
£700-1000

456.

An assortment of African
tribal daggers, including Tuareg, all with
different designs, bone handle example,
horn handle with mother of pearl inlay
and more (parcel)
£50-80

465.

472.

457.

466.

455.

A group of three African knives,
comprising a large machete style knife
with bone handle and guard, together
with a long ebony handled example, with
carved handle and scabbard, plus a large
Tuareg style blade with scabbard
£80-100

458.

Three African/Tribal blades,
all of similar size but different design,
together with a tribal sword, possibly
converted from a spear (4)
£100-150

459.

Four WWI style German fighting
knives, together with a WWII style
example, three of similar design and two
others (parcel)
£120-150

464.

An Imperial German Officer’s
Sword by W.K & C, with gilt metal Royal
Cipher cartouche to the grip, folding
guard bearing Prussian Eagle, with single
edged, double fullered 81cm long blade
£150-250
A 19th Century French Briquet
sabre by Remsch, with a single piece
brass handle, with ribbed grip, the single
edged blade approx. 60cm long, together
with leather and steel scabbard (2)
£80-120

467.

A Japanese-Style sword, with
40cm long single fuller’s blade, green
wooden grip wrapped in material,
complete with green painted scabbard
£80-120

468.

Two Indian Swords, both AF,
together with four Japanese reproduction
swords, all with scabbards, AF (6)
£80-120

A West Riding Constabulary
Police sword, with 61cm long, single
fullered slightly curved blade, leading to
steel guard and fish skin grip, with push
button release for scabbard, complete
with scabbard, stamped WRC
£300-400

473.

An Oxford Constabulary Police
sword and scabbard, with 58cm long
blade by Parrer Field & Son, single
fullered, also etched O.C No.33, with
brass guard, fish skin grip, button
scabbard release, scabbard slightly split
£300-400

474.

A Cheshire Constabulary Police
sword, with 58cm long blade, single
fullered, etched Cheshire Constabulary
Wirral Hundred, with brass guard, fish
skin grip, button scabbard release,
complete with leather and brass
scabbard, slightly splitting at seam
£300-400

475.

Athenaeum Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1852-1856, ceramic, ‘Athenaeum
Fire Insurance Office’, light blue lettering
on white ground, VG
£700-1000

460.

An Indian sword stick, the
decorative ebony stick, with twist collar
release, to reveal a 61cm long blade, with
lion-head terminal, 82cm in length
£100-150
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476.

477.

487. Dundee Assurance Company
Against Losses By Fire Fire Mark, 17821832, W22A, lead, policy no. 1315, F-G,
some original paint, inscription verso
‘From Edward (?) to John, from 7 Castle
Gable, Perth, Feby 1916’
£400-600

478.

488. Edinburgh Friendly Insurance
Against Losses By Fire Fire Mark, 17201847, W79C, lead, policy no. 615, G-VG
£250-350

479.

489. Edinburgh Friendly Insurance
Against Losses By Fire Fire Mark, 17201847, W7D, cast iron, G, surface corrosion
£150-250

Athenaeum Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1852-1856, ceramic, ‘Athenaeum
Fire Office’, white lettering on light blue
ground, VG
£700-1000
Bath Fire Office Fire Mark,
1776-1838, W11A(i), lead, policy no.
4914, G, traces of original paint
£300-500
Birmingham Fire Office
Company Fire Marks, 1805-1867, copper
- W42B, F and W42C, F-G (2)
£60-80
Bristol Crown Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1718-1837, W6C, lead, G-VG
£150-250

480.

Bristol Crown Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1718-1837, W6C, lead, G, some
original paint, solder repair to reattach
panel
£150-250

481.

Bristol Crown Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1718-1837, W6D, lead, F-G,
diestamping split to base of crown
£100-150

490. Equitable Fire Insurance
Company Fire Mark, 1873-1901, copper
- W110C, F, and W110C, lettering variant,
P-F (2)
£60-80
491. Guardian Fire and Life
Assurance Company Fire Marks, 18211968, copper - W57A, G, traces of original
paint and W57B, F, overpainted (2)
£30-50

482.

492. Globe Insurance Company Fire
Mark, 1803-1864, W38D, tinned iron, P,
pellet hole, otherwise not damaged but
corroded
£40-60

483.

493. Globe Insurance Company Fire
Mark, 1803-1864, W38E, tinned iron, VG,
original paint
£40-60

484.

494. Globe Insurance Company Fire
Mark, 1803-1864, W38F, tinned iron, VG,
original paint
£40-60

British Fire Office Fire Mark,
1799-1843, W30B, lead, G-VG, slightly
trimmed to border top left
£200-300
British Fire Office Fire Mark,
1799-1843, W30E, copper, F-G, original
paint
£50-80
Britannia Fire Association Fire
Mark, 1868-1879, W108A, copper, F,
some original paint
£50-80

485.

Caledonian Insurance Company
Fire Marks, 1805-1957, copper - W43C,
G, original paint, wire loop soldered to
back and W43C, G, label ends missing,
painted black both sides, with gold
highlights, probably not recent (2)
£50-80

486.

County Fire Office Fire Marks,
1807-1906, copper - W45B, F, one with
original paint (3) and W45D, F-G, original
paint (4)
£40-60

495. Hertfordshire and
Cambridgeshire Fire Office Fire Mark,
dates unknown, W68A, copper, G-VG,
traces of original paint
£70-100
496. Hand in Hand Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1696-1905, W2B, lead, policy no.
95174, G, left-hand top curve of crown
neatly re-fixed at both ends and slightly
foreshortened
£180-250
497. Hand in Hand Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1696-1905, W2C(i), lead, policy no.
101795, G-VG, traces of original paint
£150-250
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498.

Hibernian Insurance Company
Fire Mark, 1771-1839, W13Bii, lead, F-G,
cracked and weakened
£100-150

508.

New Bristol Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1769-1840, W12B, copper, G
£100-150

509.

Imperial Fire Insurance
Company Fire Marks, 1803-1902, copper
- W40A, G and W40C, F-G, some original
paint (2)
£50-80

Newcastle upon Tyne Fire
Office Fire Mark, 1769-1840, W24B, lead,
policy no. 5918, G-VG, some repainting,
inscribed verso ‘Shop, Church St,
Gateshead, 1911’
£200-300

500.

510.

499.

Imperial Fire Insurance
Company Fire Marks, 1803-1902, W40C,
F-G, W40G, tinned iron, G-VG, original
paint and W40H, tinned iron, G-VG,
original paint, some corrosion spotting (3)
£50-80

501.

Kent Insurance Company Fire
Mark, 1802-1901, W36A(ii), lead, G-VG
£200-300

502.

Kent Insurance Company Fire
Mark, 1802-1901, W36A(iv), lead, G,
‘Kent’ painted inscription faint, mark
across horse’s hindquarters
£250-350

503.

London Assurance Fire Mark,
1720-1965, W9D, lead, policy no. 4685,
G, spear tip missing, right incurve and
part of ‘5’ trimmed, probably many years
ago
£200-300

504.

London Assurance Fire Mark,
1720-1965, W9E, lead, policy no. 28879,
G-VG, slightly oversize hole to chest,
slight curve to left arm
£250-350

505.

London and Lancashire Fire
Insurance Company Fire Marks, 18611961, A101A, tinned iron, VG, original
paint and A101B, copper, VG, original
paint (2)
£70-100

506.

Manchester Fire and Life
Assurance Company Fire Marks, 18241904, A71C, tinned iron, G, original paint,
some corrosion and A71C, copper, G,
black lettering and background, gold label
(2)
£70-100

507.

New Bristol Fire Office Fire
Mark, 1769-1840, W12A(ii), lead, policy
no. 5549, G-VG, some original paint
£400-600
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North British Insurance
Company Fire Mark, 1809-1862, W53A,
tinned iron, P, corroded (3)
£40-60

519.

Scottish Union Insurance
Company Fire Mark, 1824-1878, W75A,
G-VG, copper, one fixing hole enlarged
£80-100

531.

520.

Shropshire & North Wales
Assurance Company Fire Mark, 18361890, W89B, brass, G, some splitting,
overpainted
£80-120

532.

521.

533.

Suffolk Fire Office Fire Mark,
1802-1849, W37E, F-G
£150-200

522.
511.

North British & Mercantile
Insurance Company Fire Mark, 18621959, W102A, copper, G, some original
paint
£40-60

512.

Norwich Union Fire Insurance
Society Fire Marks, 1797-Aviva from
2002, W29F(ii), tinned iron, P, corrroded,
split, W29N, copper, F and W29O, copper,
F-G (3)
£50-80

513.

Nottinghamshire and
Derbyshire Fire and Life Assurance
Company Fire Marks, 1835-1869, copper
- W87A, F, lacks garter end, W87E, G and
W87F, stamped ‘G. Lingard’, G (3)
£80-100

514.

Patriotic Assurance Company
of Ireland Fire Mark, 1824-1972, W73A,
lead, G-VG
£200-300

Sun Fire Office Fire Mark, 17101959, lead, W3B, G, slight squashing to
nose, fixing holes slightly enlarged
£60-80

523.

Sun Fire Office Fire Marks,
1710-1959, W3F, tinned iron, G, some
original paint and W3H, copper, F-G,
original paint (2)
£50-80

524.

Sun Fire Office Fire Marks, 17101959, copper - W3H, G-VG, original paint
and W3I, G, original paint (2)
£40-60

525.

Union Fire Office Fire Marks,
1714-1907, copper - A4D, F-G, original
paint and A4E, G, repainted (2)
£60-80

526.

West of England Fire Insurance
Company Fire Marks, 1807-1894, copper
- W48A, G and W48G, G (2)
£60-80

527.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Caledonian Insurance Company, B758,
enamelled iron, VG, three chips (3)
£60-80
British Promotional Fire Marks,
Commercial Union Assurance, tinned iron
- B916, VG, original paint and B917, VG,
original litho (2)
£60-80
British Promotional Fire Marks,
Excess Insurance Company, Italian
market, Excess Londra - black (1), red (1),
Italian Excess, red (1), G-VG, original litho
(3)
£40-60

534.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Excess Insurance Company, Italian
market, Excess Londra - black (1), red (1),
Italian Excess, red (1), G-VG, original litho
(3)
£40-60

537.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Manchester Fire and Life Assurance
Company, tinned iron - A71B(ii), A71B(iii)
and A71C, VG, original litho (3)
£70-100

Reading Insurance Company
Fire Mark, 1822-1841, W60A, copper, G,
some splitting to edges of die-stamping
£80-100

528.

Yorkshire Fire and Life Insurance
Company Fire Mark, 1824-1967, W77B,
copper, original paint
£50-80

517.

Royal Exchange Assurance Fire
Mark, 1720-1968, W10F, lead, policy no.
130002, G, traces of original paint, some
extra holes
£60-80

529.

539.

518.

530.
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542.

VARIOUS PROPERTIES,
Royal Exchange Assurance Fire Marks,
1720-1968, W10F, lead, policy no.
111543, overall G-VG, crown repaired,
one fleur-de-lys missing and W10J,
lead, policy no. 235403, overall G, but
policy number partly struck, possibly to
obliterate
£70-100

543.

544.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Legal Insurance Company, B1013, tinned
iron, Licenses and General Insurance
Company, B978, tinned iron, both VG,
original litho (2)
£40-60

516.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
British General Insurance Company Ltd,
B1006, tinned iron, VG, original litho (3)
£30-50

British Promotional Fire Mark,
Union Fire Office, tinned iron, A4E, G,
original litho
£40-60

536.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Phoenix Assurance Company, A23N(i),
tinned iron, VG, original litho and Planet
Assurance Company, A191A, tinned iron,
VG, original litho (2)
£40-60

Salop Fire Office Fire Mark,
1780-1890, W20B, copper, F-G, diagonal
crease, straightened
£100-150

541.

British Promotional Fire
Marks, Guardian Fire and Life Assurance
Company, tinned iron, A57D(ii), A57D(iii)
and A57D(iv), G-VG, original lithography
(3)
£60-80

535.

Patriotic Assurance Company
of Ireland Fire Mark, 1824-1972, W73C,
G-VG, original paint
£40-60

British Promotional Fire Mark,
Alliance British and Foreign Fire and Life
Insurance Company Fire Mark, W63C,
copper, G-VG, original paint
£40-60

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Sun Fire Office, A3F(ii), copper, G, original
paint, A3L(i), tinned iron, G, original litho
(2) and A3L(ii), G, original litho (4)
£50-80

Insurance Company Brass
Agency Nameplates, Agent To The
Westminster Fire Office A.D. 1717’, F-G,
historically well-polished, 310mm x
202mm; ‘The Legal Insurance Co. Ltd’,
engraved and filled lettering, G, filling
missing, 390mm x 288mm; and modern
‘Taisho Marine & Fire Ins. Co., Ltd.’, G,
380mm x 280mm (3)
£100-150

West of Scotland Insurance
Company Fire Mark, 1823-1838, W62A,
lead, G, traces of original paint, top fixinghole enlarged
£600-800

515.

540.

538.

British Promotional Fire Marks,
Royal Insurance Company, A97D, tinned
iron, VG, original paint, A97D(i), tinned
iron, VG, litho, and Queen Insurance
Company, tinned iron, A103D, VG, original
paint (3)
£40-60
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Vulpes vulpes, Gallus gallus
and Sciurus vulgaris, Taxidermy, A fox
capturing a white chicken (possibly
a White Leghorn) within it’s mouth,
amoungst a natural scene, also within the
scene a red squirrel, within a display case,
73cm x 61cm x 52cm
£80-120

545.

Phasianus colchicus, Taxidermy,
Two male Common Pheasant with white/
Leucistic colouration, within a case,
shrubland underfoot, with painted scene
to the back of the case, missing glass,
82cm x 46cm x 23cm
£70-100

548. Tridacna and Lobatus Gigas,
Shells, A collection of various sea shells,
to include a Giant Clam, half shell, approx
36cm, a Queen Conch, a Spiny Conch, a
Cowrie, half a Scallop shell and others
£50-80
549. Palaeolithic and Neolithic
period, An assortment of flint and
weaponary items, to include axe heads,
arrow heads and more, some having
location names on them (parcel)
£80-120
550. Dryobates minor, Taxidermy,
A small cased taxidermy Lesser spotted
woodpecker, posed on a branch within
shrubs, 19cm x 25cm x 9.5cm
£40-60
551. Athene noctua and Microtus
agrestis, Taxidermy, A cased Little Owl,
posed stood on a branch amongst foliage,
with small taxidery Field vole in the
corner, case 21cm x 35cm x 26cm
£50-60
552. Vulpe vulpes and Muntiacus
reevesi, Taxidermy, a wall mounted head
of a fox, with white metal plaque below
‘Tipperary 1986’, together with a wall
mounted pair of Reeve’s muntjac antlers,
(2)
£40-60
553. Aliger Gigas/ Strombus Gigas,
Mollusca, a collection of Pink Conch
shells, together with a small selection of
others, plus a piece of coral and some
minerals, including rose quartz (parcel)
£40-60

546.

554. Xiphias gladius, Architeuthidae
Family, This item is the dried eye of
a Swordfish approximately 10cm in
diameter, the eye having the consistancy
of a hardened nail material, with a
very thin lens that is that is partially
translucent
£50-100

547.

555. Homo sapien, Osteology,
A human skeleton, possibly used for
Medical teaching, the 170cm tall skeleton
connected by wires, with hanger to the to
of the cranium (skull), AF
£800-1200

Lagopus muta, Taxidermy,
Five ptarmigan, 2 male and 3 female in
various seasonal plumage, arranged on
a simulated rockery, all within a display
case, 69cm x 59cm x 26cm
£80-120
Minerals, An assortment of
various minierals, to include agate,
amethyst, various geodes and many more
(parcel)
£50-80

556. Dama dama, Taxidermy, A
large wall mounted male Fallow Deer
head, with sizeable antlers, mounted on
wooden board
£100-150
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557.

Tridacna, Mollusca, Giant clam,
half shell, unknown location of discover,
approxmately 74.5cm x 54.5cm x 28cm,
weighing 57.4kg
£200-300

558.

Vulpes vulpes and Picus viridis,
Taxidermy and Entomology A cased
taxidermy Green Woodpecker, together
with a wall mounted taxidermy head of a
Red fox, plus a box containing a collection
of butterflies (parcel)
£60-80

559. Esox lucius, Taxidermy, a cased
taxidermy Northern pike, case 71cm in
length
£50-80
560.

Cervus elaphus, Taxidermy, A
wall mounted Red Deer coat rack, having
a taxidermy head of a red deer, with the
four hoofs as the hooks, 110cm wide
£80-120

561.

A collection of eight landing
nets, to include maker’s, Hardy, Sharpes
of Aberdeen, Whitlock, and more, various
sizes (parcel)
£40-60

562.

A large collection of fishing
tackle and other items, to include, Flys,
Floats, Lines, waistcoats, a cooler bag for
the fish, lures and much more (parcel)
£60-100

563.

An assortment of fishing rods,
to include a Daiwa three piece 11.5’,
a Bruce & Walker 2 piece Spinner 9’, a
Daiwa Whisker Spinner 2 piece 7’, and
three others, all on Phantom hard case
(parcel)
£50-80

564.

A Hardy’s Ultralite Travel 10 1/2’
#8 four piece rod, together with retailers
bag and hard travel tube (6)
£50-80

565.

A Hardys #4/5 Graphite DeLuxe 8 1/2’ two piece rod, together with
a Hardy #6/7 Graphite 9’ two piece rod
with retailer bag (3)
£70-100

566.

Two Sage Graphite III fishing
rod, comprising a 7100 RPL #7 Line 10’,
and a 586 RPL #5 Line 8’6’’, one with
cloth retailer’s bag and both with metal
retailers tube (parcel)
£60-100
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567.

A Hardy #10 Graphite DeLuxe Spey three piece fishing rod, 15’,
complete with retailers bag
£70-100

578.

568.

579.

A Hardy Sovereign 11’ four
piece rod, #51617, serial IJOZ9850,
complete with marron retailer’s bag
£70-100

569.

A collection of various fishing
reels, to include a DAM Pirate 1, a
Silstar EX2140, a Mitchell 304, a Penn
Surfmaster with retailer box, and a Abu
Cardinal 57 with retailers box (parcel)
£40-60

570.

An Ambassadeur Abu Garcia
reel and retailers box, the 5600AB reel
with Anti Backlash System, gear ratio
5.3:1, serial 070008/23
£30-40

571.

A Milward ‘Flymaster’ reel, 3
1/2”, together with a C.J Orvis 3 1/4” reel
(2)
£30-40

572.

A Hardy Marquis #8/9 fishing
reel, 3 1/2”, complete with leatherette
House of Hardy retailers bag (2)
£60-80

573.

A Hardy Marquis #7 fishing reel,
3 1/2”, complete with leatherette House
of Hardy retailers bag (2)
£60-80

A Hardy ‘The Sovereign’ 9/10
reel, in gilt, 3 3/4’’, complete with
leatherette retailers bag and box (3)
£100-120
Two Hardy Spools, including
Sovereign 9/10 and Golden Prince 5/6,
both with retailers boxes, plus two other
Hardy spools and retailers bag (parcel)
£50-80

580.

A small collection of fishing
reels, to include a vintage brass example,
with name, a Trudex, a Daiwa 123M, a
Mitchell 440A, an Allcocks and another,
all AF (parcel)
£40-60

581.

Jonathan Couch, A History of the
Fishes of the British Islands, four volumes,
Groombridge & Sons, blue binding (4)
£150-250

582.

Two vintage fishing rods,
comprising Bruce & Walker CTM 13A
three piece, a two piece ‘The Dover’ and
a more modern example ‘Zziplex 3500’,
two piece (3)
£40-60

583.

Allcock Fishing Rod, a three
piece Allcock 12 foot rod ‘Gloria’ rings
and whippings all good condition UK
made 636471 with cloth bag
£30-50

584.

A Hardy ‘The Featherweight’
fishing reel, 2 7/8’’, complete with blue
leatherette House of Hardys bag and
retailers box (3)
£60-80

Elasticane Rods, a two piece 8 ft
Elasticane Capella rod with steel core in
good condition with cloth bag together
with another Elasticane rod ‘Test’ two
tips, three piece rod 10.5 ft & 9ft, good
condition in cloth bag
£50-70

575.

585.

574.

A Hardy ‘The Golden Prince’ 5/6
reel, 3’’, complete with blue leatherette
House of Hardy retailers bag and retailers
box (3)
£60-80

576.

A Hardy ‘JLH Ultralite #8/9
reel, 3 3/4’’, complete with leatherette
retailers bag and box (3)
£60-80

577.

A Hardy ‘The Sovereign’ 8/9
reel, in gilt, 3 1/2’’, complete with
leatherette retailers bag and box (3)
£100-120

587.

Autographs Rugby, autographs
from the 1950s from the South Afria,
Llanelly and Waterloo rugby teams, to
include Hennie Muller, Basil Kenyon, Okey
Geffin, Ray Williams, Leslie Phillips, Joe
Griffins, W.H. Beaumont and many more
(parcel)
£80-120

588.

Autographs Cricket / Football, a
Denis Compton Annual 1953 containing
a number of signatures, that appear to
be genuine, on the cricket and football
players pictured including Jackie Milburn,
Denis Compton, Ray Lindwall, Tommy
Lawton, Don Bradman and many more,
book has stains on cover and some
writing inside (excluding autographs)
£60-80

589.

Don Bradman & more, Bradman
files, two volumes, Illustrated magazine
June 12th 1948 (Bradman on cover) some
Bradman press cuttings, Olympic Games
programme Melbourne 1956, All Sports
Who’s Who 1950, The Big Book of Sports
1957 plus an autograph album containing
three figure skating autographs from
1947/48, various conditions
£40-60

590.

A water colour painting of a
19th Century Jockey, believed to be a
portrait of famous Flat race jockey John
‘’Jack’’ Watts, carreer from 1880-1900,
riding 19 winners, including the 1000
and 2000 guineas, Epson Derby and Oaks
and the St Leger Stakes, wearing his
traditional colours, in ornate oval frome,
49cm x 33cm
£150-200

591.

Martin James Rod, a three
piece Martin James cane 12ft rod in good
condition with cloth bag
£30-50

A large collection of MotorRacing signed items, from Formula 1,
Rally, Le Mans 24 Hourr, Goodwood
Festival of Speed and much more,
including Jensen Button, Rlland Asch,
Ellen Lohr, Klaus Ludwig, and many more
£70-100

586.

592.

Autographs England Cricket /
Football, autographs from the late 1940s
era that include 13 England cricketers
from the Test match V Australia at Lord’s
on June 24th 1948, Len Hutton, Alec
Bedser, Denis Compton, Jim Laker and
more plus the Australian autographs of
the team that appear to be printed and
cut out, 10 autographs of the England
Football Team dated 14th April 1949 that
include Frank Swift, Stanley Matthews,
Billy Wright, Roy Bentley and more and a
number of performers of the era (Jimmy
Hanley, Jimmy Edwards)
£120-180
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Rygbu World Cup 1995, a signed
framed and glazed photograph of Nelson
Mandella awarding the Webb Ellis Cup to
the South Africa Captain Francois Pienaar,
for their victory over the All Blacks New
Zealand in the Rugby World Cup final
1995, signed in gold pen, 63cm x 51cm
£200-300
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593.

A collection of boxing related
books, including Muhammad Ali, Len
Harvey Prince of Boxers by Gilbert Odd,
The A-Z of World Boxing, Guinness Boxing
The Records and more (parcel)
£40-60

594.

H.D.G Leveson Gower’s XI v
New Zealand 1949 programme, together
with 1953 Australian tour programme,
plus a collection of cricket related score
cards, annuals and books (parcel)
£50-80

595.

An assortment of 1920s and
later sporting programmes and annuals,
including Lingfield Park 1920, Norwich v
Middlesbrough 1947 Speedway, Fencing,
Rugby, Tennis, Olympics and many more
(parcel)
£60-100

596.

Dennis Bergkamp Testimonial,
an orange T shirt printed Bergkamp 10 on
back with testimonial information on the
front Arsenal v Ajax July 22nd 2006 (XL)
unworn together with a a small book of
photographs
£30-50

597.

War Cup Final Programme, War
Cup Final programme, Chelsea v Charlton
April 15th 1944, fold across middle with
more wear on back page
£40-60

601. An assortment of 1940s and
later football related programmes
and books, to include England v Italy
1949, Chelsea v Arsenal 1950, Millwall v
Newport County 1951, England v Wales
1960, and many more from various years
and clubs (parcel)
£40-60
602. FA Cup 1950, Cup Final
programme Arsenal V Liverpool April 29th
1950, singing sheet and ticket stub, good
condition, little staple rust and pencil
changes to team together with two semifinal programmes v Chelsea, four stubs
from 6th round and semi-final replay stub
March 22nd 1950
£50-70
603. Arsenal Programme 1949
& more, twenty six Arsenal home
programmes for the season 1949/50
including V Racing( this includes a very
interesting hand written piece by the
President of Racing) Chelsea V Arsenal
24th January 1931 (poor condition)
Spurs V ArsenalSept 16 1933 (reasonable
condition) together with a further
home programmes 1952, seven away
programmes 1949/50 - Villa, Chelsea,
Charlton, Fulham, !950/51 -United, 1957
-Racing, Preston together with some,
press material from the 1950s, generally
good condition with some pencil changes
£50-70

598.

604. Arsenal Team !934-35 Season,
a large photograph (37cm x 29cm) of
the Arsenal team season 1934/35 all
autographed and in very good condition,
players include Cliff Bastin, Tom Parker
and George Male, father of the vendor
£150-200

599.

605. England Football Programmes,
approximately one hundred and twenty
five programmes, all the home England
internationals from 1963 to 2000 played
at Wembley that includes a 1966 World
cup Final programme, all generally good
condition
£300-400

Queen’s Park Rangers’
Programmes, six hundred plus
programmes mainly dated from 1981 to
2007 with virtually all home programmes
for each season, generally good condition
with some writing for team changes etc
£40-60
England programme 1942
England v Scotland programme January
17th 1942, has been folded, small tear at
bottom crease and some discolouring
£30-50

600.

Various Football Programmes,
eighty plus football programmes dating
from 1950s onwards including Cup
Final programmes from the 1970s and
early 1980s, England Internationals V
Wales 1969, V Israel 1988, V Sweden
1968, a group of early QPR programmes
1960s/70s (12) Liverpool programme
with Grobbelaar and Rush autographs
plus more
£30-50

606. Boxing Programmes, Cassius
Clay V Henry Cooper Programme 1963
together with eight programmes of
Mickey Duff promotions at Liverpool
Stadium, 1960, 61 & 62 generally
good condition, little scribble on one
programme and two medals (not boxing
related) Turf Club Milnerton 1966 and
a silver gilt medal British Paper Bag
federation (Birmingham 1949 by F & S)
£60-100
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607. Badminton set / Tennis Balls,
an Arena badminton set, two rackets,
rules, net sleeve but no net in hard red
case plus a tube of Table Badminton
shuttlecocks together with a box of four
original Slazenger white tennis balls
(LTA Official Ball 1962, generally good
condition
£30-50
608.

A wall-mounted whip rack by
Swaine & Adeney Ltd, 185 Piccadilly
London, with six-whip capacity, with
maker’s plaque to the back, complete
with antler handled, white metal collared
whip
£180-220

609.

A vintage Ravenscroft Law Wig
& Rob maker’s wig box, the black tin
with gilt stencilling to front ‘Mr Registrar
Haines’ to the front, heightened in gilt,
maker’s name to inner lid, complete with
fitted stand to inside
£100-150

610.

A collection of Ramblers
booklets and others, including Saturday
Afternoon Rambles Round London by
Henry Walker 1871, Rustic Walking
Routes in the London Vicinity, a South
London Schools’ Football Association
Souvenir Handbook 1905-06, South
London Schools’ Cricket & Athletic
Association Gazette 1910, Road Maps and
more (parcel)
£80-120

611.

A large Monopoly Arcade
machine topper, approximately 220cm
wide, probably topping multiple
Monopoly slot machine, with additional
remote controlled strip lighting
£80-120

612.

A 9ct gold RAOB medal, with
inscription, ‘This Order of Merit and
Honour of Knighthood was conferred
unpon Bro. John G Bright. C.P., by The
Duke of York, Lodge No.1513 20 Nov
1933, as a mark of appreciation for
services in the cause of Buffuloism
and their regardfor him as a man and
a brother’, together with a smaller gilt
metal example, 9ct gold approx 23g
£220-280

613.

A Fyffe’s Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Company flag, the burgee
shaped flag with logo to front in yellow,
white and blue, marked 46x3
£20-30
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614.

A State of Mississippi flag,
stamped 4x6 Storm King All Cotton
WPL1721, approx 174cm x 110cm
£30-40

615.

A Mid-20th Century Dutchess
One Arm Bandit, supplied by Ruffler &
Walker of London, one penny slot to the
top, with fruit designs to three spinning
wheels, in silver and heightened in red,
on contempory made base, untested
£150-200

616.

A Vintage table top display,
with reproduction print for ‘The Globe
Bottling Co.’ to the back, the black
painted wooden frame with glass too
all sides, fitted white glass shelves, with
removeable glass top, 46.5cm x 40cm x
26cm
£70-100

617.

A cased model of a 20th
Century Merchant Sailing model, the
four-mast model in grey and red, flying
various flags, in glazed case, 69cm x 44cm
x 28cm
£40-60

618.

A Mexican Industrial Pub Art
sign, in the form of the word ‘Gin’, in
turquoise and yellow, with the letter ‘I’ if
the form of a drinking glass, 79cm x 45cm
x 5cm
£150-180

619.

A Mexican Industrial Pub Art
sign, in the form of the word ‘Drinks’,
in red and blue, with the letter ‘I’ in the
form of a drinking glass, 94cm x 30cm x
5cm
£150-180

620.

A Mexican Industrial Pub Art
sign, in the form of the word ‘Cocktails’,
in turquoise and yellow, 115cm x 27cm x
3.5cm
£150-180

621.

A Mexican Industrial Pub Art
sign, in the form of the word ‘Tequila’,
in turquoise and yellow, 127cm x 26cm x
4.5cm
£150-180

622.

A Mexican Industrial Pub Art
sign, in the form of the word ‘Margarita’,
in green and yellow, 111cm x 43cm x
4.5cm
£150-180

623.

A Fernet-Branca advertising
sign, depicting military figure sharing a
glass of wine with native locals,, 53m x
41cm, possibly reproduction
£60-80

632.

624.

A BEME Electronic and Marine
Equipment Ltd Mini-Loop Direction
finder, together with a Homer Brookes
& Gatehouse Ltd Direction Finder, with
Amplifier, stamp and speaker (parcel)
£40-60

633.

625.

634.

An assortment of Masonic
related glass drinking vessels, to include
two Firing Glasses, two wine glasses,
a tumbler and more, each with etched
design for various lodges, awarded to
different brothrs (parcel)
£40-60

626.

A collection of model car
desktop tidies and other items, various
wooden and ceramic examples (parcel)
£40-60

627.

A large collection of 1970s and
1980s Books and Annuals, comprising
Top of the Pops, Andy Pandy’s Annual,
Fame Annual, Rupert the Bear, Ladybird
Books and many more (parcel)
£50-100

A collection of vintage and
modern Adult magazines, including FHM,
Parade, Mayfair, Super Sexpert, Zoo,
Loaded, Front and more, AF (parcel)
£50-80
A heavily embossed decorative
brass National Cash Register, 226148,
Dayton Ohio USA, the single drawer with
raised lettering ‘National’, 40. 54cm W x
41cm D x 42cm H
£120-150

A large collection of Avon
Collector’s Bottles, some complete with
content, in various forms, including cars,
train, boy holding a balloon, a Viking ship,
smoking pipes and many more, complete
with two Avon Bottle Collectors price
guide books (parcel)
£40-60

629.

Three vintage brass blow lamps,
comprising Primus No.632, Stainsons
Universal, and another example marked
B61 (3)
£40-60

630.

A large collection of modern
Adult magazines, to include Nuts, Zoo,
FHM, Viz, Men Only, Front and many
more, AF (parcel)
£50-80

631.

An assortment of vintage Adult
magazines, comprising Late Night Extra,
Fiesta, Whitehouse Quarterly, Club, The
Journal of Sex and many more, to gether
with three VHS tapes, AF (parcel)
£50-80
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A set of four outdoor pub
lights, with glass inserts, with horse shoe
decoration, glass is present
£50-80

650. Three modern advertising
items, one for Finck’s ‘Detroit Special’
Overalls, Lighthouse Armour’s Family
Soap and a Cafes Alex thermometer (3)
£30-50

643.

A selection of vintage gas lamps
and burners, to include a Swedish Primus
No.5, AF (parcel)
£40-60

644.

651. Three tobacco advertising signs,
Blue Bell Tobacco, Minor Cigarettes and
Park Drive, AF (3)
£50-80

An electric Singer Sewing
Machine in carry case, in traditional black
with applied gilt decoration, with trade
mark plaque to the front, complete with
additional items (parcel)
£50-80

A large collection of Guinness
memorabilia, comprising numerous
bottle with various designs, including
Limited Edition examples, glass and
ceramic drinking vessels, a Carlton Ware
musical tankard, key rings, beer mats,
books, Kitchenalia, framed items, and
much more (qty)
£200-300

635.

645.

653. Three vintage Will’s Gold Flake
cigarette enamel advertising signs, all of
different design and size, AF (3)
£50-80

646.

654. An assortment of enamel and
metal advertising signs, to include Pepsi
Cola, A1 lights, Royal Daylight Oil and
more, AF (parcel)
£50-80

A Vintage Burroughs of Canada
Adding Machine/Till, with multiple
buttons to the top, with handle pull
to the side, which opens the nine
compartment drawer to the front
£50-60

636.

Five oversized drinking flask
sets, unused, complete with four cups
and a funnel, in fitted boxes (5)
£40-60

637.

628.

642.

A St Helena Ascension Coins
set, together with a selection of various
Crowns, a collection of vintage tobacco
tins, trade/tea cards and more (parcel)
£40-60

A Whitbread & Company
sign, with central logo with 1742 date
of establishment, flanked by two sun
flowers, 90cm wide
£120-150
A cased set of silver swith
brush and soap, the brush case dated
Chester 1904 by E J Trevitt & Sons, the
other Chester 1909 by E J Trevitt &
Sons, together with a collection of other
swith items, razors, swith sets and more
(parcel)
£50-60

647.

638.

A collection of 1930s Baking
magazines, comprising mainly
Confectionery Craft and Confectionery &
Baking Craft (50+)
£40-60

J.R.R. Tolkein, three volumes of
Lord of the Rings, The Fellowship of the
Ring, The Two Towers and The Return of
the King, together with three Harry Potter
books, The Prisoner of Azkaban, Half
Blood Prince and Order of the Phoenix,
plus other childrens books (parcel)
£50-80

639.

648.

A small cast metal Royal crest,
later painted, with the motto ‘Honi Pense
Dieu Et Mon Droit’, 21.5cm x 21cm
£30-40

640.

A Smiths M1 8Day car clock,
marked 2474 to reverse, together with a
selection of hat pins, a Liga Chronograph
pocket watch, a 1938 Lucas light, a
technical drawering set, and other items
(parcel)
£70-100

641.

A vintage Bonny Bright Eyes
playground horse’s head, maker’s name
around the base, with remains of red and
green paint to the head, missing handles
£100-150
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A collection of vintage
cardboard milk bottle tops, including
Valley View Farms Fruit Punch,
Anderson’s Dairy, Rose Hill Dairy, Sunkist
Orange Juice, Newcastle Dairy and many
more, all with different designs, approx
200
£80-120

649.

Two W.E Berry Ltd printed
Circus posters, one for Chipperfield
Circus, Exmouth - Imperial Recreation
Ground and the other Robert Bros Circus,
Cheltenham Snadord Mill (2)
£50-80

652. Three advertising signs, one for
The Daily Telegraph, another for Evening
Mail and The Sportsman, AF (3)
£50-80

655. A Large Collection of 35mm
Monochrome Negatives of UK Buses, in 3
albums, two including contact print sets,
some sheets including rough locations
and dates, the majority believed to be
photographed by Brian Hemming from
the 1970s - mid-1980s and including a
few London (RT, RF, RM, DMS and other
types), but mostly provincial including
North Wales, South Wales, Yorkshire
(SYPTE, WYPTE, Hull and others),
Scotland, West Country, Ireland and many
more, bus types mostly rear-engined
with a smattering of half-cabs and other
subjects (railway, shipping etc where
these are not easily separated), NB, all
appear to be ‘in-service’ or depot views,
NO rally pictures, Sale includes Copyright
title, mostly VG, good quality and sharp,
with a batch of empty neg sleeves (4000+
negatives in 3 albums)
£300-500
656. Monochrome Photographic
Prints of provincial UK bus subjects,
presumed printed from negatives in the
above lot, and shot by Brian Hemming,
including 5½” x 3½” prints, predominantly
of Scottish and Yorkshire subjects with
others from the West Country, Wales,
Ireland and other English Counties,
together with packet of 5” x 7” prints of
Scottish and Yorkshire buses, (some of
which may have been published), all VG
(400+ pc-size and 50+ larger prints)
£100-150
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657.

Monochrome Photographic
Prints and Negatives of Southern UK
Buses and Trolleybuses, mostly of late
‘60’s/early ‘70’s era and photographed
by Brian Hemming, including 50+ prints
of Reading Corporation buses and
trolleybuses (including several ‘last
week’ views), 50+ of Thames Valley/
South Midland, and approx 80 of NBC/
Tilling group companies (A&D, Southern
& Western Nationals, Royal Blue etc),
all VG, together with the negatives of
most of these subjects and with various
others, approx 300 negs in all, Sale of
negs includes Copyright title, G-VG (qty as
listed)
£80-120

661.

658.

662.

Eight Albums of Colour
Photographs of Scottish Buses, 19815, the records of Brian Hemming’s
‘annual pilgimages’ to record the buses
of Scotland, in 1981, 1982, 1983 and
1985, covering city operators and
rural independents alike, each album
containing around 150 6” x 4” prints in
loose-leaf sleeves, all G-VG, some with
full annotations of date and location,
(negs not included), all appear to be
‘in-service’ views - no rally/preservation
subjects (8 albums, approx 1,000 prints)
£80-120

659.

A Large Collection of Colour
Prints and Negatives of UK Buses, all
believed taken by Brian Hemming, circa
1978 - 90, the prints still in developer’s
wallets, (most with approximate dates
notated) covering bus and coach
operators of Scotland, Wales and
England, together with a box of negatives
(130+ sets presumed of 36 each, so
4500+ negs) believed to relate to the
above prints, Sale includes Copyright title
to negatives, G-VG, majority of prints 6” x
4” but some earlier examples are smaller
or with ‘trendy’ 1980s rounded corners,
all of vehicles ‘in service’ (qty in 2 boxes)
£200-300

660.

Bus and Tram Books, including
‘Midland Red’ vols 1 & 2, Birmingham C T,
B’ham CT trams & trolleybuses, and The
Western Way, all by TPC, ‘Super Prestige’
titles ‘Lancs United’, Bolton Corp,
Stockport Corp and Highland Omnibuses,
The Malta Buses, British and European
Tramway guidebooks, Trolleybus Trails
and A History of the British Trolleybus,
Arran Bus Book and numerous others,
mostly VG (qty)
£50-80

A large Quantity of 35mm
Colour Transparencies of Bus/Transport
Subjects, all believed taken by Brian
Hemming, circa 1978 - 90, the slides
mostly in developer’s boxes, the
majority with approximate dates and
general locations, covering bus and
coach operators of Scotland, Wales and
England, including various municipals,
NBC companies and independents, Sale
includes Copyright title to transparencies,
most appear VG, on various film stock
mostly Agfa, Kodak and Jessops, together
with a few on trams, shipping and other
subjects (approx 160 boxes of nominal 36
slides each - around 5,500 slides in all)
£400-600
Crosville/Bristol Bus
Memorabilia, comprising pairs of
Crosville fleet number plates in embossed
aluminium from DFB 105, a 1962 Bristol
FLF6B registered 138 YFM, and from DFB
128, a 1963 Bristol FS6B reg 1208 FM,
all G, slight damage to corners where
rivets removed, together with two Bristol
VR and one Bristol LH for front/rear
mounting, all G, slight corrosion to rear,
fronts appear repainted in blue/grey (7)
£50-80

663.

Metro-Scania/Metrobus Bus
Memorabilia, a chrome-finished cast
metal ‘Metro Scania’ badge in two
sections, believed to be a pair but in
slightly different styles, two 19” long
x 1¾” photo-engraved ‘Metro Scania’
plates in black/silver, each with 5 small
mounting holes to centre line, a larger
version on thin plastic measuring approx
27” x 3”, and two photo-engraved
‘Metrobus’ plates 13” x 2¾”, both silver
on black, still with protective sheet to
front faces, all VG-E, appear unused (7)
£50-80

664.

Leyland Bus Memorabilia, a
photo-etched ‘Atlantean’ badge approx
18” x 2¼”on heavy plate with bevelled
edges, stamped on rear ‘Atlantean Pt
10886577, Joseph Fray, B’ham’, with
screw-mounting studs, one similar
but smaller ‘Leyland’ badge and two
‘Fleetline’, all approx 11½” x1¼”, all with
silver lettering on black, all G-VG, slight
wear to the black on smaller plates but
all appear unused, together with three
British Leyland ‘Frisbee L’ badges in
pressed aluminium approx 8” overall
diameter, two VG-E, unused, the third
F-G, some denting and paint traces (7)
£50-80

665.

AEC and Leyland Bus Badges,
A fine chrome-finished post-war AEC
triangle badge approx 7” high, VG,
chrome and enamel all good, together
with a more recent enamelled Leyland
Tiger Cub badge overall height approx 6”,
also VG (2)
£50-80

666.

A Vitreous-enamelled doublesided Associated Motorways Coach
Stop sign, with black lettering on orange
background, with short angle-iron
mounting bar, ‘National Express’ vinyls
applied to both sides at top, one of which
has been mostly removed to reveal the
original legend, overall VG, very slight
rusting along bottom edge and some
retouching to mounting side (2 inc angle
bracket)
£100-140

667.

A Bristol ‘Greyhound’ Motif
with Transfers and other Transport
memorabilia, the off-side (rightfacing) Bristol Greyhound motif in cast
aluminium, with polished ali ‘hound and
red-painted surround, G, slight corrosion
to exposed metal areas, a set of Tearnes
crimson ‘Bristol-Greyh-ound’ transfers
(in three sections, the stylised ‘B’ being
approx 9” high), G-VG, slight damage to
the ‘Bristol’ section, a Tearnes ‘Bristol’
fleetname transfer in black-edged cream
approx 30” long, VG-E, a legal ownership
transfer from Holmes Saloon Coaches
Ltd (Isle of Wight), VG, two ‘on hire to...
(NBC subsidiaries) paper labels, a London
Transport central area tube map (18” x
6½”) on plasticised hardboard, with later
posters and model railway books (qty)
£60-90

668.

A Large Collection of PSV
Circle Fleet and Vehicle Histories,
approximately 70 of the older A4-size
‘duplicated’ type, mostly G-VG, some a
little dog-eared, and 130+ later A5-size
booklets, (must be close to a full set?)
the majority being fleet histories covering
all zones of the UK, and including several
of the ‘Chassis List’ series, some LT
‘class’ series and London ‘News-sheet
Summaries’, all VG (200+ in 2 boxes)
£150-200

669.

A moderate collection of
Nautical/Aviation Books, including ‘Ships
of the Royal Navy’ (Colledge/Warlow,
2010), ‘Ocean Ships’ (Hornsby, edns 13
and 15), ‘Coastal ships and Ferries’ 2nd
edn, seven different Ian Allan Aircraft
Recognition booklets (military, civil
and light planes), ‘Die Geschichte der
Schiffahrt auf dem Vierwaldstättersee’
(a nice book about paddle steamers,
unsurprisingly in German), and others,
mostly VG, and 2 rolled-up prints of BR
steamers on Irish services, bth G-VG
(approx 22)
£50-80

678.

670.

680.

A collection of London Country
Buses and National Express ephemera,
1970s and later, includding calendars, a
hat, ties, ticket rolls, drivers schedules,
brochures and more (parcel)
£40-60

671.

A collection of 20th Century
number plates, including personal and
novelty, various different designs and
colours (parcel)
£20-30

672.

A Porsche wall mounted sign,
the metal ‘Porsche’ lettering laid down on
a wooden wall panel, letters approx 23cm
in length each, overall 199cm long, the
letter O loose from panel
£60-100

673.

A vintage booklet of the ‘Launch
of the Queen Mary in the presence
of Their Majesties The King & Queen
1934 at Clydebank’, in generally good
condition, some foxing
£40-60

674.

An assortment of vehicle
registration plates, from various
manufacturers, to include Hauptzollamt
Stuttgart-West, Wright and Hills (parcel)
£40-60

675.

A copper car foot warmer/hot
water bottle, with maker’s plaque to the
end, but worn, 35cm x 22cm x 7cm
£50-100

676.

A collection of Cunard QEII
memorabilia, to include Daily Programme
cards, an ash tray, postcards, Final Voyage
to Dubai certificates, note pads, pens,
peak caps and more (parcel)
£40-60

677.

A vintage brown leather
motorcycle helmet, aviator style
£20-30
32
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An assortment of Maritime
ephemera, comprising an album of
photographs of various vessels, Cunard
Cabin Service booklet USA & Canada,
various transparencies, and numoerous
black ad white photographs of merchant
and military water vessels (parcel)
£40-60

679.

An extensive collection of
automobile manuals, including Mini,
Toyota, Rover etc, together with a
large collection of Car Club brochures,
magazines and much more (00s)
£80-120
A vintage white Vespa scooter
screen, complete with visor and fixings
£50-80

688. Railway, a collection of 1920s
and later railway related items, to include
The Model Railway Constructor 1941 &
1944, The Model Railway News 1928,
GWR Mechanics Institution booklet,
various books and magazine etc (parcel)
£50-100
689. A collection of Triumph
related items, to include a black and
white enamelled badge, a cloth badge,
catalogues and more (parcel)
£40-60
690. A pair of Vintage Restall Type II
car seats, in dark and light grey, complete
with brackets (4)
£50-100

681.

691. An Amoco ‘Vigzol’ 5 gallon oil
container, together with a Castrol XXL 5
gallon oil drum (2)
£50-80

682.

692. A collection of automotive
related items, to include two small
Castrol oil cans, Weber-Hydraulik Jack,
other oil cans and jacks, a blow lamp, a
‘Raydyot’ heater and more (parcel)
£60-100

Two Pebble Beach base metal
medallions in fitted cases, both Limited
Editions, the 2005 example is 158/1300,
the other 346/350 (2)
£20-30
A selection of automotive
items, to include two sets of vintage car
hub caps, two 3500 car badges, a BMW
back pack, a Dunlop Motorcycle tyre
repair kit tin, a PVC tyre cover and more
(parcel)
£40-60

683.

Three modern cast iron
automotive signs, to include Michelin,
Goodyear and Shell (3)
£20-30

684.

A vintage cast iron road name
sign, for Braunton Road, believe to be
from Braunton Road in Devon, where
there was a train crash on the Lynton &
Barnstaple Railway in 1910, 105cm
£50-80

685.

A Fattorini & Son Ltd brass
ship’s clock, with strike movement, with
black Roman numerals on cream dial, dial
19cm diameter, complete with key
£120-180

686.

A vintage marine sight compass
by Buff & Buff MFG, the brass compass in
the gimble style, sit on wooden support,
the compass frame stamped ‘11091’
£40-60

687.

Concorde, a selection of
Concorde related items, to include
a diary, a calendar, a DVD, menus,
stationery FDCs and more (parcel)
£40-60

693. A vintage Raydyot ‘Rambler’
roof rack, together with The Brexton Car
Tray, another car snack tray and a Sirrum
Electric car kettle, all in original retail
boxes (parcel)
£50-100
694. A collection of vintage petrol
and oil cans, to include Pratts, a
stoneware Stergene, Finnigan’s Waxoyl
and more (parcel)
£50-80
695. A collection of vintage petrol
cans, to include Shell, Esso, BP and more,
some over painted (parcel)
£40-60
696. Car Badges, pre-war flat
AA badge, 62250G, overpainted with
modern/replica badges - bow-front AA,
back repainted, sans-serif AA, H B Dale
plastic RAC, cracked, Worcestershire,
enamel Behold St Christopher,
Stoomwalsenclub Nederland, Festival of
Britain, Brooklands School of Flying Ltd
and others (15)
£40-60
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697.

Rolls-Royce and Hooper
Memorabilia, relating to the purchase of
a Rolls-Royce 29.4hp Touring Limousine,
body no. 9292 on 24th May 1948, chassis
WZB 39, with guarantees from RollsRoyce and the coachbuilders Hooper &
Co, with Hooper printed design sketch no.
8034 lettered in ink, fully printed version
and no. 8098 fully printed design, with
Phantom II handbook
£70-100

698.

A collection of six animalheaded walking sticks, comprising four
with dogs heads, in pewter, resin, wood
and horn, an carved resin owl and a carve
wooden otter (6)
£40-60

699.

Two antique Narwhal tusk
walking canes, both being worked
examples, on smooth and the other
smoothed then with a carved design,
both with hand designs to the top, one as
an ivory fist and the other carved wood
of a hand holding the top of the cane (2)
£50-80

700.

A large collection of walking
sticks and canes, all with different
designs, antler handled, brass
handled, white metal handled, carved,
porcelain and more, together with two
books, Fascinating Walking Sticks by
A.E.Boothroyd and Cane Curiosa from
Gun t Gadget by Catherine Dike (parcel)
£60-80

701.

Four African walking canes, two
possibly black thorn, one with a carved
top of a tribe man and another (4)
£30-40

702.

A Tiger’s Eye topped walking
cane, with spherical shaped top, with
lower ivory collar, together with three
ivory topped examples, one in the form
of four discs (4)
£60-100

703. Four Oriental walking canes,
one with a resin top with carved dome
design, two being heavily carved down
the whole shaft and the other lightly
carved all over (4)
£40-60
704.

Seven silver and white metal
topped walking canes, one presentation
example for Sir Robert Walking Bart,
Coldstream Guards 1913, the others date
1922 and later (7)
£60-80
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705.

Five silver topped and mounted
walking sticks, to include a horse’s
head example, dated London 1923, one
plain silver topped example, one with a
measure inside and two more (5)
£50-80

706.

A 1962 American Airforce
Zippo lighter, with ‘Gateway to the Air
Force Lackland Air Force Base’ to the
front, together with a Mosda Streamline
Elizabeth II lighter and a Photo-Flash
table lighter in box (parcel)
£40-60

707.

An assortment of various
lighters, comprising a Ronson table
lighter, a Consul chrome lighter, a yellow
metal Dunhill lighter in fitted retailer’s
box with instructions, a Crown-Molectic
by Calibri, in retailer’s box, a Diplomat
in retailer’s box, and a Marksman pipe
lighter in retailer’s box (parcel)
£70-100

708.

A Chinese Opium pipe, with
base metal body, with applied leather
style decoration to the body, with pierced
design, complete with tweezers and
brush, together with an assortment of
Continental smoking pipes, including a
porcelain example, decorated with a stag
and doe, one carved into the form of a
bull and other styles (parcel)
£70-100

709.

A selection of four Briar
smoking pipes, to include two F&T
Rejects, one with diamond stem, the
other round and two Llewellyn example,
complete with four compartment Bakelite
pipe rack, together with group of five
Rusticated Briar smoking pipes, including
two A E Kettle & Sons, Tudor Rose 1,
Sheridan TC56 and an unnamed example
(parcel)
£70-100

710.

An assortment of smoking
pipes, to include modern Meerschums,
mainly in the forms of Middle Eastern
Gentleman, together with other smoking
pipes, an Artillery gun table lighter, and a
selection of cigar boxes (parcel)
£80-120

711.

A 1975 brushed chrome Zippo
lighter, with the engraving ‘’Bloke, Bosart
1976’’ to the front, plus a polished
chrome example from 2000 with Grandad
to the front, a 2003 with the American
Stars and Stripes flag to the front, unused
and in case, a Hadson Lighter and a
Victorinox Swiss Army knife (parcel)
£50-100

712.

A German Karl Hart wooden
Cigar press, with impressed naming and
numbers to the top, marked Hier Offner
und Schliessen, with 20 cigar capacity,
together with a book by Compton
Machenzie, ‘Sublime Tobaco’ First Edition,
Published 1957 by Chatto & Windus of
London, with original dust jacket (2)
£30-40

713.

Thorens Petrol Lighters,
a Thorens Lucky petrol lighter with
Christmas 1943 engraving, with original
Christmas printed cardboard bo, together
with a Thorens Original in a white
alabaster base with malachite edging (2)
£50-80

714.

A Thorens Matchlite Striker
lighter, with two tone green lacquered
body, with chrome highlights, in the Art
Deco design of arrow form (1)
£50-80

718.

A gold plated Thorens
Gasomatic lighter, c1960, with repeating
geometric engine turned design, in
original red presentation box with gilt
decoration, complete with instructions (1)
£30-40

719.

A Colibri Kickstart petrol pocket
lighter, with silver plated finish, engine
turned design, c1929, complete with
original box and instructions (1)
£60-80

720.

Three Thorens petrol lighters,
comprising a c1930s table lighter with
double claw, in black catalan base, an
Original with green lacquered groung
with blue and yellow geometric design,
(lacquer AF), in original box, plus a
Circuler lighter with double claw for fusee
cord (3)
£50-80

721.

Two Thorens table lighters,
comprising a a gold plated single claw,
push button no locking mechanism, set
in a cylindrical fluted column base with
climbing Scottie dig in brass, together
with a Thorens Distintion, with green
lacquered streamline design, fitted with a
wind up masical box (2)
£50-80

722.

715.

Of Motoring Interest, Thorens
table lighter with double claw nickel
plate, with alloy base advertising Kaiser
Frazer car manufacturers, USA, c.1945,
together with a Thorens Original single
claw table lighter, in nickel plate,
mounted within a moden glass body, with
screw fitment (2)
£50-80

716.

Three Thorens petrol pocket
lighters, comprising an Oriflam Sport
lighter, in polished chrome finish in
original cardboard box, a Thorens Original
single claw Nickel Plate, with locking
screw, in original cardboard box with
instructions and cloth case, and a slim
Oriflam Nickel Plate large size example
with cartouche BEA, also with original box
(3)
£50-80
Two Thorens table lighters,
an Original single claw chrome plated
example, with push putton, no lock
mechanism, fitted into a graduating
circular brown Bakelite base, together
with a Lucky table lighter, chrome plated
with Portugese Tax Stamp to the base (2)
£50-80
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An assortment of petrol
lighters, to include a Colibri Monogard
with unusual flint change mechanism,
a Thorens Slim Oriflam gold plated
example, in box, a Thorens Maco
lighter, dated 1940, a Ronson Varaflame
Electronic, a Japanese lighter marked
Sony, lighter boxes and a metal Thorens
Advertising Plaque (parcel)
£40-60

726.

A silver-plated Dunhill Wafer
petrol pocket lighter, ‘B;; size, with
engine turned design, made for the
French market, marked 75-7 to the base,
complete with original black Alfred
Dunhill box and instructions, c1940s
French pattern
£50-80

727.

An unused Dunhill Unique
Standard petrol pocket lighter, complete
with Dunhill box and instructions (1)
£60-80

728.

A Sarastro German silver
manufactured petrol pocket lighter,
with liftarm, silver jacket with geometric
engine turned design, marked 830S to the
base, (Sarastro sometime marked with an
S’, with tax stamp to the top
£70-100

Two Thorens petrol pocket
lighters, comprising a Matchlite Stricker
lighter, larg size, with two tone blue Art
Deco design, plus an Oriflam with black
and yellow lacquered Art Deco deign for
the French Market, with a cockrel motif
to the actuator mechanism, in original
blue cardboard box of retail (2)
£50-80

729.

723.

730.

Two petrol lighters, including an
early USA Ronson De-Lite Junior Sport,
c1928, the early model marked AMW
(Art Metal Works), with de-Light fitment
and original Morocco leather panels, in
original retailers box , with cloth pouch
and instructions, together with a Thorens
table lighter, type Nuit de Lune, wuth
black lacquered side panels and gold
plated actuator and highlighed edges (2)
£40-60

724.

717.

725.

A Thorens Bijou Original pocket
lighter, with pint mottled celluloid wrap,
in an original cardboard box of retail,
together with a Ronson Whirlwind petrol
pocket lighter, with tortoiseshell style
laquer design, with retractable wind
guard, complete with cardboard box or
retail and instructions (2)
£30-50
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Two Thorens petrol pocket
lighters, to include a Thorens Original
single claw Nickel plated example, with
locking screw, and a 1930s Oriflam with
lacquered design, with Swiss National
Flag and skyline to one side and Zurich to
the other, both with original cardboard
retail boxes (2)
£40-60
A WWII period Thorens Maco
(unmarked) pocket lighter, together
with a Colibri Kickstart in black lacquer,
c1930s, Patent 321323, with presentation
box, plus two pipe tampers, both in the
form of Charles Dickens Characters (4)
£40-60

731.

A Dupont Type D57 gas lighter,
the first Dupont lighter to have special
contrl valve to prevent gas escape with lid
open until rolled is actuated, c1957
£60-80

732. A 1965 Vietnam Zippo lighter,
patent 2517191, with 1965 marking to
base, original 251 insert, with engraved
sides, with Vietnam map to one side and
text to the other, together with a 1995
polished chrome Zippo with crest ‘Brave’
with Indian Headdress, unused, with case
and cardboard sleeve (2)
£30-50
733. A vintage Thorens Tobacconist’s
Counter display case, with angled glazed
top, with sidewards slide out drawer with
‘Thorens Orifam’ maker’s name to top,
with eight felt lined compartments, a
second sliding drawer to reverse to reveal
more storage space for lighters, with
maker’s plaque ‘ G.H Randall & Co Ltd,
Cabinet maker’s, Mentreal, Canada
£150-180
734. A vintage Thorens Tobacconists
Counter display case, with a lift-up
glazed front, to reveal a maroon velvetcovered fitted interior, with a central
three shelf design, flanked by four larger
compartments, painted maker’s name to
the top, 39cm x 18cm x 33.5cm
£150-180
735. An assortment of smoking
related books, to incude Bryant and May
Museum catalogue supplement, dated
1928, Das Feuerzeug, Geschitche der
Feuerzeuge by Rita Beucheit, Les Briquets
Zippo by Eric Leguebeand Fire Steels
by Vittorio Cacciandra and Alessandro
Cesati, plus Smokerama by Philip Collins
(6)
£30-40
736. An assortment of books
relating to lighters, including Fire Steels
by Vittorio Cacciandra and Alessandro
Cesati, Medieval Fiesteels by Spiro
Svoronos, , The Handbook of the Vintage
Cigarette Lighters by Stuart Schneider
& Ira Pilossof, Collectors Guide to the
Cigarette lighter book 2 by James
Flanagan, OTLS 1992 Lighter calendar and
a rare copy of the Antiquorium catalogue
of the auction of lighters, watches and
clocks (parcel)
£40-60
737. Lighters Accendini by Stefano
Bisconcini, published 1984, Limited
Edition to 1600 copies, 340 paes with
846 photographs, many in colour, with
original loose price guide, complete with
dust jacket
£200-250
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738.

A silver hallmarked vesta case,
dated London 1891 by Jane Brownett,
with combined fusee rope lighter with
rotating chamber to house fusee cord
and strike plate, a hinged cover to the
top, 1.6ozt
£120-150

739.

A Thorens Original bijou size
silver plated watch lighter, circa late
1920s, produced for the French market,
with engine turned design, with original
Thorens Briquet Luxe presentation hard
case, with silk interior, with maker’s name
and leatherette exterior, complete with
instructions
£500-600

747.

An early black plastic wind up
telephone, together with a T.E.L black
shell of a telephone, an early head set,
plus a selection of other telephone items
(parcel)
£30-50

748.

Two vintage GPO wooden ring/
current generators, together with wall
bells and more (parcel)
£50-80

749.

A group of vintage red plastic
telephones, to include four Rotary
examples and a push button example, all
with there recievers (parcel)
£40-60

740.

A selection of Meerschaum and
other smoking items, comprising pipes,
bone, wooden and other cheroots and
more, some in original cases (parcel)
£80-120

750.

741.

An assortment of pocket and
table lighters, to include Colibri, Ronson,
Gas Brotherlite, and more, plus cigarette
cases and more (parcel)
£40-60

751.

742.

752.

A group of five light colours
vintage telephones, three larger rotary
examples, plus a smaller example and a
push button example (5)
£40-60

743.

A group of six vintage green
coloured rotary telephones, all complete
with hand sets (6)
£50-80

744.

A vintage W-24/4001 No.1
candlestick telephone, together with
another eample, plus a black bakelite
GPO phone with pull out address to
bottom, and a black rotary telephone (4)
£50-80

A collection of Call Exchange
telephones, one being a Siemans
Ediswan, and two with pull out note
drawers to the bottom (parcel)
£40-60
Two cased Universal Avro
Meters, together with a small selection
of other volt meters, mainly cased, and
more (parcel)
£50-80
Two cased vintage field
telephones, one being a rotary example,
together with a vintage black plastic
telephone, without reciever and some
smaller items (parcel)
£40-60

753.

A group of five vintage grey
plastic rotary telephones, all with grey/
brown recievers (parcel)
£40-60

757.

A group of five cream rotary
telephones, all with their recievers
(parcel)
£40-60

768.

758.

769.

Two vintage rotary telephones,
together with a Exchange Line Simulator,
a Battery tester, and a selection of other
equipment (parcel)
£30-50

An assortment of cigareete
card albums, comprisng various sets ans
part sets, to include Lambert & Butler
Motorcycles, Players Army Corps, Wills
Arms of Universities (L cards), Players
Characters from Dickens, and many
more, together with two framed and
glazed sets, and a small stamp abums
containing British Victorian and later
stamps (parcel)
£50-100

760.

770.

776.

761. A group of vintage telephones,
all rotary examples, in different colours,
cream, yellow/orange, red and grey
(parcel)
£40-60

771.

759.

An assorment of volt and line
testers, including two cased Avros,
Telephone Type Lamp bulbs, GPO and
Megger examples and more (parcel)
£50-80

762.

Three vintage field telephones,
including two rotary examples, together
with a GPO 4GPO G54/11 and a box of
spares (parcel)
£50-80

773.

Telephone parts and spares, a
collection of various items to include a
Power Unit SA 6028, another similar, wall
bells, parts and spares (parcel)
£40-60

755.

765.

746.

756.
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A vintage telephone hand No.6
and two glass valves, together with a
Universal Avrometer, other valves and
equipment (parcel)
£50-80

772.

764.

745.

A group of five black vintage
rotary telephones, complete with hand
sets, a couple of different designs (5)
£40-60

An assortment of cigarette and
trade cards, to include Carreras, Wills,
Players, Ardath Turf Sport Series, Brooke
Bond various sets and part sets, and more
(parcel)
£80-120

A collection of black plastic
vintage telephones, including one rotary
example and the other call exchange
examples, AF
£40-60

763.

Spares and repairs, a collection
of telephon repair and spare equipment,
to include receivers, dials, fuses, shells,
speakers and more (parcel)
£50-80
A collection of five vintage
telephones, including rotary and push
button examples, in various colours, blue,
green, cream, grey/brown (parcel)
£40-60

An collection of Cigarette and
Trade cards, incuding Anstie Racing
Series, Lambert & Butler London
Characters, Kensitas Builder of Empires,
Wills Railway Engines and much more, in
folders, books and loose, together with
a selection of Cigarette papers and more
(parcel)
£50-80

A small collection of cigarette
cards, together with a small selection
of Victorian and later postal stamps and
correspondance, British Coin sets and
more (parcel)
£40-60

Two Morse Code style
signallers, together with a vintage
resistance bix, cased GPO Volt and Amp
meter, Universal Avro Meter and a MultiRange Meter No.12A/1 (parcel)
£50-80

754.

775.

Cigarette Cards Sets and Part
Sets, a large collection contained in
eighteen albums, includes examples by
Gallaher, Players, Ogden’s, Cavenders,
Wills, Carreras, Faulkner, Grandee,
Godfrey Phillips, Lambert & Butler,
Castella, International Tobacco, Ardath,
Churchmans, Stephen Mitchell and
others (100 + complete sets) includes a
number of reissue examples, and various
part sets and odd cards by similar issuers
contained in five albums, together
with a crate of collectors accessories
empty leaves and three albums, P-E, (18
albums), in three boxes
£300-400

Two vintage black rotary
telephones, AF, one Siemens of London,
together with bell sets and other
equipment (parcel)
£40-60

Two vintage black plastic rotary
telephones, both with pull out note slides
to the bottom, plus receivers (2)
£50-70

A collection of vintage plastic
Rotary telephones, in various colours,
grey, cream, green (parcel)
£40-60

766.

A group of vintage black plastic
rotary telephones, complete with
receivers (parcel)
£40-60

A collection of approximately
150+ Football related bubblegum cards,
mainly A&BC, plus Nabisco Foods Ltd, all
part sets (parcel)
£80-120

774.

A very extensive bulk collection
of trade cards, approximately 1100
wrapped packets of multiple sets from
numerous manufacturers, including
Mitcham, Copes, Gaycon, Cadet Sweets,
Hotchman, Horniman’s Tea, Ringtons Ltd
Barbers Tea, Twinings and many more,
each packet containing a number of
sets, very substantial duplication (many
thousands of individual cards)
£500-800

Cigarette Cards Sets and Part
Sets, various examples includes sets by
Players, Carreras, Wills, Wix, Churchmans,
Stephen Mitchell, Gallaher and Anstie
(25+) all in plastic sleeves, together with
various sets (in traditional albums with
corner retainers, part sets and odds
(loose and in leaves) includes examples as
above and Cavanders, Ogden’s, Godfrey
Phillips, Lea, Ringers, Major Drapkin
and others and a number of overseas
examples Gaedke, H Schlink and Muller,
P-G, (Qty) in two boxes
£120-160

777.

Cigarette Cards Set and Odds,
various examples from earlier and more
unusual sets mainly in plastic sleeves
includes, Salmon & Gluckstein Traditions
of the Army & Navy (set 25), Smiths
Cigarettes Footballers (10) and Derby
Winners (23), Kimballs Fancy Bathers
(8), American Tobacco Beauties (Old
Gold) 30, Sandorides Famous Race
Horses (28), Ogden’s Guinea Gold various
subjects Actresses (L80+), Boer War (L9)
and others (50+) some loose, Morris’s
Cigarettes Actresses (14) Lorillard Tobacco
Actresses (M5), and Circus Scenes (X1),
Gallaher’s and Phillip’s Guinea Gold type
issues (9) and various other mainly odd
cards Kimball Beauties (playing card),
Kinnear’s Jockeys, Taddys British Medals
and Ribbons, Sports & Pastimes, VC
Heroes, Famous Jockeys, Cohen Weenen
Jockey, Allen & Ginter Racing Colors of
the World, Birds of the Tropics, Game
Birds, Salmon & Gluckstein Owners &
Jockeys, Franklyn Davey Types of Smokers
and various others, P-G, (Qty)
£120-160

778. Mainly Postwar Trade Card
Issues, mainly part sets and odds,
includes Wonders of the Queen Mary
Mars (a set), Typhoo Horses, Brooke Bond
sets and part sets, parts sets Kellogs,
Chivers, Wrights Biscuits, Weetabix, Boys
Magazine, News Chronicle, Topical Times
Album of Great players (set 24 in original
album), Stars of Today (21 in original
album), Miniature Panel Portraits (22
in original album) and Panel Portraits
(E14), Eskimo Foods Beatles Cards (P5), a
collection of A&BC bubble gum Civil War
Banknotes, includes $1000 dollar bills
(60) and a quantity of sealed Sainsbury’s
Lego card packs, P-E, (Qty)
£80-100
779. Silk Issues, various sets and part
sets all in plastic sleeves comprises BDV
Ceramic Art (18), Old Masters (P Set 20)
and two odds, Great War Leaders and
Celebrities (P3), Birds (60), Lea Chairman
Cigarettes Old Pottery (50), American
Tobacco Zira Cigarettes Birds (M37),
Butterflies and Moths (L39) and (M10)
numbered but un named, Kensitas Wix
flowers (46) and (L3), BAT Best Dogs of
Their Breed (L23) and a small number of
other odd silks, P-G, (Qty)
£80-100
780. American Tobacco Hamilton
King, two part sets in plastic sleeves, Flag
Girls G17/25 and Girls G9/12, both issued
with Turkish Trophies, F-G, (Qty)
£80-100
781. Silk Issues, various part sets
all in plastic sleeves La Favorita Old
Masters M18/20 and Turkish Macedonian
Tobacco, Flowers (Europe/Africa) M29,
Flowers and Leaf Designs M13/16 and
M6 miscellaneous colours and Japanese
subjects A16 Plus M9, together with
Imperial Tobacco Canadian Miscellany
each with T9/10 colour variations, China,
British Columbia, Newfoundland, McGill
College, Good Luck, Hockey, Ocean Liner,
Manitoba, Lacrosse, Automobile, Albert
University, January, F- G, (Qty)
£80-100

767.

The vintage cream coloured
Rotary telephones, all with receivers
£40-60
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782.

Silk Issues, various part sets
all in plastic sleeves, American Tobacco
National Arms Egyptienne Luxury (M37),
Richmond Straight Cut (M12), Culmet
(M1), Coat of Arms (M8), BAT Arms
of Countries (M21/25), Dankelman &
Schrader Arms of Countries (M24-26)
and Flags of Nations Large Lettering
(M31/60), small lettering (M39/158) and
Godfrey Phillips Flags Set 5 with captions
(M21 with variations M53 in total), Flags
Set 6 (M18 with variations M53 in total)
and three uncut strips New Zealand (12),
Japan (4), F-G, (Qty)
£80-100

787.

783.

789.

Silk Issues, various part sets all
in plastic sleeves, Imperial Tobacco Drum
Banners (L2) plus two colour variations,
Godfrey Phillips Allies Flags M5 (20th
series), M7 (25th series), M1 (26th
series), Union Jack Flags various number
variations 7th-28th series (M58 and L14),
Clan Tartans L31/L56), Robert Sinclair
Great War Area (P4/6), Anon War Leaders
& Allied Flags (A60 and BAT Great War
Leaders (E2/E15), F-G, (Qty)
£80-100

784.

Trade Silk Issues, various
examples Benham Postcards British
Textiles (set P4), Col Cards Malvern Wix
Flower Designs (L20 with envelopes),
Edzioni-D’Arte Alma Milano Famous
Paintings (P11) and JJ Cash Greeting
Cards (P20 one double) includes flowers,
Christmas, occasions, birds, mainly with
envelopes and five miniature examples,
G, (Qty)
£50-60

785.

A collection of Victorian and
later stamps, British, Commonwealth
and World examples, including a half
penny rose (EC), penny red, two penny
blue, 1d lilac, 1900 half penny blue-green,
Victorian Jubilee examples and much
more, together with a selection of First
Day Covers and cigarette cards (parcel)
£80-120

786.

A good collection of Victorian
and Later British and Overseas stamps,
including early embossed examples,
1d lilac, some of the Victoria Jubilee
set, numerous penny reds from various
plates, including 56, 78, 79, 80 & 84, a
half penny rose, Isle of Ely one shilling ,
receipt one penny and many more, all in
three stok books (parcel)
£120-150
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An assortment of British and
World stamps and FDCs, mainly loose
and in stock books, from George V to
present, including small unused sheets,
and a few Victorian examples, the Penny
Lilac, orange one halfpenny from the
Jubilee set and more (parcel)
£50-80

788.

An accumulation of British and
World Stamps, some early examples,
in numerous stock books, including a
stockbook dedicated to German stamps
(parcel)
£80-120
An assortment of First Day
Covers, British and Overseas, Typed,
Blank and Signed example, covering
numerous subject matter, 1970s onwards
(00s)
£60-80

790.

A large array of Victorian and
later British and Overseas stamps, to
include Penny Reds, some of the Victorian
Jubilee set, Victorian stamps envelopes,
and much more from a large quantity of
places around the globe, in numerous
stock books and loose (parcel)
£100-150

791.

A Westminster 1840 Penny
Black Cover with certificate, the Penny
Black with LH lettering, with red Maltese
Cross postage stamp, in leather bound
Westminster folder with Certificate
£60-100

794.

Universal Postal Union 18741974 Commemorative Stamp Replica
Issue, comprising of a £1 Postal Union
22ct gold stamp ingot (40g), in original
fitted case, with certificate, Limited
Edition 338/3000
£1200-1300

795.

The following thirteen lots
of signed Royal Christmas cards were
sent to the Hon. Aylmer Douglas Tryon,
thence gifted to the vendor’s aunt, who
worked for him from 1986 at Kingfisher
Mill in Great Durnford, Salisbury,
Wiltshire HM Queen Elizabeth The
Queen Mother signed Christmas card
1987, signed in blue ink ‘from Elizabeth
R’, with mounted colour photograph of
the the Queen Mother, wearing a yellow
dress and her finest jewellery while
holding a fan, set in a heavy white card
with gilt crest to the upper board, 18.7cm
x 21.8cm when closed
£100-150

796.

HRH Charles Prince of Wales,
1992 signed Christams card, ‘Aylmer’
wishing you a very Hppy Christmas and
New Year 1992 ‘From Charles’, signed in
black ink, with mounted black and white
photograph of a young Prince William
and Prince Harry, on heavy white card,
with two embossed gilt ciphers/crests to
the front, 15cm x 20.2cm when closed
£80-120

797.

The Royal Silver Wedding
Commemorative Stamp Replica box
set, containg a 22ct gold 20p stamp
ingot (26.5g) and a silver 3p stamp ingot
(26.7g), in original fitted box of issue, with
certificate, Limited Edition 1014/2000
£800-1000

793.

798.

The Royal Wedding Stamp
Replica, a 22ct gold (26.5g) and a silver
(26.6g) ingot, to commemorate the HRH
The Princess Anne and Captain Mark
Phillips Wedding, 14th Novemner 1973,
in original fitted case of issue, with
certificate, Limited Edition 338/3000,
plus ingot sleeves and original cardboard
cover
£800-1000

HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen
Mother signed Christmas card 1993,
signed in thick black ink, ‘from Elizabeth
R’, with mounted colour photograph of a
seated Queen Mother in an aqua outfit,
by a desk with photographs of her family,
while stroking her beloved Corgi, set in
heavy white card, with single embossed
gilt crown to the front, 18.7cm x 22.2cm
when closed
£100-150

800.

HRH Charles Prince of Wales
and Diana Princess of Wales sign
Christmas card, signed in black ink
‘Aylmer, from Charles and Diana’,
individually signed in two separate pens,
mounted with a colour photograph of the
pair with Prince William and Prince Harry
sat on a cream sofa, on heavy card with
two embossed gilt crests to the front,
20cm x 15.2cm when closed
£150-250

801.

HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen
Mother signed Christmas card 1988,
signed in black ink ‘from Elizabeth R’,
with mounted colour photograph of the
Queen Mother, wearing pale blue outfit
and hat, with pearl necklace, clutching
roses amongst wild flowers, set in heavy
white card with embossed gilt crown to
the front, 18.8cm x 22cm when closed
£100-150

792.

799.

HRH Charles Prince of Wales
and Diana Princess of Wales sign
Christmas card, igned in black ink, ‘From
Charles and Diana’, Diana being in a
thinner pen than Charles, with mounted
colour photograph of Charles and Dian
with their sons Prince William and
Prince Harry, in matching outfits, the
photograph bordered by a thin red line,
on heavy white card, with two embossed
gilt crests/ciphers to the front, 20cm x
15cm when closed
£150-250
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HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen
Mother signed Christmas card 1990,
signed in blue ink ‘from Elizabeth R’, with
mounted colour photograph entitled
‘Four Generations’, on heavy card with
embossed gilt Crown to the front, 18.2cm
x 22.6cm when closed
£100-150

802.

HRH Charles Prince of Wales,
1993 signed Christmas card, signed in
black ink ‘Aylmer from Charles’, mounted
with a colour photograph of Prince
Charles with Prince William and Prince
Harry lead on their lawn, on heavy card,
with embossed crest to the front, 15.1cm
x 20cm when closed
£80-120

803.

HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen
Mother signed Christmas card 1991,
signed in black ink ‘from Elizabeth R’,
with mounted colour photograph of the
Queen Mother in a floral dress and hat
at Walmer Castle, on heavy card, with
embossed gilt crown to the front, 18cm x
23.4cm when closed
£100-150
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804.

HRH Charles Prince of Wales
and Diana Princess of Wales sign
Christmas card, signed in black ink
‘Aylmer, from Charles and Diana’,
individually signed in two separate pens,
mounted with a colour photograph of a
seated Diana and Harry, with Charles and
William behind and decoratively carved
wooden bench, with two embossed gilt
crests to the front, 17.5cm x 15.1cm
when closed
£150-250

805.

HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen
Mother signed Christmas card 1989,
signed in black ink ‘ from Elizabeth R’,
with mounted colour photograph of the
Queen Mother in a pink overcoat and hat
at the Castle of Mey, on heavy card with
embossed gilt crown to the front, 18.8cm
x 22cm when closed
£100-150

806.

HRH Charles Prince of Wales
and Diana Princess of Wales sign
Christmas card, signed in black ink
‘Aylmer, from Charles and Diana’,
individually signed in two separate pens,
mounted with a colour photograph of
Charles, Diana, William and Harry, on
heavy card, with two embossed gilt crests
to the front, 20.1cm x 15.1cm when
closed
£150-250

807.

HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen
Mother signed Christmas card 1982,
signed in black ink ‘ from Elizabeth R’,
with mounted colour photograph of the
Queen Mother in a pink/red floral dress
and hat, on heavy card with embossed
gilt crown to the front, 18.7cm x 22cm
when closed
£100-150

808.

Hon. Aylmer Douglas Tryon,
1909-1996, two signed books by Aylmer
Tryon, comprising The Quiet Waters
By and Kingfisher Mill, together with a
selection of letters and print out relating
to Aylmer, plus The Order of Service for
Aylmer Tryon (parcel)
£80-120

809. Postcards, P2 Album, RP
including, Blunham, St Neots (1),
Conington (5), Market Place, Fenstanton,
with children and bicycle (1), Ulycroft
Road School, Bradford (1), HMS
Royal Arthur (1), HMS Barfleur (1),
Comberton, Cambs (1), Sunshine Home,
Hurstpierpoint (respite home for London
ladies) (4), with HTL (1), Australia,
greetings, coloured views, song cards,
mostly G (apx. 295) and small P2 Album,
including RP St John Ambulance Brigade
Nottingham Corps motocycle sidecar
ambulance combination (1), family
portraits and soldiers in uniform, G (37)
£100-150
810. Postcards, RP railway interest
- Stanley, Wakefield level crossing box
(1), Carlton & Netherfield Goods Yard
signal box, silverfish damage to bottom
edge (1), Colwick Siding (1), Lowdham
Station, Notts, Midland Railway, train
approaching, by Scott, Bulcote (2) and
family group, possibly wedding, taken
in station against Midland Railway
coaching stock with Rowsley, Derbyshire,
destination board, earnest group
oblivious to small boy climbing on fence
top right (1) and commercial RP pub.
Kingsway GNR station, Lincoln, with
shunting horse on four-wheel Brake/
Composite (1), G (7)
£50-80
811. Postcards, British military band
interest - P2, RP, in posed groups or
playing in UK, all in full dress uniform,
including Essex Regiment, RFA, King’s
Dragoon Guards, Infantry regiments,
Seaforths and others, mostly F-G (38)
£120-180
812. Postcards, British military band
interest - P2-P4, RP, mounted and foot
bands playing in UK barracks, full dress
and field dress, mostly F-G (22)
£70-100
813. Postcards, British military band
interest - P2-P4, RP, bands marching
outside barracks or on church paradesin
UK, mostly in full dress, 2nd Suffolks (?)
band resting and with a smoke, Isle of
Wight, 1908, mostly F-G (29)
£100-150
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814.

Postcards, British military
band interest - P2-P4, RP, bands playing,
marching or posing in groups overseas
other than India, including South Africa,
British Army on the Rhine at Cologne,
Hong Kong, Sudan, Malta, Persia, Egypt,
China in 1927, mostly F-G (21)
£80-120

815.

Postcards, British in India
military band interest - P2-P4, RP,
including Poona, Meerut, Ambala,
Dagshai, Dalhousie, Bangalore, Maymo
(Burma) and Landi Kotal, North West
Frontier Province (Afghanistan), a few
unidentified, possibly Egypt, mostly F-G
(32)
£100-150

816.

Postcards, British military
interest - P2-P4, RP, Fusiliers leaving
Dagshai, India, 1930, Eagle Troop,
Secunderabad, 1936, 7th Dragoons, Cairo,
sports, by Kemble Bolam, band in service
dress marching from Willsworthy Camp,
1926, musical ride, Aldershot, King’s
Birthday Parade, Laffan’s Plain, Aldershot,
1912, sequence with photographer in
foreground in and out of shot, RHA gun
accident, Fox Hill, Bournemouth, 1910,
Royal Tournament, RHA King’s birthday
salute, drum horses, Shorncliffe Camp
marching men sequence, commercial
RPs of UK barracks and Shagai fort, North
West Frontier Province (Afghanistan),
mostly F-G (44)
£100-150

817.

Postcards, British military
interest - P2, Gale & Polden ‘History And
Traditions’ (65) and Harry Payne Tuck
Oilettes (8), (G) (73)
£70-100

818.

Postcards, British military
interest, various periods, PP and
coloured, including bands, drum horses
and posed groups, mostly F-G, and
modern David J Hunter Regimental
Colours cards (qty)
£50-80

819.

Postcards, Leeds area interest,
mostly P4, some P2, topographical PP and
coloured, some commercial RP, including
Bramley, Stanningley, Armley, Headingley,
city centre, some trams and traffic, LNER
locomotives and British royalty, P2 to
modern, mostly G (qty)
£70-100
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820.

Postcards, various - mostly P2,
RP Fareham Fire Brigade, posed group,
with horse-drawn steam fire engine
behind, probably Shand Mason (1), RP
Indian railway accident, 4-4-0 locomotive
and passenger train fallen from singletrack bridge (6), RP bathing group (1),
RP young men in studio dirigible (1), RP
Blackpool Corporation open toast-rack
tram (2), commercial RP UK topographical
(7), royalty (5), PP UK topographical (5),
Serbian and Russian interest (10), PP
Korean, published in Vladivostok (2),
others (4), overall F-G
£50-80

825.

821.

826.

Postcards, P2 Hold-To-Light,
mainly chromo-litho rustic houses (24),
Alpha Kaleidoscopic Card (1), Tuck
chromo-litho Thanksgiving Day turkeys
in motor, 1908 (1), comic cartoons (14),
promotionals (5), mostly F-G (45)
£40-60

822.

Postcards, P3/P5, World War
One - RP British troops marching into
Lille and Audenarde at end of war (4), RP
Allied prisoners at Soignies, 22 October
1918 (1), embroidered silks (6), PP war
damage (12), fundraisers (2), others (5),
World War Two - Polish Relief Fund (7),
Italian propaganda (3), RP portraits of
gunners and other British soldiers, one
with dummy machine gun, and group
and RFC (16), RP man in floral pinny over
trousers (1), others (55) (F-G (112)
£50-80

823.

Postcards, four modern albums,
various, mainly P2, USA topographical
street scenes and landscapes, with
paintings, UK greetings and song cards,
and others, various condition (apx. 300)
£50-80

824.

Postcards, two modern albums,
P2-P6, topographical including USA and
UK, UK Edwardian actors and actresses,
paintings, glamour, Ettinger’s Dream
Series, French Amag ‘naughty’ glamour,
song cards, children, teddy bears, comic,
cats including Felix and with glass eyes
(apx. 250)
£50-80

Postcards, modern album,
mostly P2/P3, including RP two British
soldiers behind lines in France, one with
Good Conduct chevron on forearm,
Army Service Corps Lance-Corporal in
Lincolnshire studio and Private (3), song
cards, comic, coloured photographic
German hunters, retailed in Poona (3),
commercial RP St Albans (1), local RP
Cheshunt (1), other UK topographcal,
Franco-British Exhibition, local RP flooded road near Twyford, Berks, 1904
(1), Longborough (2) and small Ford
Model T charabanc (1), mainly F-G (100)
£40-60
Postcards, aviation interest, one
album, including P2 RP ‘Flying at Hendon’,
with Avro Type E biplane in foreground,
with man with back to camera (probably
A V Roe himself) talking to pilot, and
Breguet U2 in background, circa 1912,
with P4 commercial RP - aircraft maker’s
including Miles, De Havilland, Short,
Handley Page, Armstrong Whitworth,
Fokker, Savoia Marchetti, Vickers, Fairey,
Hawker, Supermarine, Blackburn and
Bristol, G (66)
£100-150

827.

Postcards, maritime interest,
three albums, P2, first album, RP
Vickers HMS B1 Submarine, 1909, P4,
including RP - HMS Iron Duke, 1929
(3), HMS Exeter, 1932 (1), commercial
RP including inter-war Royal Navy and
Kreigsmarine warships, second album,
similar, merchant marine, including
RP - RMS Orford, Royal Sovereign,
Margate paddle steamer, many by Real
Photographs, Liverpool, many with
manuscript annotations, and third album,
similar, of sailing vessels, mostly G, some
annotations to front of cards
£200-300

828.

Postcards, loose, P4,
commercial RP including Monte Carlo
pool, Jersey Airways De Havilland
Dragon airliner, local RP Clacton on
Sea, with other UK, French and Italian
topographical, some PP (81), UK stamps,
postal stationery and insurance renewal
receipts, 1940s (a lot)
£30-40
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829.

Postcards, period album, P3,
dated 1916, French commercial RP song
series, children in story sets, coloured RP
including French soldier in horizon blue,
posed studio family groups, ‘glamour’
and others, smaller album, P3, war
damage, including Louis Levy, British song
sets, and others and modern album, P2,
including Franco-British Exhibition, British
Empire Exhibition, London coloured and
PP topographical including u/b Hyde Park,
mostly F-G (a lot)
£40-60

830.

Postcards, Wiltshire/Salisbury
Plain interest - family collection, mainly
P2, RP Winterbourne Gunner (2),
Durrington - Village Shop, Post Office,
Fire, nursing float (4), with ‘native’ float,
house damaged by falling oak tree, Lark
Hill & Durrington Camp (1), Enford (2),
Killington, Lord Nelson pub, Wherwell,
tram in Norwood and street (aunt lived in
Norwood) (2), charabanc and others (4),
F-G
£50-80

831.

Postcards, including Wiltshire/
Salisbury Plain interest - P2 to modern,
including UK and overseas topographical,
including PP Durrington, Wherwell and
other local villages and houses, with SS
Durham Castle snapshot album and South
African postcards, Valentine’s aircraft
series and others (qty)
£50-80

832.

Late 19th Century/early 20th
Century greetings cards, chromolitho,
embossed, including Christmas, good
wishes, New Year and others, publishers
including Tuck (apx. 110)
£50-80

833.

Late 19th Century/early 20th
Century greetings cards, chromolitho,
embossed, including Christmas, good
wishes, New Year and others, publishers
including Tuck (apx. 130)
£60-80
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834.

Late 19th Century greetings
cards, chromolitho, unembossed, mainly
Christmas and New Year, publishers
including Tuck, including animals,
children and landscapes, most carefully
removed from albums (33); Mid19th Century Valentine cards, mainly
chromolitho, some with embossing and
paper-lace, hand-made fabrics, silks and
cut-outs, most carefully removed from
albums (13); and ‘Examples of ChromoLithography On White Satin circa 1880’,
for embellishment, floral bouquets (2)
and bookmarks (2), mounted, framed and
glazed, 690mm x 430mm; (47)
£70-100

835.

838. Late 19th Century Trade Cards,
two mid-20th Century loose-leaf albums,
many USA interest, also UK, France,
Belgium, litho and chromo-litho, including
tea, coffee, agricultural equipment and
fertiliser, Raymond & Campbell stoves,
stove polish, medicine including Ayer’s
and Scott & Bowne, tonic, Liebig, Puro
and other meat extract, soap including
Curtis, Davis & Co, Soapine and Pears,
hats, sewing machines, pastries, dry
goods, clothiers including Franchomme
& Cie and Frear’s Bazaar and chocolate
including Maison Louit (qty, 85 two, three
and four-pocket plastic pages, mostly
with one item per pocket)
£100-150

A late 19th Century Raphael
Tuck ‘Progressive’ Album to
demonstrate the chromolitho printing
process, using popular head of angel
by Rebecca Coleman, sister of William
Coleman, demonstrating over sequential
pages the overlay in registration of each
of sixteen colours over the period from
12 February to 10 April 1881, gilt leather
boards embossed to front ‘Raphael Tuck
& Sons Specimens of Chromo Printing In
Sixteen Different Colours’, G, part of clasp
missing, some foxing, with three Coleman
cards, including angel
£200-300

839. Modern Ephemera,
large quantity including modern
postcards, including Magnum and
other photographic cards, House of
Quests Royal Mail series advertising,
reproductions of period cards, other
UK and USA cards, gig and film cards
including Ninja Turtles, booklets,
advertising material, Dell Hucklebery
Hound comic, March-April 1960, eight
other comics, postcard reference books
and magazines, Biba ephemera and other
fashion (qty)
£40-60

836.

840.

Late 19th and early 20th
Century Ephemera, mainly UK and USA
interest, quantity, including chromolitho
greetings cards, retail display and
advertising cards, scraps, trade cards
including Liebig and four UK cabinet
cards, including man with cradled
shotgun and three spaniels, possibly
a ghillie, almanacs, Collier’s Weekly,
December 5 1936, ‘London in Colour’
folio, The Young Ladies’ Journal, January
1888 and Everyday People, Gibson,
Charles Dana, John Lane, 1904 (qty)
£50-80

837.

Late 19th Century Trade Cards
and other Ephemera, modern looseleaf album, some USA interest, including
Liebig, tobacco, umbrella repairer, boots
and shoes, stoves, early rinking fan,
soap, cologne, ceramics, wine, furs,
snuff, biscuits, calendars and agricultural
equipment (qty, 25 six-pocket postcard
plastic pages, mix of one and two items
per pocket)
£50-80

Maritime Ephemera, 10 x 8
silver prints of interior and exterior of
ships, including visit of HM The Queen
Mother to RMS Scillonian, launched
1956, from archives of John Thornycroft
& Co, Southampton, and buildings and
work surgery at firm’s Basingstoke site
(36), with silver print still of Sid James
in ‘Hell Drivers’, 1957 and three other
framed and glazed items
£20-30

841. Various Ephemera, chromolitho
scraps, postcards and greetings cards,
with two leather and one photographic,
mounted in two modern glazed frames,
each 480m x 580mm; indenture dated
1674, framed and glazed, 400mm
x 330mm; watercolours - cliffs and
distant shipping, Eustace A Tozer, and
Post Bridge, Dartmoor, unsigned, dated
1879 (2); Strand Theatre programme,
1889; early 20th Century ‘saucy’ French
prints, some magazine cut-outs (8); and
Victorian Street Ballads, Henderson, W,
Country Life, 1937, and A A E Disdéri and
the Carte de Visite Portrait Photograph,
McCauley, E A, Yale University Press,
1985, library copy (a lot)
£40-60
41

842.

ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Louis Reckelbus (1864-1958),
publicity poster of tower in Bruges, for
Belgian Railways, 630mm x 1000mm,
G, previously folded; with 1959 Paris
industrial exhibition poster; and
decorative display folio lithographs
with void areas for printed message
or advertising, including cherubs with
telephone, circa 1900 (10), VG (12)
£70-100
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843.

Wiltshire/Netheravon and
Sheppard family interest, range of 18th
and 19th Century vellum-bound domestic
account books from Netherhaven
(Netheravon), first dated 1777, second
titled ‘…....Sheppard, His Book Oct 1812’,
third titled ‘Stephen Sheppard His Book
1819’ (1776-1841), fourth dated 1825,
fifth titled ‘Jacob Sheppard 1844’ (18071886, son of Stephen), sixth dated 1857
and sixth dated 1870, P-F (6)
£50-80
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